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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mathematical programming (145, 61) is concerned with the 
problem of maximizing or minimizing a function of variables 
that are restricted by a number of constraints. Interest in 
this problem arose in economics and management sciences, 
where it was realized that many problems of optimum alloca­
tion of scarce resources could be formulated mathematically 
as programming problems. The introduction of large light-
spaced electronic computers, moreover, made it possible in 
principle to obtain numerical solutions, provided efficient 
mathematical methods and computational techniques could be 
developed. 
The concept of risk has played a very significant role 
in the theory of production, resource allocation, and the theory 
of statistical decisions. This is used here for analyzing 
the implications of a certain type of probabilistic program­
ming models in a linear and non-linear framework. The plan 
of the discussion covering this topic will be as follows. 
In Chapter 2 a general survey of risk programming is 
presented; the various methods of risk programming discussed 
in those sections are limited mostly to probabilistic linear 
programming of static variety, under simplifying assumptions 
regarding the statistical distributions of the parameters of 
the problems which are (A,b,c). This is followed by Chapter 
2 
3 which presents the optimization techniques used in this 
thesis in order to deal with nonlinear deterministic forms 
produced by the risk programming problems. Here we are using 
the most powerful numerical techniques which enable us to 
solve problems that were impossible to solve in the past. 
Chapter 4 examined an empirical model of production planning 
and the emphasis here is on evaluating a reliability level 
for every period of production planning and comparing with 
chance constrained programming. We also considered an 
investment situation, where an investor wished to select a 
portfolio; this original model first formulated by Naslund 
(90, 89) is solved here in the general nonlinear fashion, 
extended to the nonlinear reliability programming case and 
analyzed in its sample distribution aspects. In Chapter 5 
we indicated two applications of geometric programming to 
economic models, in the first case we use generalized poly­
nomial programming applied to the simple stochastic pro­
duction model, in the second case we applied geometric 
programming to the posynomials arising in Uzawa's model of 
economic growth (135). 
Finally, a broad summary of all principal results and 
icjeas for future research is presented in Chapter 6. 
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE IN RISK PROGRAMMING 
Since the origin of the species, men have been making 
decisions, and experts have been telling them how they make, 
or should make decisions. Von Neumann and Morgenstern (91) 
developed a theory of maximizing the expected utility. In 
order for their results to be valid, however, their assump­
tion that rational individuals are choosing the right utility 
function must hold true. 
The fundamental problem of production is the optimum 
allocation of scarce resources between alternative ways of 
achieving an objective. It can be seen that the objective 
may be the maximization of the firm's profit or the minimi­
zation of costs. Cases exist, however, in which besides 
profit maximization or cost minimization, the objectives 
include risk minimization. If the decision-maker is willing 
to sacrifice profit in exchange for security, the result 
depends on his behavior. 
The difference between uncertainty and risk must be 
^ ^ t 
pointed out here. Each term has had distinct meaning in 
different parts of economic literature. The term "risk" is 
characterized in a model in which the entire probability 
distribution of the outcomes has formally been taken into 
account, whether the character of that distribution is c^m-
sidered subjective or objective. The term "uncertainty" is 
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applied to models in which the above stated conditions are 
not the case. 
It is very important to have a realistic theory 
explaining how individuals choose among alternate courses of 
action when the consequences of their actions are not fully 
known to them. A survey of the literature of approaches to 
the theory of choices in risk taking situations has been 
given by Arrow (3). 
The probability theory represents the sustained efforts 
of mathematicians and philosophers to provide a rational 
basis on which expectations may be derived from past events. 
Roy (102) stated that there are major objections when one 
attempts to maximize expected gain or profit. The ordinary 
man has to consider the possible outcomes of a given course 
of action on one occasion only, and the average or expected 
outcome, if this conduct were repeated a large number of times 
under similar conditions, is irrelevant. Also, the well-known 
phenomenon of the diversification of resources among a 
wide range of project or investment situations is not explained. 
Mathematical programming under risk has been developed 
during the last ten years and there exist many published 
articles in the field. The research, to date, can be divided 
in three major areas (88) namely: 
a) stochastic linear programming 
b) linear programming under uncertainty 
5 
c) chance constrained programming 
All methods start from the linear programming formulation 
namely minimizing or maximizing a linear function subject to 
linear constraints. Stochastic linear programming is mainly 
concerned with studying the statistical distribution of 
max z. This work has followed two lines namely the so 
called "passive" and "active" approaches. Programming under 
uncertainty partitions the problem into two or more stages. 
First the decision maker selects an initial decision, then 
the random effects occur. Chance-constrained programming 
allows for constraint violations a certain proportion of the 
time. Reliability programming is an extension of chance 
constrained programming where the probability levels are 
not preassigned, but optimized in some sense. 
2.1. Stochastic Linear Programming 
The ordinary linear programming problem can be formulated 
as follows (35, 57, 60) 
Max c'x [2.1.1] 
subject to 
Ax < b 
[2.1.2] 
x > 0 
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where 
c is a row vector with n elements 
X is a column vector with n elements 
A is a m by n matrix 
b is a column vector with m elements. 
The problem is to find values for the elements of x 
which maximize [2.1.1] and satisfy [2.1.2]. Risk is intro­
duced to the problem when either some elements of c, A or 
b or any combination of them include random elements. 
Stochastic linear programming which was first suggested 
by Tintner (130) is primarily concerned with the statistical 
distribution of max z = c'x in [2.1.1]. It is assumed 
that a multivariate probability distribution for the ele­
ments of A, b, c in [2.1.1] and [2.1.2] is known. We may 
be represented, for instance, as 
Prob (A,b,c) [2.1.3] 
where Prob refers to the probability of simultaneous 
occurrence of specified values of the matrix A and the vectors 
b and c. 
1 
Thus, given a Prob function as in [2.1.3] one may ask 
how max c'x will be distributed. There are three types of 
distribution problems; the passive approach, active approach, 
terme# distribution problems and expected values problems by 
7 
Vajda (136), and other distributional approaches. 
The passive approach assumes that for each possible 
configuration of the random variables the optimal activities, 
are selected. Then it is possible, at least in principle, 
to derive the probability distribution 
F(z) [2.1.4] 
of the linear form z to be optimized. To simplify the problem 
usually only the linear terms of the Taylor development of the 
function are retained. This is based on the assumption that 
the coefficients are independent. A confidence interval for 
the expected value of the function can be calculated (86, 
84). This method has been developed by Babbar (6), Tintner 
(129) and extended by Sengupta (122, 109), Bereanu (13), 
Prekopa (99) and others (121). For example one way of ob­
taining a distribution of max c'x that has been used (27) 
is to use a Monte Carlo routine to generate the values of 
the components of b based upon the given statistical distri­
bution of b. When a set of values for b is selected the values 
of X can be solved using regular linear programming methods. 
The active approach consists of transforming the problem 
into a decision problem. The problem can be reformulated in 
the following manner 
Max c'x 
8 
subject to 
Ax <_ bU 
X 2 0 
where U is matrix with elements such that 
0  <  y . .  < 1  i = l , 2 , . . . m  j = l , . . . , n  
— 13 — 
and 
U is a matrix of decision variables, which denote 
the proportion of the resources i devoted to activity j. This 
also assumes that all resources are completely utilized. 
In order to illustrate the method further we turn to the 
following example given in (88, 85) about an application to 
Iowa agriculture, the data are mentioned in detail by Babbar 
(6, 7). For other examples see (120, 108). 
A farm that can either grow corn in amount or raise 
flax in amount x^. The net price of corn is 1.56 and the net 
price of flax is 3.81. There are two production factors 
namely land 148 units and capital 1800 units, a^^^ and a.^2 
indicate the amount of land used for producing one unit of 
and Xg respectively. 82^ and a22 indicate the amount of 
capital used for producing one unit of x^ and x^ respectively. 
The passive problem would have us find the probability 
distribution of max z 
9 
Z : E 1.56 x^ + 3. 81 Xg 
subject to 
^11 ^12 *1 
< 
148 
^21 ^22 /2. 1800 
when the probability distribution of 
^11 ^12 
^21 ^22 
is specified. 
[2.1.5] 
The active approach replaces the constraint [2.1.5] with 
^11 ^12 
^21 ^22 
0 
0 X, 
148 
0 1800 
^11 ^12 
^21 ^22 
and then proceeds to examine the distribution of max z for 
various ^ 0 allocations which satisfy 
^11 ^12 ^ 
21 22 
The objective is to choose a best set of values for the 
matrix u as judged relative to a suitable defined preference 
functional. The method has been applied in (25, 132). 
The other distributional approaches (120) have been 
10 
concerned with several specific aspects of the general problem 
of which the following may be mentioned. 
(a) The extreme value aspects according to which each 
Cj coefficient of the objective function is re­
placed over the sample values (t=l,2,...,N) by 
(max c.) or (min c..) and the resulting distribution 
t ^ t 
of the optimal solution and its effects on the 
optimal decision role are analyzed (106, 105). 
(b) The implication of any departure from the assump­
tion of normality, mutual independence and other 
simplifying conditions for the random elements 
of the problem; particularly the results which are 
relatively distribution-free are much needed (110). 
(c) The distribution of basic feasible solutions other 
than the optimal one (111) and the distribution of 
the posterior distribution of optimal profit, when 
the prior probabilities on c^ coefficients are 
replaced by the decision-maker by posterior 
probabilities through sampling experiments with 
consequent change in the optimal solution (116). 
(d) Distribution of the utility function u(z) of certain 
form, defined on set of values of the objective 
function z = c'x subject to the usual linear 
restrictions (18, 11). 
11 
Finally we review the earliest problem of the passive 
approach (114) in which the optimal basis equations are 
written as 
(A+a)x = (b+6) [2.1.6] 
where A and a are mxm matrices and x, b and B are mxl 
vectors and where the random errors a.. and g. are assumed 
1J 1 
to satisfy the following conditions 
E(a. .) = E(6.) = 0; Ea?. = a? . < «>; Eg? = t? 
J -  J  - L  - L  J  J  - L J .  
From [2.1.6] the kth optimal activity can be solved for as 
where |D^+d^| is the determinant of matrix (A+a) when its 
kth column is replaced by the column vector (b+6). 
We have also 
m 
z = E (c +Y„)x 
r=l ^ ^ ^ 
where 
2 2 
= 0; Ey^ = = 
and the index set r=l,2,...,m is defined for the optimal basic 
activities only. 
If we are now limiting to first order prrors and 
neglecting cross product terms of unlike random elements, 
the following expressions can be derived: 
12 
, , ir ^ iTi ni , 
cr+d^l = |d^I + Z S., 6. + E E a?\a.. = N(x, ) 
i=l ^ i=l j=l 
|A+a| = |A| + E E s..a.. = D(x) 
i j J 
E (C! +Yr)|D^+d^| = E c |D^| + E c (Es. 6.) 
r=i r r ^ r r xr i 
+ E c E df.a.. + E|d^|y^ = N(z) 
j=l " 
j/^r 
i 'r ii 1] r ^ 
and 
EID^+d^I = II = d^ 
Var|D^+d^ I  =  E s?,t? + E E((^ .)^a?. = 
£ XK X i j 
EIA+aI = IA I =  a^ 
VarIA+aI = E E s?.a?. = 
£ j ij -Lj ^ 
Cov(|D^+d^|, |A+a|) = E E 
E[N(z) ] = E|cf|c^ = d^(2) 
m  m  0  7  m „ i n  m  .  ?
Var N(z) = E ( E c.s.)^t^ + E C^[ E E (d. . ) a. .] 
r=l i=l ^ ^ r=l ^ i=l j=l 
i + XId'^IV = o2(2, 
z = N(Z)|D(Z) where |A+a| = D(x) = D(z) 
13 
with 
E[D(z)] 2 a^; Var D(z) = and 
determinant of A with its kth column replaced by the resource 
vector b. 
It is observed that since N(x^), D(x^), N(z), D(z) 
are linear functions of normally distributed variables, they 
themselves will be normally distributed, and the problem 
becomes one of finding the distribution of the ratios 
Using the result due to Geary (59) , it is shown by 
Babbar and Tintner (7, 129) that the probability density of z 
for example is given by 
- ~dT5Ô 
14 
where n and D are two normally distributed variables with 
— — 2 2 
means N, D and covariance . 
Babbar (7) then discusses confidence intervals for the 
ratios, cumulative distributions, etc. and closes with a 
numerical application of these techniques to linear pro­
gramming. Extension of this problem has been developed in 
(118, 119, 117). 
2.2. Programming under Uncertainty 
We have already pointed out the difference between un­
certainty and risk since we are always going to use the name 
originally given to the method (36). 
A class of linear programming models is considered where 
the activities are divided into two or more stages. The 
quantities of activities in the first stage are the only ones 
that can be determined in advance because those in the second 
and later stages depend on the outcome of random events. 
Madansky (76) has classified the methods of reducing the 
effects of uncertainty in a linear programming problem into 
three^types. 
(a) Replacing all random elements!by their expected 
values the so-called expected value solution. 
(b) Replacing the random elements by pessimistic esti^ 
mates of their values in the second stage one could 
compensate for the loss due to inaccuracies in the 
15 
first-stage decisions. The so-called fat solu­
tion. 
(c) Reducing the problem to a two stage or multistage 
problem, where in the second stage one could com­
pensate for the loss due to inaccuracies in the 
first-stage decisions. The so-called slack solution. 
Finally we formulate the general multi-stage problem 
given in Dantzig (36). The structure assumed is 
^1 = All*! 
^2 = A21X1 + ^22^2 
^3 •^31*1 + ^32^2 + ^33^3 
^4 = *41*1 + ^42^2 
+ 
^43^3 '44^4 
= = 
where b^ is a known vector; b^^ is a chance vector 
{i=2,...,m) whose components are functions of a point drawn 
from a multidimensional distribution; A.. are known matrices. 4 J 
The sequence of decisions is as follows: the vector 
of non-negative activity levels in the first stage, is chosen 
so as to satisfy the first stage restrictions ^he 
values of components of bg are chosen by chance by deter­
mining ; x^ is chosen to satisfy the 2nd stage restrictions 
16 
^2 ~ ^ 21*1 ^22*2' etc. iteratively for the third and higher 
stages. It is further assumed that 
outcomes b^, b^,..., b^. 
(3) The total cost c is a convex function in x^, x^, 
... x^ which depend on the value of the sample 
points Eg, Eg, ... E^. 
When the number of possibilities for the chance vector 
bg is bg^^, . . , bg^^ with probabilities p^, Pg, ... 
Pr, (Z p^=l), it is not difficult to obtain a direct linear 
programming solution for small k, say k=3. Since this type 
of structure is very special, it appears likely that tech­
niques can be developed to handle large k. For k=3, the 
problem is equivalent to determining vectors x^ and vectors 
Xg^^' *2^^' *2^^ such that 
( 2 )  
(1 )  The components of x^ are non-negative; 
There exists at least one x^ satisfying the jth stage 
restraints, whatever be the choice of x^^, 
Xj_^ satisfying the earlier restraints or the 
AiiXi 
b ( 2 )  ( 2 )  2 
(3) 
17 
Min E(c) = 
where for simplicity we have assumed a linear objective 
function. 
Application of this method and extension may be 
found in (10, 75, 76, 40, 46, 136, 12, 137, 74). 
2.3. Chance-Constrained Programming^ 
A new conceptual and analytical vehicle for problems of 
temporal planning under uncertainty, involving determination 
of optimal (sequential) stochastic decision rules is defined 
by Charnes and Cooper (22). 
The problem of stochastic (or better, chance-constrained) 
programming is defined as follows. Select certain random 
variables with known distributions in such a manner as (a) to 
maximize a functional of both classes of random variables sub­
ject to (b) constraints on these variables which must be main­
tained at prescribed levels of probability. More loosely, the 
problem is to determine optimal stochastic decision rules under 
these circumstances. An example is supplied in (26). Temporal 
planning in which uncertainty elements are present, but in 
which management has access to "control variables" with which 
to influence outcomes, is a general way of characterizing 
these problems. Thus, queuing problems in which the 
1 
This part is based on (100) . 
18 
availability of servers, customers, or both are partly con­
trollable fall within this classification. It should be noted 
that the constraints to be maintained at the specified levels 
of probability will typically be given in the form of in­
equalities . 
Chance-constrained programming admits random data 
variations and permits constraint violations up to specified 
probability limits. Different kinds of decision rules and 
optimizing objectives may be used so that under certain 
conditions, a programming problem (not necessarily linear) 
can be achieved, that is deterministic in that all random 
elements have been eliminated. Existence of such "deter­
ministic equivalent" in the form of specified convex pro­
gramming problems is established for a general class of linear 
decision rules (24) under the following three classes of 
objectives: (1) maximum expected value ('E model'); (2) 
minimum variance ('V model') and (3) maximum probability 
('P mode1'). 
A chance-constrained formulation would replace the 
ordinary linear programming problem with a problem of the 
following kind: 
Optimize f(c,x)=Max c'x 
Subject to Prob (Ax_<b)^a, x^O [2.3.1] 
A,b,c are not necessarily constant but have, in general, , 
19 
some or all of their elements as random variables. The 
vector a contains a prescribed set of constants that are 
probability measures of the extent to which constraint viola­
tions are admitted. Thus, an element 0<a.<l is associated 
n - 1-
with a constraint Z a. .x._<b. to give 
j=l J ^ 
n 
Prob ( E a..x.£b.)^a. [2.3.2] j = l J ] 
a double inequality which is interpreted to mean that the ith 
constraint may be violated but at most proportion of 
the time. 
Here it is proposed to examine important classes of 
chance-constrained problems and to obtain deterministic 
equivalents that are then known in certain cases to be convex 
programming problems. It is to be emphasized, however, that 
optimization under risk immediately raises very important 
questions concerning a choice of rational objectives. 
Questions can arise, for example, concerning the reasonable­
ness of an expected value optimization. Without attempting to 
resolve these issues, it should be noted that the evaluators 
secured for one objective are not necessarily correct or 
optimal when applied to the same problem under an altered 
objective. 
It is assumed that a choice of values for decision vari­
ables X will not disturb the densities associated with the 
20 
random variables in A,b,c. Then we may formulate the general 
problem in terms of choosing a suitable decision rule 
X = (}) (A,b,c) [2.3.3] 
with the function (p, to be chosen from a prescribed class of 
functions and applied in a manner that guarantees that x 
values, as generated, will satisfy the chance constraints of 
[2.3.1] and optimize f(c,x) in [2.3.1] with reference to the 
class of rules from which the <f) of [2.3.2] ig to be chosen. 
By assuming that the matrix A is constant (i.e. non-
random) X will also be restricted by the rule [2.3.3] to 
members of the class 
X = Db [2.3.4] 
where D is a n x m matrix whose elements are to be determined 
by reference to [2.3.1]. 
We will examine all possible rules of form D and, for 
important classes of objective and statistical distributions, 
in order to be able to characterize situations in which a 
deterministic equivalent will be achieved-irrespective of the 
D choice thus yielding a convex programming problem. 
The expected value model ('E model') is then 
maximize E c' x . 
under conditions Prob {Ax<b)>a [2.3.5] 
21 
substituting [2.3.4] into the objective function of [2.3.5] 
one obtains 
E(c'Db) = (Ec) ' D(Eb) 
It will assume that b and c are uncorrelated, then it will 
define the vectors 
5 (Ec)' ; = (Eb)' 
then 
Min -
Denoting the ith row of the matrix A by a^' and (b-y^) 
by B and assuming normality of distribution for the variates 
(a^',D b - 6^), parts of the constraints of [2.3.4] may be 
written as 
Prob (a.'Db - b. < 0) = Prob (b. - a.'Db > 0) 11— 11 — 
= Prob (6.-a.'D6>Uu +a.'Dvi,)>a. 11 — 1 D — 1 
Assuming E(b^-a^'d6)^>0, the above can be normalized and 
ith constraint can be written fully as 
b.-a.' D b. -yb.+a.' D y, 
Prob ^ ^ ^ > >_ ot. [2.3.6] 
'Efbu-a^ D b) 'Efb^-ai D b) 
by the assumption of normality, the left-hand side of the argu-
22 
ment, i.e. (b - a^'D bj^) / E (6^ - a^'D b) is a standardized 
normal variable with zero mean and unit variance, so that 
[2.3.6] is replaced by 
-yb.+ai'D 
^ [2.3.7] 
^Efb^ - a^' D b)2 
where 2 
_ i  r  - y  /  
F\(w) = 1 / 2 Ï Ï )  
w 
2 . 
e dy 
Usually for normal distribution a^^O.5 is taken, then the 
equation [2.3.7] can be solved as 
"V^l' ° "b < F.-l(a.) = -q. [2.3.8] 
'E(b,-a,' D b)^ ' ' ' 
where q^>0 for all i, if ox>0.5. 
The system [2.3.8] which involves nonrandom variables 
(i.e.), deterministic values only can be further reduced to a 
convex programming problem by introducing new variable Vj^ and 
writing [2.3.8] as 
-y. +a. ' Dy, <-v. <-q . E(b.-a.'D b)^<0 
D 1 D— 1— 1 11 — 
or 
y, -a. ' Dy, >v. >q. E(b.-a. 'D b)^>0 b ^  1  b —  1 — 1  1 1  —  
23 
which can be further simplified by squaring both sides, 
since nonnegativity is assigned to all expressions between 
inequality signs i.e.. 
-=i'DUb-^iZ-Wb. 
E(b^-a.'Db)2+v^2>0 
with v^>0 for each i. Hence, the equivalent convex program 
for chance-constrained programming [2.3.5] is 
Minimize 
under the conditions 
y, -a.'D y,-V. >0 [2.3.9] 
X D 1— 
-9^2 E (a^ ' Db-b. ) ^+q^^ (yj^ -a^ • Dy^) ^+v^\o 
where the problem [2.3.9] is a convex programming problem 
in the variables D and V 
For the minimum variance ('V model') 
Min E(c'x-c^^x^)^ 
under the conditions [2.3.10] 
Prob (Ax_<b)>a 
x=Db 
where the objective is to minimize a generalized mean square 
error i.e., taking all relations between the Cj intci account, 
it is intended to minimize this measure of their deviations 
24 
about some given preferred values z^-c^'. 
It is easy to achieve the following deterministic 
equivalent to [2.3.10] 
Min E(c'Db-c 'x')^ 
under conditions 
Wb.-ai'D%b-Vil° 
-q. ( a. ' Db-b. ) ^+q. ^ ( p. -a,' Du.) ^+v. ^ >0 
i 
v\>0 
This deterministic equivalent is again a convex pro­
gramming problem. 
The maximum probability ('P model') turns to a version of 
0 0 
the satisficing approach. In this approach the c 'x com­
ponents are specified relative to some set of values - e.g., 
as generated from an aspiration level mechanism - which an 
organization (an individual or a business firm in the present 
context) will regard as satsifactory whenever these levels are 
achieved. Of course, when confronting an environment subject 
to risk, the organization cannot be sure of achieving these 
levels when effecting its choice from what it believes are 
available alternatives. On the other hand, if it does not 
achieve the indicated cx^ levels or, pore precisely, if it 
believes that it cannot achieve them at a satisfactory level 
of probability, then the organization will either (a) reorient 
its activities and 'search' for a more favorable environment 
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or else (b) alter its aspirations and, possibly, the probabil­
ity of achieving them. 
The model is Max Prob (c'x>c^'x^) 
under the conditions 
Prob {Ax_<b)^a [2.3.11] 
x=Db 
If the same rules and assumptions are utilized as before 
to reduce this to a deterministic equivalent, it then becomes 
Max VQ/WQ 
under conditions 
Uc'D Pj^-vg^y^o [2.3.12] 
0 0 ? 0 
- E(c"Db-c 'x ) 4-^0 >0 
Wb.-*i'° Ub-VilO 
E(a^'Db-b^)^+q^^(p^ -a^'D 
V. >0 1 — 
This problem can be solved using fractional programming 
methods; for more details see (22). 
Sengupta (55) points out two aspects which may be noted 
about this method. The first aspect is that it characterizes 
the problem only within a very restricted class of decision 
rules, and the operational efficiency of the method must be 
i 
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determined by further experimentation. In other words, one 
could specify other types of deterministic equivalents (11) 
which would subsume the cases considered here. Secondly, the 
decision rules here are not analytic, i.e., each time they 
have to be solved with the appearance of new data. An ex­
tension of this idea of deterministic equivalent in terms of 
recursive programming may be helpful, although it will involve 
nonlinear difference equations that are very difficult to 
solve. 
Shinji Kataoka (71) introduced a new objective function, 
which is suitable for stochastic programming, utilizing 
Charnes' and Cooper's model. That is 
Max f [2.3.13] 
Subject to 
Prob (c'x£f)=a [2.3.14] 
and 
Prob (Ax<_b)^6 [2.3.15] 
x^O 
It should be noted that the expected value of profit is 
not always considered a good measure for the optimality cri­
terion. Even though a policy x dominates other policies in 
the expectation of profit, it may be more risky in that the 
chance of getting a very low profit may be greater than fqr 
other policies because of the dispersion of its distribution. 
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For this reason, the lower allowable limit f defined by 
[2.3.14] a special form of [2.3.15] for a given probability 
a is maximized instead of the expected value profit. 
A case is considered in which the b^'s and cy's are ran­
dom variables, but the a^j's are constant. Transportation 
and production horizon problems belong to this category if 
customer demand and commodity price are random. This is 
called a transportation type problem. 
Kataoka has made the following assumptions and formula­
tions . 
A.l. The random variable b^ has a normal distribution with 
2 
mean value b. and variance a, 1 b. 
The probability in [2.3.15] can be transformed as 
b-b. ^^ij^j~^i 
Prob (Z a. .x.<b.) = Prob ( > ^ ) 
j 1] 1 V - ^b. 
then the left hand side of the argument is a normalized random 
variable with zero mean and unit variance. Hence the proba­
bility condition, [2.3.15] is replaced by 
S a..x.-b. 
1 ^i 
^i 
or 
E a^jXj-b^ £ -q^ 
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where 
2 
G(x) = (/2n) -1 
MOO 
-y / 
e dy 2 
usually it is considered that Bj^^O.5; then G 
A.2. The vector c has a multinormal distribution with mean 
value vector c=(c^,C2•••fc^) and a dispersion matrix V. 
The variance of c'x is x'Vx. Hence 
Prob(o'x<£)=Prob 1^== = I 
/x'vx /x'vx /x'vx 
where 2 
-1 -y /? 
I(x) = (/^) ^  \ e dy 
then for (2.3.14) is 
f=c'x+I ^(a)/x'vx 
Finally Kataoka has a maximization problem 
Max fj=c'x+I ^(a)/x'vx ; [2.3.16] 
under the conditions 
Ax<b.+G~^ (6. )cr, 
— 1 1 
Kataoka also transforms a model to a more general stochastic 
programming problem, in which the components of matrix A 
are random variables; for more details see (71). 
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Sengupta (107) considers three generalized standpoints. 
First, the assumption of normality is replaced by a chi-square 
distribution, which has a nonnegative range and hence more 
applicability to economic problems of production planning; and 
a confidence interval for the optimal solution vector is worked 
out on this basis. Second, the relevance of chance-con­
strained programming to sensitivity analysis of optimizing 
economic models is briefly indicated. Third, the appli­
cability of chance-constrained decision rules to problems of 
development planning through investment programming is dis­
cussed. 
Sengupta (107) assumes that the elements a..,b., of A 1J 1 
and b respectively are taken to be mutually independent chi-
square variates with means a.. and b. and these are denoted 1J 1 
2 2 by X- • (a- •) and x (b.) respectively. He mentions two 
X 3 13 1 
points about the reasonableness of this assumption. First, 
in most economic problems of production and resource alloca­
tion, | the input coefficients a^j represent coefficients of 
production function and therefore these^ must be nonnegative. 
Similarly, the resource vector must be nonnegative. Second, 
a chi-square, which is closely related to the normal (e.g., 
a normal variate truncated at y^O results in a chi-square) 
has properties very similar to a normal distribution (e.g., 
reproductive properties) and hence approximations can easily 
be worked out by means of normal tables whenever needed. 
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In the derivation of his model, Sengupta assumes for a 
moment that b is not random. By transformation [2.3.1] 
becomes 
b. Z a..X. 
2 n _ 2. . xj 3 
Prob(x-( Z a..) < - y •' 5 ) > a. [2.3.17] 
^ j=l 1] - % E..xt ~ 1 
j ID : 
or, alternatively as, 
n _ n _ 2 
F.(b. E a..x./ E a..x.) > a. (i=l,...,n) 
^ 1 j=l ] i=l 1] ] - 1 
where f^ (w) is the cumulative distribution function of a 
central chi-square variate with degrees of freedom 
N=E a.., i.e. 
j 
F\(w)-(2 r(^/2)) ^ 
w ,n 
t^ /2)-l^ exp(-t/2) dt 
0 
Since the ordinary chi-square tables give the various signifi­
cance points for w for a given degree of freedom, it would be 
possible to compare the exact values of 
n _ _ 2 
W = b. E a..x./ E a..x. 
j=l ] j=l ] 
satisfying the inequality [2.3.17], For example, if d^=. 990 
(i.e., the tolerance measure) and E a..=7.0, then from the chi-
j 
square table one finds that 
Prob(x? (7.0) < Wq) = .990 
implies a value of Wq=18.4753. Therefore, if it is taken 
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that W>WQ, this would satisfy a tolerance measure of 99% or 
higher. Since, for any preassigned value of tolerance measure 
a. and the value of N=E a.one can find a positive value of 
WQ from the chi-square table. 
The chance-constrained programming model [].2.1] then is 
finalized as a convex programming problem of the following 
type. 
n 
Minimize -c'x= - Z ex. 
j=l ^ ] 
under the conditions 
n _ n _ 2 
b. E a..x.-q. E a..x. > 0 )   X    1 1] ] -
where 
For a general case, Sengupta uses the F distribution when 
b is also random and he obtains the following concave pro­
gramming problem. 
n 
Maximize c'x= E c.x. 
j=i ] : 
under the restrictions 
_ n _ n _ g n _ 
b.( E a..x.)-k.( E a..x.)( E a..) > 0 
1 1 j=i 1] ] j=i -
X .  > 0  ]  —  
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where is obtained as follows 
n _ „ _ _ n 
r=( E a..x.)(Z a..)/b. ( E a..x. ) 
j=l ] ] j ] j=l ^  J 
n 
M,= Z a..; M_=b. 
j = l  ' i l  
therefore 
then 
Prob (FfM^fMg) ^  1/r) >_ 
^rVrp 
Sengupta (107) considers that at the macroeconomic level, 
chance-constrained interpretations are most appropriate for 
the restrictions of a linear programming model applied to 
development planning. At the microeconomic level, the chance-
constrained model is applicable most appropriately to situa­
tions of portfolio investment allocation and the holding of 
assets when a margin of safety is desired. 
Further interesting results can be obtained assuming 
another kind of(distribution with nonnegative range such as 
the exponential, the gamma or the beta distribution. 
In the economic world disasters may occur. For a great 
many people, the idea of a disaster exists and the principle 
of "safety first" asserts that it is reasonable and probable 
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in practice that an individual will seek to reduce as far as 
possible the chance of a catastrophe occurring. 
A single disaster is a discontinuity in one's pattern of 
behavior and in one's scale of preferences, viz. death, bank­
ruptcy or a prison sentence. 
A. D. Roy (102) has developed the safety first principle 
in terms of minimizing the upper bound of the chance of a dread 
event, where the information available about the joint proba­
bility distribution of future occurrences in confined to the 
first and the second order moments only. 
From a formal standpoint, the minimization of the chance 
of a disaster can be interpreted as maximizing expected utility 
if the utility function assumes only two values, e.g. one 
if disaster does not occur, and zero if it does. It would 
appear that this formal analogy is scarcely helpful, since in 
the one case an individual is trying to make the expected pro­
portion of occurrences of disaster as small as possible, while 
in maximizing expected utility he is operating at a different 
level of satisfaction. 
A complete hypothesis about individual or corporate eco­
nomic behavior under uncertainty must specify three things. 
It must describe the way in which expectations are formed from 
experience of the hard facts of li^e, the objectives which the 
entity under examination is trying to achieve, and the oppor­
tunities present for attaining such ends. 
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It may be possible that the outcome of economic activity 
which is regarded as disaster, is not independent of the ex­
pected value of the outcome. Thus, a person may be prepared 
to revise the level of disaster downwards if the expected return 
is at the same time raised. For example, he may at one and 
the same time regard a speculative loss of 10 percent as a 
disaster if the expected gain is only 5 percent, while, if 
the expected gain is 15 per cent, he will only get excited 
if his loss exceeds 25 per cent. Once again, such individual 
psychology can no doubt be interpreted in terms of utility 
function, but such development will not be pursued here. In 
the following discussion, the disaster level of the outcome 
is taken to be constant. 
Let it be supposed, then, that the principle of safety 
first is adopted and that, when confronted with a range of 
possible actions, we are concerned that our gross return m 
should not be less than some quantity d. With every possible 
action, this outcome is not certain. There is coupled with m 
a quantity o (the standard error of m) which is, very roughly, 
the average amount by which the prediction m is expected to be 
wrong. In the following, it is assumed that m and a are known 
precisely, whereas in fact they must be estimated from informa­
tion about the past. This raises all kinds of problems, which 
are beyond the scope of this discussion, since estimates of m 
and a, say m and a, will themselves have sampling distributions. 
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Thus a full analysis of the problem should discuss simul­
taneously not only behavior under uncertainty but also actions 
under uncertain uncertainty. 
In the particular application of the principle of safety 
first which is examined here, (102), it is postulated that m 
and a are the quantities that can be distilled out of our 
knowledge of the past. The slightest acquaintance with 
problems of analyzing economic time series will suggest 
that this assumption is optimistic rather than unnecessarily 
restrictive. 
Given the values of m and a for all feasible choices of 
action, there will exist a functional relationship between 
these quantities, which will be denoted by F {a,m)=0. There 
may be a whole family of such relationships; in this case F 
(a,m)=0 is their envelope. Since it is not possible to deter­
mine with this information the precise probability of the final 
return being d or less for a given pair of values of m and cr, 
the only alternative open is a calculation of the upper bound 
of this probability. This can be done by an appeal to the 
Bienayme-Tchebycheff inequality. Thus, if the final return is 
a random variable z then 
2 
Prob (lz-m|>m-d) < « 
- (m-d)2 
If, then, in default of minimizing P (z£d), one operates 
2 2 
on a /(m-d) , this is equivalent to maximizing (m-d)/a. 
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Telser (12 8) postulates a particular attitude toward 
risk with stems from Roy's paper dealing with the theory of 
asset holding. He asks what assumptions make about entre­
preneurial behavior in the face of uncertainty and whether or 
not entrepreneurs maximize their expected income. Suppose an 
entrepreneur wishes to select a portfolio of assets so as to 
maximize expected net income. Then he would buy only one 
asset, namely, that whose price is expected to increase the 
most. If he is right, he would gain a great deal, but con­
versely, if he is wrong he would lose a great deal. It has 
been observed that people diversify their portfolios, hence 
reject the hypothesis that entrepreneurs maximize expected 
net income. 
However, entrepreneurs do prefer larger net incomes to 
smaller net incomes. Suppose an entrepreneur considers all 
his actions and strategies and for each action calculates the 
probability that the income resulting from the action, which 
is a random variable, falls short of a disaster level. For 
each action a there is a probability distribution of net 
income I which can be written Prob (I£c; a) where c is some 
constant. One computes the Prob (I^r; a) where o<p_<l, and r 
is the disaster level of income. This disaster level of 
income, r, could be associated with bankruptcy or with some­
thing less dramatic. 
Suppose that the entrepreneur does not want the 
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probability of his net income falling short of r to exceed a. 
Hence he will not choose any action such that Prob (I<r; a)=p>a. 
By this means, all his actions can be put into one of two 
classes. The first class consists of all the actions a such 
that Prob (l£r; a)>a and the second class consists of all the 
actions a such that the Prob (I<r; a)_<a. All the actions in 
the second class shall be called admissible. 
Then the entrepreneur will choose that action a of the 
admissible actions such that his expected income is at a maxi­
mum. Mathematically this means that the entrepreneur chooses 
the action a so that: 
Max E I 
a 
Subject to 
Prob (l£r; a)£a 
It would appear that such a rule of behavior requires 
that the entrepreneur knows the probability distribution of I 
for any action a that he might choose. 
Fortunately we may appeal to the Tchebycheff inequality 
which permits one to set an upper bound to the Prob (I_<r; a) 
even when one does not know the probability distribution of I. 
The Tchebycheff inequality permits one to assert that: 
^2 
Prob ( II-II>K) < ^ 
- -
i 
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2 __ 
where K>0, a =variance of I and I=inean of I 
It is not hard to show that 
2 
Prob (Kr) < y 
" - (ï-r)^ 
2 
This means that when ^ <a then Prob (Kr) <a 
(I-r)^ -
Accordingly, 
becomes the risk restriction which is used. 
It is assumed that the entrepreneur knows and I for -
each a, but that he knows nothing more about the probability 
distribution of I for each a. 
This formulation of the safety - first principle differs 
from that of A. D. Roy. He assumes that entrepreneurs minimize 
the probability of disaster. If they did, then their expected 
net income for that action which minimized the probability of 
disaster could be less than zero, i.e. they could be expected 
to lose money on their portfolio. This implies that there is 
no asset which the entrepreneur can hold without risk, that is, 
without the chance of gain or loss. 
Sengupta (110) attempts to generalize the decision rules 
under chance-constrained programming from the viewpoint of 
safety first principles based on Tchebycheff-type probabilistic 
inequalities. The latter inequalities are utilized to define 
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distribution free tolerance levels. The optimization criterion 
of chance-constrained programming based on the mean and vari­
ance is extended to a more generalized formulation based on 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov's statistic on the maximum discrepancy 
of the population and sampling distributions. 
Application of chance constrained programming can be 
found in (30, 29, 83, 89, 64, 1, 32, 31, 28). 
2.4. Reliability Programming^ 
Sengupta (113) has extended the chance constrained 
programming method, interpreting each chance-constraint as 
a reliability measure. In this approach a tolerance level 
(in terms of a probability measure), one for each probability 
constraint is preassigned by the decision-maker and this 
set of tolerance measures is supposed to indicate the limit 
up to which constraint violations are permitted. This view 
of probabilistic linear constraints allows the interpretation 
of a linear programming model as a system, where each 
probabilistic constraint can be interpreted as a system 
component, where each component may have different degrees 
of reliability (e.g., different tolerance measures). The sys-
i 
tem reliability would then be dependent on the reliability of 
its individual components, their interdependence and the choice 
of the decision variables. Sengupta's objective is to charac-
^This section is based on Sengupta (113, 112, 11%). 
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terize in a simplified framework the method of attaining and 
optimizing the reliability of a linear programming system under 
alternative probabilistic variations of constraint parameters. 
Sengupta's system reliability approach has two basic 
differences from the chance-constrained approach. First 
the system reliability is not preassigned but has to be 
solved for in an optimal fashion. Second, the statistical 
theory of system reliability (73, 142), which is essentially 
based on non-negative life distribution is developed (113) 
in the production and resource allocation framework of 
economy theory. 
He first considered a linear programming system where 
each linear constraint is probabilistic only in its resource 
availabilities. The L.P. system is 
max z=c'X 
a 
where 
xeX={x|Ax£b, x^O} [2.4.1] 
The resource vector b=(b^) is assumed random with 
probabilistics for its components satisfying the following 
assumptions: 
Assumption 1 : The probability distribution of each b^ is 
continuous with a non-negative range and mutually independent 
such that the cumulative distribution 
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F(a|x) = Prob (b^j<ajx) = 1-y^; 0£y^£l [2.4.2] 
where a| denotes the ith row of matrix A in [2.4.1], is 
assumed known or estimable. 
Assumption 2 ; The non-negative range of the distribution of 
each b^ is taken to be [0,°°] such that R^(0)=1, R^(œ)=o 
where 
R. (t) = l-F(t) = Prob (b.>t) = y.; t=a.'x [2.4.3] 
J- X— 1 1 
It is also assumed that the derivate of (t) exists for 
each i such that r%(t)dt where 
d R. (t) 
= dT- [2.4.4] 
can be interpreted as the probability that the ith component 
(i.e. constraint) will fail (i.e. will be violated) at some 
time in the interval (t,t+dt). Note that R^(t) is a 
monotone non-increasing function in the interval [0,°°] and 
it can be interpreted as a measure of reliability. 
By assumption one and two the system reliability. R for 
the linear programming problem [2.4.1] with b random can be 
written in one possible formulation as 
m m 
R = n R,(t) = n y.; 0<y.<1 [2.4.5] 
" i=l ^ i=l 
Sengupta pointed out that this is one of several possible 
forms of specification of the system reliability for a linear 
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programming system which is based on three main assumptions, 
(i) The linear programming system consisting of one 
chance constraints is assumed reliable, if and only 
if each ith constraint is feasible and reliable 
up to the tolerance level (i=l,...,m) 
(ii) The system reliability RQ in (2.4.5) is bounded in 
the interval [0,1], as also the components 
reliabilities or hence 
1 > max R. > Rn 
— , 1 — u 
1 
0 < min R. > R^ 
— . X — U 
m 
m 
when R« = n y. 
u i=l 1 
This implies that the system reliability cannot have 
a value higher than that of its most reliable 
component, in other words any component having zero 
reliability automatically makes the system relia­
bility take on a zero value. 
(iii) The system reliability measure R is based on the 
probability of simultaneous non-violation of all m 
chance-constraints, each with its reliability level 
(i=l,...,m). A measure R^ based on the 
probability of simultaneous violation of all m 
chance-constraints would be 
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.m m 
R = 1 - n (l-R.(t)) = 1 - n (l-y.) 
i=l ^ i=l 1 
If we restricted for the present to a measure R of 
system reliability defined in [2.4.5] and [2.4.3], and the 
associated monotonie pay-off function for achieving the level 
R of system reliability and then we may hypothesize as in 
the portfolio analysis model (79, 80) and others (45) a 
utility function u=u(R,z) of the decision maker with relia­
bility (R) and profits (z=c'x) as two arguments satisfying 
the usual conditions 
# # < «  
which imply risk aversion and guarantee in cases the u 
function is concave in its arguments the attainment of its 
maximum value. 
A transformed programming problem which incorporates 
this system reliability may be presented as follows 
m 
Max u = WfC'x + w_ Slny. [2.4.6] 
^ i=l 1 
subject to 
R. (a !x) > y. [2.4.7] 
i l  —  X  
0<y.<1 
— 1— 
x^O 
for i=l,...,m 
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For instance if each followed a two-parameter 
exponential density 
—X (b.—0.) 
p(b.) = X.e ; b.>9.>0 1 X 1— 1— 
with parameters X^>0 and 0^>O, then the reliability constraint 
(2.4.7) becomes 
-X(af x-9.) 
e > y. 
— 1 
taking logarithms we have 
-X(aîx-B.) >ln y. 1 X  — 1 
or 
a ! X < 0. - ^  In y. 
1 — 1 X^ 1 
On defining x^^^=-ln y^, the transformed programming problem 
will be 
n m 
Max u=w, Zc.x. -w„ Ex.. 
1 j.l ] ] 2 n+i 
subject to 
" 1 
E a. .X. T X . < 0. } i—1^2r...fin« 
J — 1 
Xj ^ 0 j=l,...,n+m 
it is possible to add lower bounds to x^^^ variables or any 
other class of restriction to them. 
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It is possible to consider several possible distribution 
forms satisfying the above assumptions. Using distributions 
other than exponential will produce nonlinear programming 
problems. 
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3. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 
Nonlinearities frequently arise when a programming model's 
coefficients are viewed as random variables. For instance 
we consider any linear programming model in which the 
coefficients in the linear inequality constraints are random. 
To illustrate, suppose the model has two constraints and 
that the coefficients bj^ are independently distributed, where 
(b) represents the probability that the random variable 
b^ is at least as large as b. Suppose we want to select 
the Xj so that the joint probability of every constraint being 
satisfied is at least 3: 
n n 
Prob[ E a..x.<b,] • Prob[ Z a_.x.<b_] > B {0<6<1) 
i=l ^ j=l 2j J- 2 -
The programming constraints equivalent to the above one 
can be written as 
n 
E a..x.-y. = 0 for i=l,2 
j=i 1 
G^fy)-Ggfy) > 6 
where the last product leads to a nonlinear restriction on 
y2 and y^. 
The nonlinear programming problem is to determine a 
vector that solves the problem 
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Minimize f(x) [3.0.1] 
subject to 
(x) ^  0 i=l,2,...,m 
j = l,2,...,p 
where any of the functions f(x) and {g^} may be nonlinear. 
In this chapter we will only indicate three techniques 
used in this thesis and they are sequential unconstrained 
minimization techniques, geometric programming and generalized 
polynomial programming. 
3.1. Sequential Unconstrained Minimization Techniques 
Anthony V. Fiacco and Garth P. McCormick (49) proposed 
to transform a mathematical programming problem [3.0.1] 
into a sequence of unconstrained minimization problems based 
on an idea proposed by C. W. Carroll (21) as follows: 
Define the function 
m , 
P(x,r) = f(x) + r, E / > [3.1.1] 
i=l Si^X' 
where r^ is a positive constant. 
Consider the following condition imposed on the 
programming problem. 
CI: = {x|g^(x)>0, i=l,2,...,m is nonempty 
C2: The functions ^ ' • • •'9^ twice continuously 
differentiable 
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C3: For every finite k,{x|f(x)<k; xeR} is bounded set, 
where R={x|g^(x)>0, i=l,...,m}. 
NOTE: Conditions C2-C3 imply the existence of a finite 
number Vq where 
V q = inf f(x) = Min f(x) 
xeR xeR 
C4: The function f is convex 
C5: The functions concave 
C6: The function P (x,r) =f (x)+r E —r- is, for each 
9^ vx; 
r>0, strictly convex for xeR^ 
Conditions C4 and C5 imply the convexity of P in R^. 
The strict convexity is satisfied if: 
(1) f is strictly convex; or 
(2) any is strictly concave; or 
(3) there exist n independent linear constraints to 
the problem; or 
(4) the requirement (a special case of (3)) that x^>0 
for i=l,.é.,n are included in the problem. 
For every convex programming problem there is an 
associated problem called its dual. 
Primal problem 
Min f(x) [3.1.2] 
subject to 
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(x)>0, i=l,...,m . 
The formulation of the dual is due to Wolfe (280, 281) 
Max G(x,u)=f(x) - E u^g^(x) [3.1.3] 
i 
subject to 
VxG(x,u)=&, [3.1.4] 
u.>0 i=l,. . . ,m 
1 — 
If the primal problem has a solution at a point x, then 
there exists u such that (x,u) is a solution to the dual, and 
the extreme values of the problems are equal. In order to 
prove this it must impose requirements C4 and C5 on the 
programming problem in addition to differentiability and the 
Constraint Qualification of Kuhn and Tucker (72). 
Theorem 1 ; (Fiacco-McCormick) 
If 
(1) is non-empty 
(2) f(x) and -g^(x), i=l,...,m are convex and twice 
continuously differentiable 
(3) for every finite k {x|f(x)j<k; xeR} is a bounded 
set 
(4) for every r>0, P(x,r) is strictly convex, then 
(a) each function P(x,r^) for r^>0 is minimized 
over R^ at a unique x(r^)ER^ where 
V^P[x(rj^) ,r^]=$ [3.1.5] 
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(b) Lim f [x(r, ) ]=v^ 
k^oo 
where 
VQ = inf f(x) = Min f(x) 
xeR xeR 
As a consequence of equation [3.1.5] the method yields a dual-
2 feasible point at each P minimum, where u-(r^)=r^|g^[x(r^)]; 
i—1,..•,m. 
Theorem 2 ; (Fiacco-McCormick) 
Under the conditions of Theorem 1 the method yields 
dual feasible points [x(r^),u(r^)] and Lim G[x(r^), u(r^)]=VQ 
Since VQ is the maximum value of G{x,u) for dual 
feasible points, the following inequalities obtain 
G[x(r^) ,u(r^) ]lVQ£f [x(rj^) ] 
These bounds are of considerable practical importance 
in deciding when to terminate convergence. 
Fiacco and McCormick have further developed this approach 
which is sometime referred to by the acronym SUMT. For more 
information the reader can see (48, 51, 47, 81, 141, 78). 
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3.2. Geometric Programming 
Geometric programming is a new mathematical programming 
technique which provides a systematic method for formulating 
a class of nonlinear optimization problem. The class of 
functions which geometric programming deals with are positive 
polynomials or posynomials for short. 
Geometric programming is a technique which finds 
the optimum value without knowing the corresponding policy 
variables: instead of seeking the optimal values of the 
independent variables first, it finds the optimal way to 
distribute the total cost among the various terms of the 
objective function. Once the optimal allocations are de­
fined, often by inspection of simple linear equations, the 
optimal cost can be found by routine calculation. 
Richard Duffin, Elmor Peterson and Clarence Zener (39) 
are the authors of geometric programming, one of the most 
refreshing developments in optimization theory since the 
invention of the calculus. Geometric programming derives its 
name from its intimate connection with geometrical concepts, 
the most important being orthogonality of vectors. 
To treat the problem of minimizing a posynomial, we 
employ the inequality which states that the arithmetic mean 
is at least as great as the geometric mean. We have that 
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(X^-Xg)^^0 
adding 4x^x2 to both sides 
2 2 
*1*^*1*2**2^^*1*2 
2 (x^+x^) >4X^X2 
taking square root 
X^+Xj > 2.6^ 
X1+X2 ^ , 
2 -
The Geometric Programming problem is stated as (38): 
Primal program; 
Find a minimum value of a primal function g^ft) subject 
to the natural constraints 
t^>0, t2>0,...,t^>0 
and forced constraints 
g^(t)£l, g2 {t)j<l,. . . ,gp (t)£l 
where 
^il ^ ^i2 , ^im g, = E c.t, t, ....t k=0,l,...,p 
^ ieJ[k] 
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and 
k=0,l,...,P 
where 
mQ=l, m^=nQ+l, m2=n^+l,...,mp=np_^+l, np=n 
The exponents a^j are arbitrary real numbers, but the coeffi­
cients c^ are assumed to be positive. Thus the function 
g%(t) are posynomials. 
The dual program corresponding to the primal program is 
stated as: 
Dual program: 
Find the maximum value of a product function 
n c. ^i p 
v(6) = [ n (^) ] n X, (Ô) /  J  A ,  V O ;  
i=l '^i k=l K 
where 
X, (6) = E 6. k=l,2,...,p 
^ ~ ieJ[k] '• 
and 
J[k] = m^^^f mj^_j_2 ». . •/n^{ , k=0 ,1,2 ,. . . ,p 
where 
mo=l, m^=n^+l, m2=n^+l,...,mp=np_^+l, np=n 
The factor c^ are assumed to be positive and the vector 
variable 6=(5^,...,6^) is subject to linear constraints; 
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positive condition 
ô,>0, 6_>0,...,6 >0 j.— z— n— 
normality condition 
E S.=l 
ieJ[0] ^ 
and orthogonality condition 
n 
E a..S.=0 j=l,2,...,m 
i=j ^ 
the coefficients a^j are real numbers. 
The difference between the number of variables and the 
number of independent linear equations is conventionally called 
the number of degrees of freedom, as we have seen there are 
n orthogonality conditions, one for each variable t^, a 
single normality condition and m weights, one for each term. 
Hence the equations have m-(n+l) degrees of freedom. Duffin 
and Zener (39) suggest calling this quantity the degree of 
difficulty. 
Wilde (138) says that geometric programming is a 
challenging situation for any reader who has gotten this far 
into the subject, for most systems can be decomposed into 
components, each with its own cost or revenue. Component 
behavior in most engineering systems can usually be expressed 
I 
as products of powers of the design variables, as it is 
testified by the frequency of logarithmic graphs in the 
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technical literature. The effect of scale of operation is 
often expressed by such approximations as the six-tenths 
rules (19), which states that the cost of a piece of equip-
with few degrees of difficulty, geometric programming 
promises to yield fast, accurate solutions to horribly non­
linear problems. The reader should refer to (38, 37, 19, 
143, 144, 5) for further information. 
The positive coefficients of the posynomials are needed 
because they are raised to fractional powers in the geometric 
inequality, an operation forbidden to negative numbers. 
Passy and Wilde (98) developed the quasiduality theory of 
generalized polynomial programming. Geometric programming 
is now applicable to any problem involving generalized 
polynomials (negative coefficients permitted) in the 
objective function. Generalized polynomial inequalities of 
either sense can also be handled. 
Passy and Wilde considered M+1 real generalized poly­
nomial functions ^^^x) of N real positive primal variables x^: 
ment varies as the ^  power of its capacity. For problems 
3.3. Generalized Polynomial Programming 
n=l 
n x^ m=0,l f m • m fin 
1 
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where 
a 
mt + 1 
c 
mt 
> 0 
X > 0 
m 
and the a^^^ are any real numbers. Assume the signum 
function a  the coefficients c . ,  t_ (the number of 
mt mt m 
terms in g^), and the a^^^ are all given. Then the optimi­
zation problem will be 
/ \ - / 0> _ 0 
min g^ (x) cg^ (x ) =g^ 
subject to 
0<a g <1 m=l,...,M . 
m^m — , 
Where the are known signum functions. The functions g^ 
are assumed to satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification 
(72) . Finding x*^ is in general a nonconvex programming problem 
for which no good general solution method exists. 
They show that in nontrivial circumstance this problem 
can be solved by working with a set of real finite auxiliary 
variables 5^^, one for each term of the g^, which must all be 
finite and nonnegative for m=0,l / • • • f M 
and must satisfy the linear normality condition: 
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To 
[3.3.1] 
t— X 
and the N linear orthogonality conditions : 
M 
«mt*mtnamt=° n=l,...,N; [3.3.2] 
m=0 t=l 
and the M linear inequality constraints 
Tm 
®nio'% J 
t— J. 
with the qualification that 
if and only if 
where is not specified in advance and must be chosen to 
satisfy the constraints. 
From these auxiliary variables is formed the product 
function 
M "^m c .6 . ^0 
v(6, ) E a„[ n n (_Et_mt) 
^ m=0 t=l mt 
where §_ gathered the finite auxiliary variables 5^^. 
They show that if g^fx) has a minimum at a finite point 
in T, the domain of definition of x then there exists auxiliary 
variables 6^, such that 
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v ( 6 0 , a g )  =  g g  
and the optimal can be found by solving any N independent 
equations chosen from among the following equations, linear 
in the variables log : 
N ^o'^Ot^O 
^ a (log X ) = log( ) t=l,...,TQ 
n=l ^ ^Ot 
^ 
mo ot 
m=l,...,M, 
From these logarithms the x^ are readily found, when 
N 
S T = N+1 
m=0 
The system of linear equations [3.3.1], [3.3.2] has a unique 
solution (degree of difficulty equal to zero). As the 
number of degree of difficulty 
M 
D = E T -N-1 
m=0 
increases, nonlinear computations and some trial and error 
methods are needed to find 6^ and ag. 
A computer program of generalized polynomial programming 
is available in Blau (16). For further information the reader 
can see (97, 16, 98). 
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4. ECONOMIC APPLICATIONS 
4.1. Production Planning 
Production planning (58) is concerned with specifying 
how the production resources of the firm are to be employed 
over some future time period in response to the predicted 
or forecasted demand for the product or services. The 
objective of production planning is to minimize the total cost 
of meeting demand within the constraints of a given system 
design. It could, of course consider the question of re­
designing the system or adding physical capacity as part of 
the planning problem but these issues are here arbitrarily 
eliminated from consideration. 
C. C. Holt, F. Modigliani J. F. Muth and H. A. Simon 
(68, 67) at the Carnegie Institute of Technology in 1955, 
conducted perhaps the most comprehensive experiment in 
production planning. The problem was to determine a linear 
decision rule for making production and labor-force decisions 
in successive time periods. The planning variables are 
capacity factors which can be manipulated by management and 
for which capital investment is not important, that would 
minimize the expected value of total cost over a large number 
of periods. 
The balancing labor cost of changing labor force and 
inventory connected cost are assumed to be quadratic functions 
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of the production quantities and work force levels W^. 
The following notation is used 
= the number of workers required for the period 
t; t=l,2,...,T 
= the number of units to be produced for the 
period t 
= the inventory minus backlogs at the end of period t 
= forecast of the number of units to be ordered for 
shipment during the period t 
c^ = cost coefficients to be determined for a given 
plant or situation (constants) 
Specifically, the cost elements for period t are 
Regular payroll f*^l^t 
2 
Hiring and layoff + c^ 
2 
Overtime + Cg(P^-c^W^) +CgP^-CgW^ 
Inventory and 2 
shortage + c^(I^-Cg-CgS^) ] 
when tpl,2,...,T and the inventory level obeys the 
rule 
After the total cost function is obtained, the decision 
rule that minimizes the expected value of the total cost 
function is obtained by differentiating with respect to each 
decision variable. This result is a set of linear equations 
whose solution, in turn yields the decision rule. It is 
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noted that the assumption of quadratic cost function results 
in linear equations after differentiating, and finally in 
linear decision rules. The obvious advantage is that 
differential calculus may be employed to arrive at a system 
of linear equations for optimal quantities and W^. 
The resulting decision rules are of the following form. 
P. = Z a. S. + bW. , + c I. , + d t t t t-1 t-1 
"t = + h 
T— -L 
Where all coefficients only depend on the cost param­
eters and may therefore be determined once for all as long 
as the cost parameters do not change. 
An implicit assumption of decision analysis is that 
the underlying cost structure remains constant over many 
periods. It is not always realistic to make an estimate of 
the cost structure once and for all, the quadratic cost 
estimate will, from time to time, require revision in order 
to be reasonably accurate (67, p. 90). Other assumptions 
are perfect competition, homogeneous work and one product firm. 
The cost coefficients used below will be the same as 
used by Holt, Modigliani, Muth and Simon in the paint factory 
(67, p. 73) and they are 
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=1 = 340 
Ci3= 0 
= 2 = 64.3 
= 11= 0. 
0
 
U)
 II 0.20 
0
 
•C3
> II 5.67 
II 
m
 
D
 51.2 
= 6 = 281. 
= 12= 0. 
II u
 0.0825 
= 8 320. 
=9 = 0. 
4.1.1. A reliability model 
A system reliability approach to the following produc­
tion programming model is developed here for the case of 
chance-constrained restrictions. 
The problem is : 
T 2 . 
Min J^[(Ci-Cg)W^+C2(W^-W^_^) +C3(P^-c^W^)^ 
subject to 
Prob(P^+I^_^ > S^) > u^ t=l,...,T 
0<u. <1 
— Xr-
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where the variable sales S is a random variable assumed to 
be a two-parameter exponential density function 
f(S) = f(S,vi,0) = ye 
- U  ( S - S Q )  
where 
SolSç* 
8=8* 
0 = minimum sale = S 
and y is evaluated as : 
0 
E(S) = 
-y(S-S_) yS-
S ye ^ dS = ye " Se~^^ dS 
' 0  
integrating by parts we have 
E ( S )  =  
y S  0  r  S  _ - y S  ye [-- e - ^  e dS] 
0 ^0 
- L e-wS 
So u '  
Y S O  Sq -ys 
= ye [— e » + ^ 
V 
E ( S )  .  S g  +  -
-= E(S,-So 
but If E (S)=S. 
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but if we had 
F(q) = Prob (S<q) 
we know that 
F(q) = y 
F(q) = y 
q -y(S-S-) yS_ 
e " dS = ye ^ 
^0 
,^-vq .-^So, 
^ e-vS dS 
= 0 
(-y) (e ^^-e ") 
F(q) = 1-e 
+U (Sg-q) 
the reliability measure R(q) is defined as 
R(q) = l-F(q) 
then 
+lJ(SQ-q) -y(q-S-) 
R(q) = e = e 
Therefore for the t^^ constraint we have 
Prob i 
then 
1 -
1 -
1 -
R(Pt+it-i) > "t 
-y(P^+It_i-So) 
e > u^ 
-w(Pt+it-i-So) 
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taking logarithms to both side of the last expression we have 
In(l-u^) >_ -Y (P^+I^_ j^-Sq) 
dividing by -y we have : 
- ^  In(l-u^) < Pt + Ifl ~ So 
rearrange the terms to get 
Pt + :t-l + 
If we make 
= -ln(l-u^) 
and 
^ ' y 
that is 
X = St-So 
then, 
Pt+it-i-^yt^Sg 
The use'of exponential distribution is motivated by its 
wide applications in statistical theory of reliability (142, 
73) and the fact that it retains the constraint linearity of 
the transformed model, after the reliability measures are 
incorporated. The exponential distribution provides a 
limiting distribution in the class of distributions with 
nonnegative domains, under certain conditions (9), as the 
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normal distribution under certain conditions provides a 
limiting distribution under the central limit theorem for a 
wide class of random variables. If we assume that the random 
variable S^'s are statistically independent and it is assumed 
that the system reliability R for a mathematical programming 
model as a whole must be an index combining the component 
reliabilities R^, then one possible measure of system 
reliability is: (113, 112, 115) 
T T 
R = 1 — n R. s 1 - n (i-u.) [4.1.1] 
• t=i ^ t=i 
This measure R of system reliability is based on two main 
assumptions (115): 
(i) The quadratic programming system consisting of t 
chance constraints is assumed if and only if each 
t^^ constraint is feasible and reliable up to the 
tolerance level u^ (t=l,...,T) 
(ii) The system reliability measure R in [4.1.1] is 
bounded in the interval [0,1] as also the reliability 
component R^. This concept of R in [4.1.1] will 
be used in our application subject to specified 
lower and upper bound restrictions on each u^. This 
view of R preserves the quadratic structure of our 
program. 
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Note that [4.1.1] is one of several possible forms of 
specification of the system reliability for quadratic 
programming problems. 
We may now present a way of incorporating the system 
reliability R in [4.1.1] into our original quadratic 
programming problem of probabilistic linear constraints. It 
is possible to associate a monotonie pay-off function with 
R and hence a utility function U=U(R,-z) of the problem 
maker with reliability R and costs (z=p'x+x'cx) as two 
arguments satisfying the usual conditions 
3* > 0 > 0 ^4^ < 0 [4.1.2] 
TT^ )  ^ 9R " " dPTT 
which imply risk aversion and guarantee the attainment of 
the maximal value of the U function in the cases where it is 
concave in its arguments. One possible choice of the utility 
function satisfying the conditions [4.1.2] is 
T 
U = S [Ci-Cg)w^+C2(w^-w^_^)2+c3(P^-C4W^)2 
2 T 
+c^P^+c^(It-Cg-CgSt) 
t=l 
where and ^re scalar nonnegative constant weights assumed 
known such that 
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In the present case the transformed programming problem which 
incorporates the system reliability may be presented as 
follows : 
T 2 2 
Min 0)^ { E [ (c:i~cg)w^+c2 (w^-w^_^) +0^ (P^-c^w^) 
t=l 
+C5P^+C7(It-C8-C9St) ^1-0)2 2 y^ 
t—1 
subject to 
w\ > w 0 
Pt+It-l-AYtl So 
Yt > y* 
Yt 1 y* [t=i,...,T] 
y*,y* 1 0 
where 
Wq  is a preassigned minimum labor force level 
y* is an upper bound of variable y (number y^=-ln(l-u^) 
and it is supposed to be known 
y* is a lower bound of variable y and also known. 
Our problem can be written as 
12 2 2 2 
Min to ^ [ (Cj^-Cg) E w^+(202+0^0^) E Wt^(^2*^3^4^^12 
t=l t=l 
11 
-2=2 I  
t=l 
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12 12 12 12 2 
-2c^c. I P.w.+Cc Z P.+c^ Z P.+c- Z I, 
3 4 t.l t t 5 t.i t 3 t.i t 7 t 
12 
-2c^(Cg+CgS^)E 
t— JL 
12 
(+ 24c^CgCgS^+12c^Cg+c^WQ) ]-0)2 z 
subject to 
"t "o 
Pt+it-i'^yt^fo 
y^>y* 
y^<y* for t=l,...,12 
y*,y*lo 
This problem is a quadratic programming problem of 
following form 
1 
Min p'x - yx'cx 
subject to 
Ax£b 
that is a quadratic objective function subject to linear 
constraints, where 
~ w 
c = 
î^ l EI2 0 0 
El2 £l 0 0 
0 0 II 0 
0 0 0 0 
X = 
E 
I 
Y. 
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w 
b = 
w. 
^b* 
*b 
and A = 
w 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
P 
0 
0 
I-
0 
0 
Let us define our submatrices and reactors as 
.^1 
(12x12) 
4C2+2C4C3 2C2 
-2C2 4C2+2C^C^ -2C2 
? -?c 
4C j+2c^C3 ^^2 
4=2+2=4=3 -2c. 
2C2+2C4C2 
£-12 
(12x12) 
2=4=3 
2=4=3 
•2=4=3 
0 -2c^c^ 
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(12x12) 
2c. 
2c. 
0 
0 2c. 
2c. 
(12x12) 
2c. 
2c. 
w 
(12x1) 
w. 
w. 
w. 
w 12 
E 
(12x1) 
12 
I 
(12x1) 
12 
(12x1)' 
^1 
^2 
^12 
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w 
(12x1) 
Ci-Cg-2C2W0 
=1-26 
^1~^6 
EE 
(12x1)' 
I 
_& 
(12x1/ 
-2c^ (Cg + CgS^) 
—2c^(CG+CGS^) 
ÏE 
(12x1) 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
(12x1) 
1 
1 I 
_E 
(12x1) 
0 
0 
In(1-u^) 
%b 
(12x1) 
%*b 
(12x1) 
In(1-u^) 
In(1-u^) 
In(l-u^) 
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w 
(12x12) 
P_ 
(12x12) 
(12x12) 
0 
1 0 
1 
1 0 
(12x12) 
-X 
-X 
and Y_ 
-1 
-1 
-X 
-1 
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As we know the values of u^ must be between the interval 
[0,1] thus we have preassigned an upper bound of 0.999 to 
y* and a lower bound of 0.5 to y*. Then for 
y^ = -ln(l-u^) 
we have that : 
for a lower bound 
u. > .5 
t — 
multiplying by -1 
-u, < - . 5 
t — 
adding 1 to both sides 
1-Ut< .5 
taking logarithms of 
both sides 
for an upper bound 
u^ £ .999 
multiplying by -1 
-u. > -.999 
t — 
adding 1 to both sides 
1-u. > .001 
U — 
taking logarithms of 
both sides 
In(1-u^) £ In .5 
In(l-u^) £ -.69315 
In(l-u^) ^ In .001 
ln(l—u^) ^  -6.90776 
multiplying both sides by -1 multiplying both sides by -1 
-ln(l-u^) > .69315 
then we have 
-Infl-u^) < 6.90776 
then we have 
y^ > .69315 y^ £ 6.90776 
We have developed a programming system for the present 
IBM system 360 Model 65 of the I.S.U. computer center, 
using the Zorrilla program (125, 146) to handle the quad­
ratic programming problem which uses the procedure developed 
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by Van de Panne and Whinston (96, 95). The programming 
system is so time varying and needs only four cards; for 
more details see the Appendix A. 
We have a problem to determine how large X can be 
(i.e. how much it will be possible to vary the interval 
(S^-S^) in order to deal with a significant case; we might 
have used the theoretical development of Bhattacharya and 
Holla (15) . They have studied the exponential distribution 
with the probability density function 
f(x,0) = I e"x/G (x>o, 9>0) [4.1.3] 
as a model for life-lengths of materials which is most 
thoroughly explored in (42, 43, 41). This distribution has a 
number of desirable mathematical properties, but its use­
fulness is sharply limited due to the property of the 
constancy of failure rate. For life-lengths of materials 
for which this property is no longer valid, normal distribution 
sometimes proves to be a nice analytical tool. Further, 
there exists many life-test situations which can be described 
as.a mixture of two or more distributions (101, 77). Such 
situations arise because of the heterogeneity of the material 
involved in the life-test. However, if continuous variations 
are taking place during the manufacturing process, which is 
more or less inevitable, the quality of the produced items will 
be so much heterogeneous that the method of mixtures mentioned 
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above may not be adequate enough to describe a life-test 
situation involving these items. In our case we only have 
to consider such a situation in which the mean life involved 
in [4.1.3] is subject to continuous stochastic deviations 
with a maximum permissible limit 6 (>0) on either side of the 
mean. Assuming that these deviations are uniformly distri­
buted over the range mentioned above, a new model for 
life length of materials is obtained. 
We must remember that we defined the hazard ratio as 
= l-F(t) 
The main reason for defining the z(t) function is that it is 
often more convenient to work with than f(t), (123, 103). 
For example, in our case f(t) is an exponential, the most 
common failure density one deals with in reliability work. 
Then 
f C t )  = 1  e ' t / G  
F(t) = l-e"t/8 
l-F(t) = e't/G 
1^-t/e 
= " F ' 
Thus, an exponential failure density compounds to constant 
hazard functions as pointed out above. 
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Bhattacharya and Holla considered a probability density 
function f(x,\) of the same form as [4.1.3], where the param­
eter A is itself a random variable, distributed uniformly 
over a range [8-5,9+5] with 8>5>0. Then using the result 
X 
where 0[a;b;x] is the well-known function due to Tricomi (44, 
p. 255) defined for any real a>0, it is obtained for the over 
all distribution of x. The following probability density 
function : 
When 5 approaches zero the uniform distribution con­
sidered above degenerates into a single point 0 with the 
whole probability mass concentrated at this point and we 
obtain the usual exponential distribution in the limit. It 
is easy to see mathematically 
e ^t ^dt = e *^[l;l;x] 
= "1^ {exp(-x/(0+ô) )(j) [1;1;ô^] 
-exp (-x/ (0-5) ) (J) [1 ; 1 ; ) 
(x>O,0>5>O) [4.1.4] 
lim f(x) 
5-+0 
i exp(-x/0) (x>0, 6>0) 
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The moments of the distribution [4.1.4] may be defined 
as 
_ r! r (8+5)^+1-(8-6)^+1. 
^r (r+D! ^ 26 ^ 
In particular the first two moments are 
"1 = 
= |(3e^+6^) 
The cumulative distribution function corresponding to 
[4.1.4] is 
ry , i-e+â 
F (y) = f (x)dx = 
Jo J 8-5 
Then the failure rate is given by 
(l-e"y/^)dA 
z (t) = f (t)_ 
l-F(t) 
1^ 
26 
8+6 
6 — 6 
1 e-t/^dX 
1-26 
8+6 
8-6 
(l-e"t/^)dX 
z (t) = 
^ ^ 1 
8 6^ 
8+6 
6 - 6  
e-t/^dX 
unlike we show for the exponential distribution, this failure 
is not independent of t. 
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For estimation of the parameters we have to have a 
random sample from the distribution [4.1.4] 
and by the usual procedure of moments we have 
= ^1 
A *3 9 9 
« = <2 ^2 -
where 
We have, taking a much simpler approach, in a sense of 
simulation we have evaluated problems for different X 
(i.e. S^-Sq) we observe in Table 4.1.1 these values 
Table 4.1.1. Parameter values 
À S Sq  Table 
50 500 450 4.1.3 
200 500 300 4.1.4 
250 500 250 4.1.5 
300 1100 800 4.1.6 
We had observed that we could get better cases for 
X=200 that is we get a little more variability in the 
probability. In Table 4.1.3, 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 we can observe 
how the change in labor force, production and inventory level 
are adjusting to the probability level to achieve a production 
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planning which it is desired. 
In the present case we faced one other problem: How 
large will be our production planning horizon (that is, how 
large could T be?) This point opens a very interesting 
question in the class of control theory problems (33, 4). 
Here we just solve problems with T up to 12 periods and we 
use as a criterion the stability of the solutions (i.e. steady-
state values of our instrument variables). 
We observe in Table 4.1.2 and in Figures 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 
4.1.3 and 4.1.4, when T=12, a steady-state of values in 
instrument variables is achieved at T=6. Therefore, we only 
need to study production planning up to the sixth period in 
all cases. 
As the cost coefficients and actual production, inventory 
and labor force had been coded to protect the company, we 
are dealing here with hypothetical cases of sales, in other 
words the average sale and minimum sales are not very 
representative about the labor force which always after 
certain values of t less than T goes to the minimum value 
given as restrictions. 
We can also say that initial labor force and minimum 
labor restriction play a crucial role in our production 
planning problem, as they are shown in the tables below. 
We also point out the influence of initial inventory in 
the probability level. We can see that the optimal inventory 
Work Force 
W* 60 
Time 
Figure 4.1.1. Work Force 
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Table 4.1.2. Optimal solutions of the quadratic program 
(exponential reliability) 
t=12 
II 
II 
IH 
CN 
3
 
3
 
.8 W(, = 
.2 w. > 1 — 
75 S = 1100 
40 Sq= 800 
IQ = 320 
Total cost =882,642.36 
Time 
t 
Work 
Force 
^t 
Production 
level 
Pt 
Inventory 
level 
It 
Reliability 
^t 
Probability 
level 
^t 
1 70 687.945 653.306 .69315023 . 5 
2 61 354.640 683.053 .69315023 .5 
3 53 324.892 705.736 .69315023 .5 
4 48 302.210 722.016 .69315023 .5 
5 44 285.930 732.368 .69315023 .5 
6 41 275.578 737.094 .69315023 .5 
7 40 270.851 737.094 .69315023 .5 
8 40 270.851 737.094 .69315023 .5 
9 40 270.851 737.094 .69315023 .5 
10 40 270.851 737.094 .69315023 .5 
11 40 270.851 737.094 .69315023 .5 
12 40 
u.<.999 1 
270.851 
; u. > . 5 1 
320.000 .69315023 .5 
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Table 4.1.3. Optimal solutions of the quadratic program 
(exponential reliability) 
t=6 
0)1 = 
^2 = 
.8 Wq = 
.2 w. > 1 
90 
75 
s = 500 
So= 450 
=0 = 320 
Total cost = 158,611.04 
Time 
t 
Work 
Force 
^t 
Production 
level 
Pt 
Inventory 
level 
:t 
Reliability 
yt 
Probability 
level 
^t 
1 82 335.378 320.03 4.1075573 .983 
2 76 303.843 320.03 3.47745 .969 
3 75 297.263 320.03 3.3458491 .904 
4 75 297.263 320.03 3.3458491 .904 
5 75 297.263 320.03 3.3458491 .904 
6 75 297.263 320.03 3.3458491 .904 
Table 4.1.4. Optimal solutions of the quadratic 
(exponential reliability) 
program 
t=6 
(.1 = 
0,2 = 
.8 = 
.2 w. > 1 — 
90 
75 
S = 500 
Sq= 300 
:o = 0 
Total cost = 170,102.51 
Time 
t 
Work 
Force 
Wt 
Production 
level 
Pt 
Inventory 
level 
:t 
Reliability 
^t 
Probability 
level 
^t 
1 83 438.630 320.007 .69315023 .5 
2 77 307.060 320.007 1.6353335 . 805 
3 75 297.253 320.007 1.5863018 .795 
4 75 297.253 320.007 1.5863018 .795 
5 75 297.253 320.007 1.5863018 .795 
6 75 297.253 320.000 1.5863018 .795 
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Table 4.1.5. Optimal solutions of the quadratic program 
(exponential reliability) 
"l = .8 Wg = 90 S = 500 lo = 0 
t=5 
2^. = .2 w. > 1 — 75 Sq= 250 Total cost = 158,605.83 
Time Work Production Inventory Reliability Probability 
Force level level level 
t Pt It yt "t 
1 82 335.367 320.006 1.6214675 .803 
2 76 303.832 320.006 1.4953506 .776 
3 75 297.253 320.006 1.4690329 .760 
4 75 297.253 320.006 1.4690329 .760 
5 75 297.253 320.006 1.4690329 .760 
6 75 297.253 320.000 1.4690329 .760 
Table 4.1.6. Optimal solutions of the quadratic program 
(exponential reliability) 
0)1 = .8 Wg = 75 S = 1100 Iq = 320 
t=6 
0)2 = .2 w. > 1 75 Sq= 800 Total cost : = 430,435.26 
Time Work Production Inventory Reliability Probability 
Force level level level 
t ft It ^t ^t 
1 77 687.945 596.598 .69315023 .5 
2 75 411.347 596.598 .69315023 .5 
3 75 411.347 596.598 .69315023 .5 
4 75 411.347 596.598 .69315023 .5 
5 75 411.345 596.598 .69315023 .5 
6 75 411.345 596.598 .69315023 .5 
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Table 4.1.7. Optimal solutions of the quadratic 
(exponential reliability) 
program 
t=6 
"l = 
0)2 = 
.8 = 
.2 > 
90 
75 
S = 500 
Sq= 300 
:o = 0 
Total cost = 170,102.51 
Time 
t 
Work 
Force 
Production Inventory 
level level 
Pt 
Reliability 
yt 
Probability 
level 
"t 
1 83 438.630 320.007 .69315023 .5 
2 77 307.059 320.007 1.6353335 .805 
3 75 297.253 320.007 1.5863018 .795 
4 75 297.253 320.007 1.5863018 .795 
5 75 297.253 320.007 1.5863018 .795 
6 75 297.253 320.000 1.5863018 .795 
Table 4.1.8. Optimal solutions of the quadratic 
(exponential reliability) 
program 
t=6 
0)1 = 
a>2 = 
.8 Wg = 
.2 w. > 1 — 
90 
75 
S = 500 
Sq= 300 
lo = 160 
Total cost = 158,606.1( 
Time 
t 
Work 
Force 
Production Inventory 
level level 
Pt It 
Reliability 
yt 
Probability 
level 
"t 
1 82 335.367 320.007 .97683777 .623 
2 76 303.833 320.007 1.6191993 .802 
3 75 297.253 320.007 1.5863018 .795 
4 75 297.253 320.007 1.5863018 .795 
5 75 297.253 320.007 1.5863018 .795 
6 75 297.253 320.007 1.5863018 .795 
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Table 4.1.9. Optimal solutions of the quadratic 
(exponential reliability) 
program 
0)1 = .3 Wg = 90 S = 500 Iq = 480 
0)2 = .2 w. > 1 75 Sq= 300 Total cost = 158,606.16 
Time Work 
Force 
Production, 
level 
Inventory 
level 
Reliability Probability 
level 
t 
^t It Yt "t 
1 82 335.368 320.01 2.57683 .924 
2 76 303.832 320.01 1.619199 .802 
3 75 297.253 320.01 1.586302 .795 
4 75 297.253 320.01 1.586302 .795 
5 75 297.253 320.01 1.586302 .795 
6 75 297.253 320.00 1.586302 .795 
Table 4.1.10. Optimal solutions of the quadratic 
(exponential reliability) 
program 
0)1 = .8 Wg = 90 S = 500 =0 = 320 
0)2 = .2 w. > 
X — 75 Sq= 300 Total cost = 158,606.16 
Time Work 
Force 
Production 
level 
Inventory 
level 
Reliability Probability 
level 
t Pt It yt "t 
1 82 335.368 320.01 1.776838 .831 
2 76 303.833 320.01 1.619199 .802 
3 75 297.253 320.01 1.586302 .795 
4 75 297.253 320.01 1.586302 .795 
5 75 297.253 320.01 1.586302 .795 
6 75 297.253 320.00 1.586302 .795 
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size is 320.0 gallons. That is when the expression 
Cy(lQ-Cg) will be equal to zero. Then for an initial inventory 
of zero the probability to achieve the production planning 
in the first period is very low i.e., 50% while for Iq 
equal to 160 it is 62.3% in the same period, while for Ig 
equal to 320, the probability rises to 83.1% and if we had 
an initial inventory equal to 480 the probability level for 
the first period will be 92.4%. We can observe in Tables 
4.1.7, 4.1.8, 4.1.9, and 4.1.10 that our planning variables 
are almost insensitive for planning periods other than the 
first period. 
Since the Lagrange multipliers are almost the same in 
most cases we only present in Table 4.1.11 those associated 
with the solution indicated in Table 4.1.10. 
Table 4.1.11. Lagrange multipliers associated with the 
solution in Table 4.1.10 
Code Restriction Value 
R127 labor force in 3rd period 333.4237 
R128 labor force in 4th period 452.8061 
R129 labor force in 5th period 452.8061 
R130 labor force in 6th period 452.8061 
R131 production in 1st period 0.000999 
R134 production in 4th period 0.000999 
R135 production in 5th period 0.000999 
R136 production in 6th period 0.000999 
We see in Table 4.1.11 that the most binding restrictions are 
the labor force in periods 4, 5, and 6. 
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4.1.2. Comparison with chance constrained programming 
We have seen in section 4.1.1 a system reliability model 
for production planning, here we will have a quadratic 
programming problem with chance constraints which develops a 
method of providing appropriate safety margin under chance 
constraints, by incorporating the distributional character­
istics of the random variables of the problem e.g., the 
sale vector in our production planning model. In this 
method a tolerance level, in terms of probability measure, 
one for which probability constraint is preassigned by us 
and this set of tolerance is supposed to indicate the limit 
up to which constraint violations are permitted by our 
satisfying behavior. 
If we assume that sales have an exponential distribution 
as 
f(S;y,SQ) = y 
then our restriction 
Prob (Pt+Ifl - ^t) -
will be 
Prob(S^ < Pt + It_i) 1 Ut 
-y(t-S„) 
F(t) = Prob(S£t) = 1-e 
-y(t-S.) 
R{t) = l-F(t) = e 
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Therefore 
Prob(S^ < Pt + 
l-R(Pt + It_i) 1 
1-Ut > e 
taking logarithm 
In(l-u^) > -w(Pt+It-l-So) 
then 
Pt+It-1"^0 - " u In(l-u^) 
Pt+^t-l - So - ^  In(l-u^) 
or 
Pt+It_i 1 ^0 In(l-u^) 
Now, we must instead preassign a value for u^, whereas we 
had before defined ln(l-u^)=-y^ as a new variable. We have 
solved several problems for u^ equal to .85, .90, .95 and .99. 
The results are in Tables 4.1.12, 4.1.13, 4.1.14, 4.1.15, 
4.1.16, 4.1.17, and 4.1.18. The production variable is mûre 
sensitive to the increase in the assigned value of u^ and 
initial inventory. 
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Table 4.1.12. Optimal solution of chance constrained 
programming models 
t=6 
WI = 
II O
 
00 
90 S = 500 H
 
O
 II O
 
II 3 .2 W, > 1 — 75 Sq= 300 Total cost = 401,949.88 
Time Work 
Force 
Production 
level 
Inventory 
level 
Reliability Probability 
level 
t 
"t Pt It yt ^t 
1 89 899.146 494.957 2.9957296 .95 
2 81 404.189 513.277 2.9957296 .95 
3 77 385.870 519.572 2.9957296 .95 
4 75 379.574 519.572 2.9957296 .95 
5 75 379.574 519.572 2.9957296 .95 
6 75 379.574 320.000 2.9957296 .95 
Table 4.1.13 Optimal solution of ( chance constrained 
programming models 
t=6 
0,1 = I
I O
 
00 
90 S = 500 
o
 
II O
 
H
 
0)2 = .2 w. > J. — 75 Sq= 300 Total cost = 237,309.42 
Time Work 
Force 
Production 
level 
Inventory 
level 
Reliability Probability 
level 
t 
^t Pt It yt ^t 
1 86 679.423 351.151 1.8971202 
m
 
00 
2 78 328.274 364.017 1.8971202 .85 
3 75 315.407 364.017 1.8971202 .85 
4 75 315.407 364.017 1.8971202 
m
 
00 
5 75 315.407 364.017 1.8971202 
m
 
00 
6 75 315.407 320.000 1.8971202 
m
 
CO 
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Table 4.1.14. Optimal solution of chance constrained 
programming models 
t=6 
2 
Il 
A 1 
o
 
-
H 
00 
(N 
90 S = 500 
75 Sq= 300 
=0 = 320 
Total cost = 280,226.71 
Time 
t 
Work 
Force 
^t 
Production Inventory 
level level 
Pt It 
Reliability 
yt 
Probability 
level 
^t 
1 85 579.146 505.132 2.9957296 .95 
2 79 394.013 518.291 2.9957296 .95 
3 75 380.855 519.572 2.9957296 .95 
4 75 379.574 519.572 2.9957296 .95 
5 75 379.574 519.572 2.9957296 .95 
6 75 379.574 519.572 2.9957296 .95 
Table 4.1.15. Optimal solution of chance constrained 
programming models 
t=6 
0)1 = 
0^2 = 
.8 = 
.2 w. > 1 — 
90 S = 500 
75 Sq= 300 
Iq = 160 
Total cost = 331,554.89 
Time 
t 
Work 
Force 
^t 
Production 
level 
Pt 
Inventory 
level 
It 
Reliability 
^t 
Probability 
level 
^t 
1 87 739.146 500.450 2.9957296 .95 
2 80 399.101 515.784 2.9957296 .95 
3 76 383.362 519.572 2.9957296 .95 
4 75 379.574 519.572 2.9957296 .95 
5 75 379.574 519.572 2.9957296 .95 
6 75 379.574 320.000 2.9957296 .95 
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Table 4.1.16. Optimal solution of chance constrained 
programming models 
t=6 
II I
I o
 
00 
90 S = 500 =0 = 320 
^2 ~ .2 w. > 1 75 Sq= 300 Total cost = 170,398.61 
Time Work Production Inventory Reliability Probability 
Force level level level 
t 
^t Pt It ^t ^t 
1 82 359.424 358.097 1.8971202 .85 
2 77 321.327 364.017 1.8971202 .85 
3 75 315.407 364.017 1.8971202 .85 
4 75 315.407 364.017 1.8971202 .85 
5 75 315.407 364.017 1.8971202 .85 
6 75 315.407 364.017 1.8971202 .85 
Table 4.1.17. Optimal solution of chance constrained 
programming models 
t=5 
<^ 1 = I
I o
 
00 
90 S = 500 IQ = 320 
"^2 = .2 w. > 1 75 Sq= 300 Total cost = 612,406.18 
Time Work Production Inventory Reliability Probability 
Force level level level 
t 
^t Pt It ^t ^t 
1 90 901.034 709.713 4.60517 .99 
2 84 511.321 727.490 4.60517 .99 
3 80 493.544 739.499 4.60517 .99 
4 77 481.535 746.091 4.60517 .99 
5 75 474.943 747.458 4.60517 .99 
6 75 473.576 320.000 4.60517 .99 
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Table 4.1.18. Optimal solution of chance-constrained 
programming models 
= .8 Wf. - 90 S = 500 I. = 320 
t=6 
03- = .2 w. > 75 S= 300 Total cost = 199,980.58 
Z 1 — u 
Time Work Production Inventory Reliability Probability 
t 
Force 
^t 
level 
Pt 
level 
It 
level 
yt 
level 
^t 
1 83 440.518 412.669 2. 3029995 .90 
2 77 347.850 421.429 2. 3029995 .90 
3 75 339.090 421.429 2. 3029995 .90 
4 75 339.090 421.429 2. 3029995 .90 
5 75 339.090 421.429 2. 3029995 .90 
6 75 339.090 421.429 2. 3029995 .90 
If we assume that sales are normally and independently 
distributed as _ 
(S-m) ^ 
f(S;m,a) = —-— e 
/2ÏÏ0 
Then our restriction 
Prob(Pt+It-l 1 
will be transforms as 
Prob (S^<p^+I^_^) >_ u^ 
P r o b ( - i - ^  <  ^ 1 — „  
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Then 
and 
Pt+it-i""" 
finally 
—2 
-m 2 0 F (u^) 
> m + a F ^ (u, ) 
— "t 
When a normal distribution is assumed for the sales 
the mean y and standard deviation a are sufficient to fully 
determine the distribution function. As we have used in our 
earlier problems an exponential distribution with two param­
eters, we have the following estimates of the normal 
parameters m and S on the basis of our earlier results. 
S = 500-300 = 200 
S 0 m-S 
then 
m = Sq+S 
m = 300+200 = 500 
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In Table 4.1.19 we assume that F ^(u^)=-1.65 that is 
the value of u^ is equal to 95%. If we compare these results 
with those given in Table 4.1.14 we observe that the normal 
assumption gives us lower results than the exponential distri­
bution. This is because the exponential distribution gives 
higher ordinate values at lower abscissa values. 
In Figure 4.1.5 we show a curve of substitution between 
cost and system reliability for several exponential CCP 
cases. 
Table 4.1.19. Optimal solution of chance-constrained 
programming model (Normal case) 
= 1 w- = 90 m = 500 I_ = 320 
t=6 -LU U 
a)„ = 0 w. > 75 S = 200 Total cost = 265,766. 81 
Z 1 — 
Time Work Production Inventory Reliability Probability 
Force level level level 
Pt "t 
1 82 335.36 320 1.65 .95 
2 76 303.83 320 1.65 .95 
3 75 297.25 320 1.65 .95 
4 75 297.25 320 1.65 .95 
5 75 297.25 320 1.65 .95 
6 75 297.25 320 1.65 .95 
Finally in Table 4.1.20 we have shown the Lagrange multi­
pliers associated with the solution in Table 4.1.12 which indi­
cates the most binding restriction to be the lower bound 
reliability for the first period. 
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Table 4.1.20. Lagrange multipliers associated with the 
solution in Table 4.1.12 
Code Restrictions Value 
R128 labor force in 4th period 142 .0903 
R129 labor force in 5th period 303 .4436 
R130 labor force in 6th period 303 .4436 
R131 production in 1st period 167 .5241 
R132 production in 2nd period 23 .0944 
R133 production in 3rd period 25 .5126 
R134 production in 4th period 26 .3436 
R135 production in 5th period 26 .3436 
R136 production in 6th period 26 .3436 
R137 lower bound reliability for the 
1st period 33504 .626 
R138 lower bound reliability for the 
2nd period 4618 .6862 
R139 lower bound reliability for the 
3rd period 5102 .3152 
R140 lower bound reliability for the 
4th period 5268 .5210 
R141 lower bound reliability for the 
5th period 5268 .5210 
R142 lower bound reliability for the 
6th period 5268 .5210 
4.2. Application of Multi-Period Investment under 
Uncertainty: Implication of Decisions Rules 
Naslund (89, 90) considered a model of rational in­
vestment in the stock market. The model itself abstracts 
from a more general problem of resource carryover under risk. 
He assumes that a persop has a known income stream. Further­
more, he assumes that a person ha§ decided how to allocate 
his consumption up to a specified horizon. Each period the 
difference between income and consumption is made available 
for investment in the stock market. His goal is the 
612^ 0^6.18 
28C^226.7I 
'199,98058 
170,398.61 
.85 .95 
R 
System Component 
Reliability 
Figure 4.1.5. Curve of Substitution between Cost and System 
Component Reliability. CCP (2 Parameter-Exponential) 
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maximization of his expected gain in the stock market at the 
end of the specified horizon subject to certain constraints 
in each period. Such as: the risk constraint which in 
effect sets a probabilistic limit on possible losses beyond 
a specified amount; and a capital constraint which probabilis­
tically stipulates that invested capital should be below a 
limit which varies according to accumulated capital gains. 
Naslund assumes that the investor is not affected in his 
risk aversion by the actual outcomes of his investments. 
The problem is formulated in the following way 
is the accumulated amount in dollars invested in 
stocks 
p. is the stock price or group of stocks price in 
period i 
is the maximum loss that the person is willing to 
take in period i 
is the risk prescribed for period i 
n 
Max E{ Z X. 
i =1 1 
[ 4 . 2 . 1 ]  
subject to 
Prob {x. £ k. + Z X 
^ 1 j=2 
where 
100 
k. is the capital accumulated that the person can use 
for investment either in cash or stocks apart from 
the returns on earlier investments 
is the risk level for capital constraint in period i 
It is assumed that is approximately 
normally distributed. Osborne has made such assumptions in 
(92) . 
In solving the above model Naslund pointed out that con­
sideration must be given to the fact that certain data 
which are presently unavailable i.e., the stock prices, will 
be varying in the future, when actual decisions are made. 
For this reason he does not solve directly for the x's, but 
a decision rule of the following form 
X. = S g.[l + J ^ + Y. [4.2.2] 
^ j=2 ] Pj-2 ^ 
is introduced in the model replacing and he had to 
determine as a solution g's and y's. Since in period k 
is a function of known past prices at that time, the 
decision rule can be interpreted as the demand of a particular 
person to hold funds inverted in the stock market. 
Naslund only considers a three year horizon in order to 
i 
limit the numerical calculation. We will consider the saine 
case and data in order to compare our results with his. 
Therefore the problem can theft be written as: 
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Pi-Po Pi-Pn Pp-Pl 
Max E{y —-- + [3.(1+ 
J- Pq ^ Pq ^ PI 
P p  P i  P o P o  
+ (83(1+ -57^' 
subject to loss constraints i.e., the maximum loss that the 
person is willing to take in period i 
Pi-Pn 
Prob (YT — > L, ) > a, 
1 Pq - 1 - 1 
Pi-Pn Pg-Pi 
Prob {[g_(l+ ^ + Yo] —- > L„} > 
z PQ z — Z 
P o P i  P l ^ P ?  
Prob (183(1+ -|^)+ Y 3 J  i L3) >  .3 
Capital constraints i.e. the capital accumulated that the 
person can use for investment either in cash or stocks apart 
from the return on early investment 
Tj 1 
P,-Pn Pn-Pn 
Prob (62 [1+ -^1 + Y; 1 k; + 1 "2 
Po-Pi Pi-PQ 
Prob {6,[1+ —-] + y-3 < k^ + Y-
P i  ' 3 - 3  ' 1  p  0; 
Pi-Po Po-Pi 
+ '82(1+ + ^ 2' TT"- "3 
In order to solve numerically, Naslund assigned the 
following values to the parameters 
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= -1300 (dollars) 
Lg = -1000 
Lg = -1000 
= Og = Gg = 95% 
= 7000 (dollars) 
kg = 5500 
k^ = 9000 
rig = 99.997% 
Tig = 99% 
y =0.05, mean of the distribution of (pu-p^_^)/p^_2 
a = 0.15, standard deviation of the distribution of 
<Pi-Pi.i)/Pi-i 
He inserts these values in the constraints and considers 
[(Pj-Pj_^)/Pj_^]^ small for n>2. 
The deterministic equivalents to the probabilistic 
constraints are derived by methods indicated before. 
He uses the following property of normal variates 
Prob {y>Q} = ^ 
/2ÏÏ 
exp(-y^/2)dy = j -F(S^) 
(Q-y)/a 
where F(x) is the normal function 
1 2 F(x) = exp(-y /2)dy 
J 0 
Therefore the constraints can be written as follows 
I 
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, -1300-0.05 Yi 
I - —0.15 V, ' 1 
,  - 1 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 5 ( g y + Y ? )  
I  -  F (  0 . 1 5 ( 6 , . V  '  i  
,  - 1 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 5  ( B v + Y n )  
0.15(63+Y3) ) ^  
Y  2  _ <  7 0 0 0  
6 +Y_-5500-0.05(YT-6,) 
2  -  F (  0 . 1 5  ( Y i - B ; )  )  ^  0 - 9 9 9 7  
,  6 . 3 + Y - J - 9 0 0 0 - 0  .  0 5  ( Y T + 6 o ' ^ " * ' ' j ~ 3 - j )  
1  -  F { —  1  Z  Z  ± _ )  >  0 . 9 9  
O.is/ (32+Y2-33)^+YI 
If we rearrange the equations we get 
1 3 0 0 + 0 . 0 5  Y n  
0 . 1 5  y -  '  1  0 - 4 5  
1000+0.05(6,+Y,) 
0.15(8,+yj ' 
Y^ <_ 7000 
5 5 0 0 + 0 . 0 5 ( Y T - e , ) - 8 , - Y o  
'•< 0.15(yj;-B') ' 
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9000.+0.05(Yt+3-5+Y-5~ST)-B-:)~Y-Î 
F{ J. z z à —J 1) >0.49 
0.15^^(82+72-33) 
-1 Using the transformation that if z=F(y) then y=F (z) we get 
1 3 0 0 + 0 . 0 5  Y t  _ i  
0 . 1 5  y ,  1  r "  ( 0 . 4 5 )  E  1 . 6 5  
1000+0.05(6_+Y?) 1 
—(0-45) 5 1.65 
1000+0.05(3.+Y0) 1 
> F-l(0.45) 5 1.65 
Y 2  <  7 0 0 0  
5 5 0 0 + 0 . 0 5  Y i - 1 . 0 5  B _ + Y -  - ,  
>  F  - ^ ( 0 , 4 9 9 9 7 )  =  4 . 0  
0 . 1 5  ( Y 1 - G 2 )  
9 0 0 0 + 0 . 0 5  ( Y t + B ^ + Y O ) - ! . 0 5  6 . " Y - ,  
^ ^ ^ F (0.49) 5 2.33 
0.15'^(62+Y2-B3)^+YI 
Once again if we rearrange the constraints above, the problem 
takes the following form. 
n Pi-Pi-i, 
Max E{ E X. ^ } 
i=l ^ Pi-1 
subject to 
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Yt < 6500 
1 — 
Y2 + #2 - 5000 
Y3 + 63 < 5000 
0.55 + 0.45 6% + ^2 - ^500 
0.35^(82+72-63)^+71 + 1.05 63 + Y3 - 0.05(Y^+B2+Y2) 1 9000 
The reason that we have only five constraints here, is because 
it turns out that Y^f^SOO dominates Y^^yOOO in the sense 
that it is more constraining. Here we have a major departure 
from Naslund, because he neglects the last restriction and 
solves only the linear part of the problem, e.g. Naslund solves 
only a linear programming problem. We solve instead the 
nonlinear programming problem and in Table 4.2.1 we can 
see the difference in solutions we got 
Table 4.2.1. Decision rule solutions 
Variable Linear solution 
(LP model) 
Nonlinear solution 
(NLP model) 
^1 5900 
5909.1532 
^2 0 0.21259 
Y3 5000 2696.9716 
^2 5000 4999.0663 
^3 0 2302.8111 
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For solving the nonlinear solution we have used SUMT 
(sequential unconstrained minimization technique) (51, 126, 
52, 53, 49, 48, 17, 50, 82). According to the decision rule 
given in (4.2.2) we have the following form of investment 
decisions where Xj denotes the total amount of money held in 
stocks in period j. 
[4.2.3] 
Pi-Pn 
x_ = 6,(1+ —-) + y, [4.2.4] 
z ^ Pq Z 
Po-Pl 
X3 = 83(1+ -) + Y3 [4.2.5] 
Now if we insert the value of Table 4.2.1 in equations 
4.2.3, 4.2.4, 4.2.5 we have 
Linear solution 
x^ = 5900 
x_ = 5000(1+ Pi-Po, 2 p, 
X3 = 5000 
Nonlinear solution 
x^ = 5909.1632 
Pi-Pn 
x_ = 4999 .0663 (1 + —-) + 0.21259 
z PQ 
Po-Pl 
x^ = 2302.8111 (1 + — ~) + 2696.9716 
J Pg 
We can see that solving a nonlinear programming 
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formulation gives us a slightly different problem; the 
decisions that explicitly depend on the random variable 
P-i_l~P-i-2 
^ are the decisions in the second and third period 
Pj-2 
while in linear formulation the random variable is important 
only in the second period. In Table 4.2.2 we compare the 
problems for a price increase of 5% or 10% between period 0 
to 1 and 1 to 2. 
Table 4.2.2. Price variation in decision rules^ 
Variable Linear 5% 
solution 
10% 
Nonlinear 
5% 
solution 
10% 
^1 5900 5900 5909.16 5909.16 
^2 5250 5500 5249.23 
5499.19 
^3 5000 5000 5114.92 5230.06 
807.5 820.0 813.67 831.92 
^These values are rounded. 
denotes the value of the objective function of 
problem [4.2.1]. 
We can observe that there exists more variability in the value 
of the objective function of the nonlinear formulation due 
P-i -l~P-i -2 
to changes in the random variable —^ . 
Pj-2 
If we do not want to use a decision rule as given in 
Equation [4.2.2], then we solve an optimization problem in 
nonlinear programming. We have then the following problem: 
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Pi-Po Po-Pl P3-P2 
Max E(x, ——- + X, ——-) [4.2.6] 
1 Pq 2 3 P2 
subject to 
Pi-Po 
Prob(x, — > -1300) > .95 [4.2.7] 
1 Po -
Po-Pi 
Prob(x„ ——- > -1000) > .95 [4.2.8] 
4 Pi — -
P3-P2 
Prob(x_ —- > -1000) > .95 [4.2.9] 
J P2 — -
x^ £ 7000 
Pn-Po 
Prob(x_ < 5500 + x, ——- > .99997 [4.2.10] 
2 - 1 Pq -
Pi-Pn Po-Pi 
Prob(x, < 9000 + x, ——- + x„ ——-) > .99 [4.2.11] 
3 - Pi 2 p^ -
Pi-Pi_l 
as we know is normal and independently distributed 
Pi-1 
with mean U=.05 and standard deviation CT=.15. Therefore 
the objective function [4.2.6] will be 
Max .05 x^ + .05 + .95 x^ [4.2.12] 
For restriction [4.2.7], [4.2.8] and [4.2.9] we can make 
the following simplifications: , 
The probabilities in those restrictions can then be 
transformed by simple subtraction and division as follows. 
For restriction [4.2.7] 
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Prob( L2U: : ^ > a [4.2.13] 
The left hand side of the argument of the probability ex­
pression is found to be a normalized random variable with 
zero mean and unit variance. Hence the probabilistic 
condition is replaced by 
L.-yx. 
1 - > c 
where 
F(x) = 
/2W 
Then 
L.-yx. 
" e-y'/: dy 
therefore 
L.-yx. > ax.F ^(1-a) 1 1 — ]_ 
and 
L.-[y+aF l(l-o)]x. > 0 [4.2.14] 
X 1 — 
For restriction [4.2.10] we use the notation 
Pi~Pi-l — ^i~^i-l 2 ^i~^i-l 
_ 5 6. and p. = E( = Var(-i——) and 
Pi_l 1 1 Pi_i 3i Pi_i 
i 
note that 
Prob(x2 £ ^ 2 + 2. ^ 2 
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which we rewrite as 
Probfx^B^ 2 — ^2 
so 
X e -X B" X -k -x^F 
Prob(-^ -^ —^  > — —) > 
for the same reason given for expression [4.2.13] we have 
X -k -x^g 
-X +k_+x.6\ I I ' 1 l-"2 
t^l 1 
and 
collecting terms 
[-"g^+ag F ^ (l-ri2) ] x^-X2 ^  k^ [4.2.15] 
1 
For restriction [4.2.11] we have the same procedure as 
follows : 
we can rewrite [4.2.11] as 
Prob(X^P^+X2B2 2. Xg'k]) ^  
so we have 
Ill 
x,B t+X^6--X t 6,-x_B_ X -k -x,6, 
Prob( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^—LA) > n 
___ 2 2 2 
as we already know 6^=60=6 and a_ =a„ =CT then we have 
2 2 
x.-k^-x^ F-x_F 
-x-+k-+x,6+x„B 
F(—^^ ) < l-rio 
therefore 
-3x^-3X2+X2+ aF ^(l-n^) x^+Xg £ k^ [4.2.16] 
Summarizing expressions [4.2.12], [4.2.14], [4.2.15], 
and [4.2.16] in the form fashionable to SUMT we will have the 
following model: 
Max .05 x^ + .05 x^ + .05 x^ [4.2.17] 
subject to 
1300 + (.05-.15 tjj)x^ > 0 
1000 + (.05-.15 ^)X2 > 0 
1000 + (.05-.15 ^ IXg >_ 0 
7000 -x, > 0 
1 — 
5500 + (.05-.15 Y)x^ -x^ > 0 
-.15^ X^+Xg + 9000 +.05x^ +.05X2 -x^ - 0 
i 
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where 
Ip = F~^ (a-^) 
— 1 1 
w = F (^2*2 
4> 
1—1 1 k
 I
I 
{n3-|: 
In our case ^i=1.65, ¥=4., (j)=2.33 
Solving the nonlinear programmfog prafellenr. '4.2.17% 
we have the following result 
= 6581.36 
Xg = 3528.65 
= 5024.71 
value of objective function. 
Note that this optimization model has ortly 3 rF5crij^1j=iS., vbils 
the nonlinear decision rule problem has 5 
make the latter model more difficult tc3 seriez» iin: -t-srrs; of 
programming and computing time. BEowever: im itfee ZLsiter 
model we have some flexibility of decdLsikais iim 
and third periods, while in the other case we tbs&ie 
decision for three periods once and far all. 4.2.5 
gives us a general view of our problems. 
4.2.1. Reliability approach 
Our chance-constrained approach: cf a 
vestment under uncertainty provides the basis cs-zz 
Table 4.2.3. Summary of problems 
Decision rule Optimization Decision rule Decision rule System reliability 
problem problem problem problem problem 
Naslund Nonlinear Nonlinear Nonlinear at 99% 
solution programming solution solution 
(Linear solution 10% price 5% price 
programming) change change 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
xt=5900 xt=6581.36 X^=5909.163 x,=5909.163 x =6999.975 
^ (783225.0) ^(974571. 7376) (785659 .6656) ^1785659 .6656) "^(1102492. 1250) 
x-=5500 x-=3528.65 x„=5499.185 x„=5249.232 x =2440.3998 
(562500.0) (280155.8435) (680423.3024) (619974.823) (133999.9016) 
x_=5000 x^=5024.71 x^=5230.064 x^=5114.923 x^=8068.435 
(562500.0) (568073.4882; (615455.3125) (588654.8392) (1464741.9754) 
z =820.0 z =756.74 z =831.921 z =813.666 z =865.3399 
(2026350.0) (1822806.0693) (2081538.281) (1994289.328) (2701234.0020) 
cv^=173.5975 cv=178.411 cv=173.4243 cv=173.559 cv=189.9304 
a. . . . * . 2 2 
Figures in parenthesis indicate variance component x.a at the optimal 
solution. ^ "^i 
^cv=Coeffiaient of variation defined as lOOX/x. 
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analysis. Here we can develop an operational measure of 
reliability for the nonlinear programming system. In this 
chance-constrained problem approach a tolerance level in terms 
of probability measures, one for each probabilistic constraint 
is preassigned by the decision-maker as we saw above and 
this set of tolerance measures is supposed to indicate the 
limit up to which constraint violations are permitted. 
This view of chance-constraints problem allows the inter­
pretation of our model as a system where each probability 
constraint can be viewed as a system component, each with 
its reliability in other words its tolerance measure. We 
develop a transformed programming model which may be specified 
mostly in terms of reliability measures. To form models of 
the form we redefine as variables for this model: 
-1 1 
^4 ^ 2^ System reliability R = (u*)^ 
^  _  r n - l 1 \  u *  i s  d e f i n e d  i n  E q u a t i o n  [ 4 . 2 . 1 8 ]  
Xg — r I a— 2) 
Xg = F j) 
X, = F-1(Y |) 
"8 = l> 
(1-R) = System unreliability 
and we incorporate an additional restriction in order to have 
a measure of system reliability as a whole 
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x^'Xg'X^.Xy'Xg _> (u*)^ [4.2.18] 
where u* is a preassigned value. And we also add five 
additional constraints as upper bounds for our variables 
x^, x^, Xg, x^, and Xg. So we have 
^4 
< 4.0 [4.2.19] 
^5 
< 4.0 [4.2.20] 
^6 
< 4.0 [4.2.21] 
^7 
< 4.0 [4.2.22] 
^8 
< 4.0 [4.2.23] 
The upper bound value of 4.0 corresponds in the normal curve 
to a value of probability 99.999999%. 
Then our last step is to associate a monotonie pay-off 
function for achieving the level R of system reliability. 
As we have seen before, one possible choice of utility function 
satisfying conditions given in Chapter 2 is 
Max .05x^ + .05x2 + .05x2 + In x^ + In x^ + In Xg 
+ In Xy + In Xg [4.2.24] 
Therefore collecting the expressions [4.2.18], [4.2.19], 
[4.2.20], [4.2.21], [4.2.22], [4.2.23], and [4.2.24] and 
adding to our model [4.2.17] we got the following problem: 
Max .05x^ + .05x2 + .OSx^ + In x^ + In x^ + In Xg 
+ In x^ + Ing 
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subject to 
g^(x) 5 1300.+(.05-.15x^)^ 0 
92(x) 5 1000.+(.05-.15x^)X2 2 0 
g^(x) = 1000.+(.05-.15Xg)x^ 2 0 
g^(x) 5 7000. -x^ 2 0 
g^(x) 5 5500.+(. 05-. 15x^) x^ -x^ 2. 0 
gg (x) =.15Xg x^+X2+9000. +.05x^+.O5X2-X2 > 0 
g^(x) E x^XgXgXyXg-(u*)^ >_ 0 
gg(x) = 4.-x^ >_ 0 
Sg (X) 4.-X5 > 0 
9io(x) = 4.-Xg > 0 
(x) 4.-Xy ^ 0 
922(x) = 4.-Xg ^ 0 
The method for solving this specific problem using SUMT is 
given in Appendix B. 
We have solved the following set of problems for 
different values of u* such as 1.29 (90%), 1.65 (95%) and 
2.33 (99%). The results are given in Table 4.2.4. 
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In Figure 4.2.1 we observe a substitution curve between 
profit and system unreliability. We have a net profit of 
999.43 with 10% of system unreliability if we want to decrease 
system unreliability to 5% we have to trade off some net 
profit for it, so now we only get 923.34. Further if we want 
to decrease system unreliability to 1% we increase our profit 
to 792.35. 
If we define arc elasticity of profit-reliability as 
^pR " ~ 
R 
we find that the elasticity between the profit of 999.43 
and 923.24 is 1.568 while the corresponding arc elasticity 
between the profit of 923.34 and 792.35 is 3.77. 
We can find more points and give a more exact substi­
tution curve than in Figure 4.2.1 that will show the range 
of choices available to the decision maker between differing 
levels of profit and system unreliability. 
We can see in Figure 4.2.2 the changes in variable 
due to the change in system unreliability; this variable is 
very sensitive that is,only the second decimal figure changes 
for . 
In Figure 4.2.3 we can observe the changes in variable Xg 
due to difference in system unreliability e.g., Xg decreases 
IIR 
Profit (Logz) 
1000 
950 
99943 
923.34 
900 
850 
800 
792.35 
,05 .10 
System Unreliability (!-R) 
Figure 4.2.1 Substitution Curve between Profit and 
System Unreliability. 
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X, (Logx,) 
6999.98 
6999.96 
6999.94 
6999.92 . 
t 
69999771 
X999.9678 
^6999.9332 
.05 ,10 
System Unreliability (l-R) 
Figure 4.2.2. Curve between X, and System Unreliability. 
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Xg (Log X2) 
4000 
3500 
3000 
2500 
2000 
1824.12 
.05 .10 
System Unreliability (1-R) 
Figure 4.2.3. Curve between Xg and Systems Unreliability. 
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X, (Log X 
8422.99 
8000 
7845.75 
7500 
7022.87 7000 
' •— -• 1 ^ • ' 
05 .10 
System Unreliability (l-R) 
Figure 4.2.4. Curve between Xj and Systems Unreliability 
Probability Measure 
100% 
— 99% System Reliability 
95% System Reliability 
90% System Reliability 
85% 
Component Reliability 
Figure 4.2.5. Curves of Component Reliability due to Changes in System Reliability. 
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from 4565.58 to 3621.42 due to a decrease of 5% of system 
unreliability, while for decreasing system unreliability to 
1% (i.e. 4% less) we have to decrease to 1824.12 , which is 
almost half the value X2 has at 5%. 
From Figure 4.2.4 we observe that a decrease of 5% 
of system unreliability that is from 10% to 5% produces a 
decrease of 577.60 in while x^ varies 822.52 from a 
decrease from 5% to 1%. 
Table 4.2.4. Optimal solutions for optimization models of 
reliability programming 
System Reliability System Reliability System Reliability 
(99%) >(1.29)5 (90%) >(1.65)5 (95%) (2.33)5 , 
^1 6999.9771 6999.9678 6999.9332 
^2 4565.5757 3621.4217 1824.1240 
^3 8422.9951 7845.3945 7022.8712 
^4 1.5714071 (94.18%)3 
1.5714070 
(94.18%) 
1.5713972 
(94.18%) 
^5 1.7935038 (96.33%) 
2.1741886 
(98.50%) 
3.9879089 
(100%) 
^6 1.1247981 (86.86%) 
1.1830666 
(88.10%) 
1.2825744 
(89.97%) 
X7 1.2232458 
(88.88%) 
2.1224378 
(98.30%) 
3.8341266 
(99.99%) 
*8 0.92156265 (82.12%) 
1.4258726 
(92.36%) 
2.2287115 
(97.71%) 
Table 
^Probability percent 
(14, pp. 127-134), 
found in 
rounded to 
a normal distribution 
two decimal figures. 
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Table 4.2.4 (Continued) 
System Reliability System Reliability System Reliability 
>(1.29)5 (90%) >(1.65) (95%) (2.33)5 
7.^  1000.7009 925.843232 796.57584 
999.42743 923.33920 792.34642 
^The value of the, objective function as specified in 
[4.2.24]. 
*^The value of the objective function as specified in 
[4.2.17] that is without the reliability function. 
From the above results we point out that variable Xg 
is more sensitive in responses to system reliability changes 
while is less; Xg has small changes compared to Xg: 
thus we can say that Xg is the more crucial variable in our 
problem of reliability programming. 
In Figure 4.2.5 we observe the changes in component 
reliability, in other words the probability assigned by the 
system itself in order to satisfy the stochastic constraints 
due to a change in the total system reliability. 
Note that : 
x^ = the risk prescribed for period 1 
x^ = the risk prescribed for period 2 
Xg = the risk prescribed for period 3 
x^ = the risk level for the capital constraint in period 2 
Xp = the risk level for the capital constraint in period 3 
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For our first probabilistic constraint we have a 
common value of 94.18% that is is the same for the three 
values of system reliability. Greater changes occur with 90% 
system reliability than with 95% and 99% levels. We observe 
that in the three cases the changes in the components move 
in the same direction that is, increase or decrease in every 
component for difference in system reliability. The 
largest difference in component reliability for difference in 
system reliability is Xg which indicates that our last 
constrained restriction is more sensitive to changes in the 
total system reliability. 
Table 4.2.5. Lagrange multipliers associated with optimi-
Constraints System 
Reliability 
System 
Reliability 
System 
Reliability 
1(1.29)5 (90%) 1(1.65)5 (95%) (2.33)5 
9l X) 0.026795 0.039712 0.042705 
92 X) 0.038744 0.06146 0.054547 
9] x) 0.031901 0.047656 0.053781 
94 X) 0.039046 0.031859 0.019863 
95 x) 0.051422 0.043254 0.014314 
96 x) 0.055033 0.054674 0.028551 
9? x) 11.773290 4.944558 1.175800 
98 
99 
9lO 
x) 3.29x10"^ 5.60x10"® 1.50xl0"5 
x) 3.98x10"^ 9.92x10"® 0.606001 
(x) 2.35x10"^ 4.17x10"® 1.19X10"5 
911 
912 
(x) 
(x) 
2.52x10"® 
2.05XL0"G 
9.38x10"® 
4.99x10"® 
3.22xl0"3 
2.82X10"5 
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In Table 4.2.5 we indicate the Lagrange multiplier for 
the three system reliability problems. The most binding 
constraint is the measure of system reliability (i.e., 
q-j (x) ) . 
^ a j i ' ^ 
4.2.2. Sample distribution approach 
We have assumed that /P^-i is approximately 
2 
normally distributed with mean y=.05 and variance o =.0225. 
2 Note however that y and a are population parameters of the 
2 
normal parent N(y,a ) and these are not generally observable, 
i.e., these are unknown constants which are to be estimated 
from sample observations, unless of course the random 
variation in /Pi-i around y are generated by a 
controlled experiment. The later case may arise for example 
when in a simulation study random numbers are drawn from a 
normal table with preassigned (i.e. known) mean y and 
2 
variance a . However in most economic models and other fields 
of application the parameters y, o are unknown and have to be 
estimated from sample non-experimental observations. Now 
usually if the sample observations on each (pu-p^ ^)/p^_2 
are available and these can be seasonably assumed to be random 
2 drawings from a normal parent N(y,a ), then the sample mean 
X provides a good estimate of y; similarly in this case a 
2 2 good estimate d of o may be easily defined. We have to 
note that if the sample mean x is used as unbiased estimate 
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(Ex=y) of the parameter y, we should refer to the distri­
bution of the sample mean rather than the population distri­
bution. But since x is normally distributed with expectation 
y and variance a /T, our problem [4.2.17] will be: 
Max .05x^ + .05x2 + .OSx^ 
subject to 
g, (x)E 1300+(.0 5-—i|;)x, > 0 
1 /T 1 
g-{x)= 1000 +(.05-— )x„ 
/T 
> 0 
g^(x)E 1000 +(.05-^:J^)x- > 0 
/T 
g^(x)E 7000 -x^ ^ 0 
g,(x) 5 5500+(.05-—1')x, -x_ > 0 
5 /T ^ 2 
g, (x) E ^^^(t)*^xj+x^ +9000 +.05X, +.05x_ - x _  > 0 
o /T Z :i — 
In Table 4.2.6 we show different solutions of the above 
problem for sample size of 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 
100, 121, 144 units. We observe the increase in profit as T 
increase, we have that with 4 units we got a profit of 
934.32 while for 144 units we got 1091.42 of profit. 
From Figure 4.2.6 we can see that the curve of profit 
due to changes in the sample size increases rapidly in profit 
at the beginning. Then it has a slow variation that implies 
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a diminishing return of profit due to an increase in the 
sample size. 
One possible way to find an optimal sample size will 
be to draw a tangent line to the profit-sample size curve 
which is parallel to net line 
z = a+b/n 
where 
z = profit 
/n = square root of the sample size 
a = intercept 
b = slope 
That point will give us how much profitwe will get with 
that sample size. 
Let us have an example with a=0, b=10 so our line is 
z=10/n, the optimal point may be /n=6 and z=1058.84. Many 
other points could be found if we knew the parameters a, 
and b. 
In the case the sample size increases to infinite we 
observe that the term .15/T goes to zero and our nonlinear 
programming becomes the following linear programming 
problem. 
Max .05x^ + .OSXg + .OSx^ 
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Table 4.2.6. Profit variation due to sample size variation^ 
/f Z 
1 1 756 .74 6581. 35 3528. 65 5024. 71 
2 4 934 .52 6999. 78 4626. 58 7063. 95 
3 9 995 .55 6999. 72 5034. 26 7877. 03 
4 16 1026 .65 6999. 79 5238. 18 8300. 29 
5 25 1045 .99 6999. 72 5360. 44 8559. 76 
6 36 1058 .84 6999. 69 5441. 95 8735. 16 
7 49 1068 .08 6999. 70 5500. 50 8861. 65 
8 64 1075 .07 6999. 897 5544. 08 8957. 39 
9 81 1080 .50 6999. 876 5578. 04 9032. 07 
10 100 1084 .86 6999. 86 5605. 21 9092. 07 
11 121 1088 .43 6999. 856 5627. 44 9141. 32 
12 144 1091 .42 6999. 85 5645. 97 9182. 47 
00 00 1124 .63 7000. 0 5850. 0 9462. 50 
^Decimal values are rounded. 
subject to 
7000 -
^1 
> •0 
5500 + .05x^ -
*2 
> 0 
9000 +.05x^+ 
.05x2 -
^3 
> 0 
*1'*2 '^3 
> 0 
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Solving this problem using MPS (Mathematical Programming 
System) (69, 70), we get an optimal solution as x^=7000., 
X2=5850. , X2=9642.50 with a value of 1124.63. 
In Table 4.2.7 we indicate the Lagrange multipliers 
associated with the sample size variation problems. The 
most binding constraints are the last three constraints. 
We can develop other models where it could include 
costs of sampling in the objective function. 
Another way we could develop this model further is 
by considering sample distribution problems indicated in 
(70) . 
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(1124.63) 
1000 
800 
00 
<T 
Figure 4.2.6. Variation of Profit due to Change in Sample Size 
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(7000) 
7000 
6999.9 
6999.8 
6990.7 
Figure 4.2.7. Variation of X| due to Change in Sample Size 
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6000 
(5850.0) 
5000 
{T 
Figure 4.2.8. Variation of Xg due to Change in Sample Size. 
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9000 
8000 
7000 • 
(9642.5) 
10 00 
4T 
Figure 4.2.9. Variation of due to Change in Sample Size 
Table 4.2.7. Lagrange multipliers associated with the sample size variation problems 
Constraint T=1 T=4 T=9 T=16 T=25 T=36 
(x) 0. 061133 2. 86xl0~^ 2. -9 79x10 1 -9 .31x10 ^ 2 .09x10"* 2. -9 38x10 
92 (x) 2. 
-8 21x10 4. 06x10"^ 4. 59x10"^ 2 .20x10"* 3 .54x10"* 4. -9 02x10 ^ 
93 (x) 3. 49x10"^ 7. 
-9 67x10 ^ 5. 81x10"^ 2 .38x10"^ 3 .53x10"* 3. 80x10"* 
94 (x) 1. 16x10"^ 0. 035103 0. 040950 0 .044974 0 .046905 0. 047968 
95 (x) 0. 035969 0. 049626 0. 046335 0 .048327 0 .048909 0. 049490 
0. 046159 0. 051142 0. 049572 0 .050481 0 .050284 0. 049591 
Table 4.2.7 (Continued) 
Constraint T=49 T=64 
1—
1 00 II E-
t 
T=100 T=121 T=144 T=oo 
9i ( x )  2. 33x10"* 2. 62x10"^° 3. 66xl0"10 4 .33x10"!° 4 .79x10"!° 5 .12x10"!° -
92 ( x )  3. 92x10"* 4. 39xl0~^° 6. 14xl0"10 7 .24x10"!° 7 .99x10"!° 8 .55x10"!° -
93 ( x )  3. 59x10"* 3. 92xlo"10 5. 37x10"^° 6 .24x10"!° 6 .81x10"!° 7 -10 .20x10 -
94 ( x )  0. 049226 0. 050290 0. 050679 0 .051076 0 .051444 0 .051604 0 .05512 
95 ( x )  0. 049789 0. 049784 0. 049806 0 .049970 0 .050234 0 .050328 0 .05250 
0. 050149 0. 050454 0. 050334 0 .050296 0 .050299 0 .050180 0 .05000 
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5. APPLIED GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING 
5.1. A Simple Stochastic Production Model: 
an Illustration 
An entrepreneur transforms inputs into outputs, subject 
to the technical rules specified by his production function. 
The entrepreneur's production function gives mathematical 
expression to the relationship between the quantities of 
inputs he employs and the quantity of output he produces. A 
specific production function may be given by a single point, 
a single continuous or discontinuous function, or a system 
of equations (63). 
We limit here to a production function given by a single 
continuous function with continuous first- and second-order 
partial derivates. The analysis is first developed for the 
simple case in which three inputs are combined for the 
production of a single output and then extended to stochastic 
case. 
So we have three inputs called, x^, labor; x^, raw 
materials and x^ capital, the cost of production c is given 
by the linear equation 
c = .14x^ + .04x2 + .OôXg 
the production function is given by: 
y = 100 x^^'^Xg'^Xg'^ 
Note that this production function assumes increasing returns 
to scale, the following 
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y ^  1000 
and labor to capital ratio must be 
X X 
then we will have the following programming problem 
Min .14x^ + .04x2 + .OGx^ 
subject to 
lOOx^l'Gxg'^X]'? > 1000 
— < 10 
^3 -
^1> 5 
^3 -
The geometric programming formulation will be 
Min .14x2 + .04x2 + .OSx^ 
subject to 
•Ix,X, <1 
13 — 
^ 
The degree of difficulty is two, because we have six terms 
and three variables, the dual will be 
6i 5 2 ^2 5^ 5^ <Sg 
„ax(^) (jM) (") (^) (5) 
«1 «2 S '4 '5 \ 
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subject to 
6i + 62 "^3 
6^ -1.684 + Gg - 6g 
62 -.56 
63 - ^4 65 + ôg 
^l'^2'^3 — ^ 
Solving the problem we have that: 
gQ(x)=.6516, x^=3.5213, X2=2.9089, X2=0.7043 
and the dual variables are: 
v(6)=.6516, 6^=0.75658, 62=0.17857, 63=0.06485 
64=0.35714, 65=5.347x10"®, 6^=0.18515 
as we have two degrees of difficulty we do not have any 
economical interpretation of the dual variables. 
As an easy way to deal with a stochastic case we can 
assume that production has to match sales, which is a random 
variable with normal distribution with mean equal to 1000 
units and variance equal to 100, so our model now is 
Min .14x^ + .04X2 + .06X3 [5.1.1] 
= 1 
= 0 
= 0 
= 0 
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subject to 
Prob(y>y*) ^  u [5.1.2] 
y = lOOX^^'^Xg'^Xg"^ 
%! 
— < 10 
^3 -
> 5 
^3 
where y* is a random variable with a normal distribution 
with y=1000 and a^=100. The constraint [5.1.2] will be 
Prob (y*£lOOXj^^ ' ^X2 • ^ x^ ' ^) ^  u 
Prob(Z::% < ""2 ^3 -y ) > u 
O — O — 
now if we define 
I(x, = r e-y'/2 ay 
J-c 
we have 
10Ox,^ * ^ x„'^x,'^-y 
K i i^ ) > u 
l O O x ^ ^ * ® x _ • ,  
1 -2 3 ^ i-l(u) 
-1 
Let us make I (u) = x^ then 
lOOx^^'^Xg'^Xg'^ ^  y+crl ^(u) 
lOOx^l'Gxg'^Xg'^ ^  1000 + lOx^ 
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Then we will have the following geometric problem 
Min •14x^ + .04x2 + .OGx^ + 
subject to 
lOOx^'l-lOx^l'^Xg'^Xg'^ <_ 1 
.lx,x„ < 1 j. j — 
sk^-\ < 1 
1.65x^~^ < 1 
we note that we have added a penalty function x^ to the 
objective function and added a lower bound to x^ (i.e. 
x^ _> a*) in the present case we assume that the probability 
level u must be greater than 90%, 97%, 99%. We note that 
the first constraint is not a posynomial (positive polynomial) 
so we are dealing with the case of a generalized polynomial 
programming (138, 16). The problem has four degrees of 
difficulty and the results are given in Table 5.1.1 and the 
dual results are given in Table 5.1.2. 
Table 5.1.1. Primal results 
Variable a*=1.65 90% 
a*=l.88 
97% 
a*=2.33 
99% 
^1 2.9272 2.7915 2.5814 
^2 • 2.4181 2.3061 2.1324 
^3 0.5854 0.5583 0.5163 
*4 1.65 
00 00 1—i 
2.33 
z .5417 .5166 .4377 
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Table 5.1.2. Dual results 
Variable a*=1.65 90% 
a*=1.88 
97% 
a*=2.33 
99% 
0.1869 0.1631 0.1287 
«2 0.0441 0.0385 0.0304 
«3 0.0160 0.0139 0.0103 
«4 0.7529 0.7845 0.8299 
«5 0.0897 0.0785 0.0622 
0.0883 0.0769 0.0608 
«7 4.24xl0~® 4.50x10"^ 4.43xl0~® 
«8 0.0458 0.0399 0.0315 
S 0.6631 0.7060 0.7677 
5.2. An Aggregative 
a Second 
Model of Economic Growth: 
Illustration 
Hirofumi Uzawa (134) , discussed the problem of optimum 
fiscal policy in terms of the technique of optimum economic 
growth. He pointed out that his model is a simple extension 
of the aggregative growth model of the type introduced by 
Solow (124), Swan (127) and Tobin (133). We use Uzawa's 
model, in order to show an application of geometric program­
ming, with some simplifying assumptions. 
The Uzawa model consists of private and public sectors, 
both employing labor and private capital to produce goods 
and services. Private goods may be either consumed or 
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accumulated as capital, while public goods are all consumed. 
The public sector raises revenues by levying income taxes. 
The private sector decides how much is to be consumed and 
invested and how to allocate portfolio balances between 
real capital and money. These decisions are based upon 
certain behavioristic assumptions and are made in a perfectly 
competitive institutional setting. Uzawa had shown that by 
a proper choice of dynamic fiscal policy, which consists of 
income tax rates and growth rates of money supply through 
time, it is possible to achieve an optimal growth path 
corresponding to certain forms of social utility function 
properly discounted. 
We consider an economic system composed of public and 
private sectors. The private sector comprises business firms 
and households; business firms employ labor and either own or 
rented capital, while households receive wages for the labor 
they provide and interest and dividends for the capital they 
rent to business firms. The output produced in the private 
sector is assumed to be composed of homogeneous quantities 
so that any portion of it may be either instantaneously 
consumed or accumulated as part of the capital stock. The 
public sector will provide the private sector with different 
goods and services than those it produces. The goods and 
services produced in the public sector are assumed to be 
measurable and distributed uniformly to the private sector 
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without cost. The public sector raises revenues through income 
taxes and increases in the money supply to pay wages and 
rentals for the private means of production it employs. It 
is required to employ labor and capital in such a way that 
total expenditure is minimized for any level of public goods 
produced. The public sector has two means of raising revenues, 
they are taxation and printing money, but is assumed to be 
able to control only the rate of income tax and the rate 
of increase in money supply. Capital accumulation takes 
place only in the private sector and public goods are not 
accumulated. Uzawa has analyzed the problem of optimum 
investment in public capital in which all public goods are 
regarded as social capital to increase productivity of labor 
and as private capital in the private sector. 
The aggregation output at moment t ,  Y^ft) in the private 
sector is assumed to depend only on the amounts of capital 
K^(t) and labor, L^(t), employed, so we have a private 
sector's productive function then 
Y^(t) = F^(K^(t), L^{t)) [5.2.1] 
The production processes are assumed to be subject to 
constant return to scale and to a positive diminishing marginal 
rate of substitution between capital and labor. Perfect com­
petition prevails in the private sector, so that the real 
wage, w(t), and the real rental rate, r(t), are equated to 
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the marginal products of labor and capital, respectively 
9F 3F 
"(t) - r(t) = ^  
The aggregative output in the public sector at time t, 
is Yy(t) and it depends on capital Ky(t) and labor L^(t) 
which it employs in such a combination that the total cost 
in terms of market prices is always minimized. So we have 
Y^(t) = Fy(Ky(t), Ly(t)) [5.2.2] 
the public sector's production function, F^, is assumed to be 
homogeneous of order one and strictly quasi-concave, with 
positive marginal products everywhere. 
We know by the marginal theory that, the cost in the 
public sector is minimized when the marginal rate of 
substitution between labor and capital is equated to the 
wage-rentals ratio w(t)/r(t), at time t. 
w(t) 
3f 73K; r(t) 
the real gross national income Y(t), is given by 
Y(t) = r(t)K(t) + w(t)L(t) [5.2.3] 
Since the quantities of capital and labor available are K(t) 
and L(t), we have 
K(t) = K^(t) + K^(t) [5.2.4] 
L(t) = L^(t) + Ly(t) [5.2.5] 
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The output of private goods, Y^ft) is divided between 
consumption, C(t) and investment, Z(t) so: 
Y^(t) = C(t) + Z (t) [5.2.6] 
The accumulation of capital is described by 
K(t) = Z (t) - yK(t) [5.2.7] 
where y is the rate of depreciation, while the growth 
rate of labor, n, is assumed to be exogeneously given: 
L(t) = nL(t) [5.2.8] 
The desired level of investment, on the other hand, 
is determined by the Keynesian principle of marginal effi­
ciency of investment, as mathematically formulated by Uzawa 
in (135). Business firms in the private sector try to in­
crease the level of investment to that at which the supply 
price of capital is equated with the demand price (defined as 
the discounted sum of the expected return). In general, the 
desired level of investment, Z(t) is determined by the 
current rate of return, r(t), the money price, p(t), the 
rate of interest p(t), and the stock of capital, K(t). 
As Uzawa pointed out public goods are regarded as con­
sumption goods, while private goods can either be consumed 
instantaneously or accumulated as capital. The utility 
function of representative members of the society depends upon 
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the amount of private goods to be consumed and upon the average 
quantity of public goods available at each moment, for the 
sake of simplicity. Public goods are assumed to be dis­
tributed equally among the members of the society. If we 
defined u(c,x) as a utility function where c and x stand 
respectively for the quantities of per capita consumption 
of private and public goods. He assumed that the social 
welfare function is represented as the discounted sum of 
instantaneous utilities through time; then we have 
r -6t 
u(c,x)e dt [5.2.9] 
0 
where 6 is the rate by which future utilities are compared 
with tHe Resent utilities with a proper modification when 
the population is not stationary. 
Uzawa reformulates the problem of optimum fiscal policy, 
as this, he supposes that the public sector can determine or 
influence not only the fiscal policy but also the allocations 
of capital and labor between sectors and the division of 
private goods between consumption and investment. The public 
sector then seeks that feasible time-path of factor and out­
put allocations at which the utility functional (5.2.9) is 
maximized. This time path, if it exists, will be called 
optimum oath of economic growth. 
So we have the following programming problem 
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Max 
subject to 
[5.2.10] 
C(t) + Z (t) < F^(K^(t) , L^(t) ) 
X(t) < F" (K (t) , L (t)) 
— V V V 
(t) + K^(t) £ K(t) 
L^(t) + L^(t) < L(t) 
K(t) = (t)-|jK(t) 
L(t) = nL(t) 
when all variables are nonnegative and the initial capital 
K(0) and labor L(0) are given. 
If we omit the time suffix for the sake of simplicity 
and we use small letters to indicate the quantities per 
capita, the programming problem of optimum economic growth 
is reduced to the following 
r -fit 
Max u(c,x)e dt [5.2.11] 
J 0 
subject to 
c+z < f (k )1 [5.2.12] 
— c c c 
x < f, (kjl [5.2.13] 
— V V V 
k 1 +k 1 < k [5.2.14] 
C c V v — 
1^+1^ < 1 [5.2.15] 
k ^ z-(n+u)k [5.2.16] 
We will try to solve the above programming problem, wi 
some simplifying assumptions, first we assume a static 
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problem and the change of capital stock is constant and known: 
1 = 5 %  (s a y )  [ 5 . 2 . 1 7 ]  
From [5.2.16] and [5.2.17] we get that 
z 2 '05k + (n+y)k 
z > (n+y+.05)k [5.2.18] 
if we have that the rate of depreciation y is equal to 6% 
and the growth rate n is equal to 4% we have that [5.2.18] 
is : 
z 2 1.5k 
if we assume that the capital stock k is given and equal 
to 10 we have 
z ^  15 
In order to evaluate numerically we consider the following 
specifications 
y(c,x) =  c - G x - 4  
fc'kc) 
00 
o
 
II 
fv'kv' = V' 
now if we replace these expressions in our programming 
problem [5.2.11] we have 
• 6 . 4  
Max c X 
subject to 
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c+z < k *^1 
— c c 
kclc+kvlvl 10 
Ic+lvl 1 
z ^ 15 
The utility function u(c,x) is continuously twice differen-
tiable and has positive marginal utilities ^  and for all 
positive c and x; u(c,x) is concave in the sense that the 
Hessian matrix 
H = 
3^u 
3^u 
9c9x 
9^u 
9c9x 
9^u 
9x' 
is negative semi-definite for all values of c and x. 
Private goods are not inferior; the income-consumption 
curve has a positive slope; these conditions are summarized 
as : 
I #  >  °  
A  < 0, A  < 0 
9c 9x 
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« 1  -  A  A -
d C  o X  
^ g2 
9x^ ac3x , . ._2 
9 u 3u 
9x 9x 
< 0, 9c _ 9x9c 
9u 9u 
9c ^ 
To cast our programming problem into a typical geometric 
programming formulation let us make the following change of 
variables. 
c = 
^1 
X = 
^2 
z = 
^3 
^c= 
^4 
II 
>
 ^5 
^6 
II 
u
 
rH 
X7 
In order to maximize the objective function we minimize 
the inverse of the original objective function. I report 
I failed to minimize the objective function changing only 
the sign of it, which produced overflows and underflows 
in the computer output. 
Now our programming problem will be 
Mln 
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subject to 
X1+X3 1 
.  9  
*2 1 *5 *7 
X4X7+X5X6 - 10 
X6+X7 1 1 
X 3  1  1- 5  
we had added two restrictions in order to avoid unbounded 
objective function values, e.g., 
^ £ 10 
"1'%'" 1 -1 
Finally our programming problem in the typical geometric 
programming formulation is: 
.  — .  6  — .  4  
Mm 
subject to 
0 . 1x^x^+0 . Ix^xg <_ 1 
Xg+X, < 1 
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1.5x_ ^ 1 1 
0 . Ixj^ ' ^ £ 1 
-. 6 - . 4 
O.lx^ Xg £ 1 
We have a geometric programming problem with three 
degrees of difficulty that is we have eleven terms minus 
seven variables minus one. We observe that all the 
expressions are posynomials. 
The dual program associated with this problem consists 
of maximizing the dual function 
6, 5- 6 g Ô. 6g 6^ 
1  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  0 1 0 ]  1  
v(6) = (^-) (^) (^) {^) (^) (^) (^) X 
-  6 ^  « 2  ' 3  ^ 4  ^ 6  S  
1 '^8 1 ^9 0 1 '10 0 1 «2+«3 6" 
(W (i-) (^) (6,+«,) "(6.) 
S '^10 '11 2 ^ * 
Gc+6 5_+6_ 6 6 6 
(6g+6g) 5 G(g^+6g) 7 (5ii) 
Simplifying we have 
Max v(6)=(l 
- ôg 6] 6g 5? 
6  6 7 + 6 0  
(0.1) (dg+G]) "(Gg+Sg) (Gv+Sg) 
subject to nonnegative dual variables 
6 2^0 r 6 2^0 , 6 2^0 ,6 ^ ^0 , 6 ^>^0 , 6 g^O , 6 ^ ^0 ,5 g>_0 , 6 g^O , 
^10-°'*^11-° 
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and the normality and orthogonality conditions give the linear 
system 
«1 = 1 
-.66^+62 +.6Ô^Q-.6Ô^2 ~ 0 
-.46^ +«4 +.4ô^Q-.46 11 0 
«3 -«7 
= 0 
+«5 
= 0 
-.96^ = 0 
-«4 
= 0 
- « J  - « 3  +«5 +<59 0 
The solution of this problem is shown in Appendix C. The 
primal results i are given in Table 5.2. 1 and the dual results 
in Table 5.2.2. 
Table 5.2.1. Primal results 
Variable value 
^1 2.898 c 
^2 2.472 x 
^3 1.5 z 
8.163 kc 
^5 18.366 ky 
^6 0.18008501 Iv 
X7 0.81991499 1 c 
9o(x) 0.3677 9 o  
u(c,x) 2.712 u (c ,x) 
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Table 5.2.2 Dual results 
Variable Value 
«1 1.0 
«2 0.6 
«3 0.3106 
«4 0.4 
«5 0.7285 
0.36 
«7 0.3105 
C
h
 
00
 0.4 
0.18211 
"^10 2.3195x10 
^11 3.3127x10 
v(6) 0.3677 
We have solved a programming problem where the exponents 
of the objective function add to one (i.e. a+B=l) if we 
increase this sum such that a+3 > 1 we might have a utility 
function 
u(c,x) = c'^x'4 
we also have the upper and lower bound for our objective 
function as 
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in Table 5.2.3 we report the results and the dual variables 
in Table 5.2.5. 
Table 5.2.3. Primal result, case II 
Variable Value 
^1 3.2154 c 
^2 2.06484 X 
^3 1.5 z 
^4 8.4998 ^c 
^5 19.034 
^6 0.1456 Iv 
^7 
0.8543 Ic 
9O(X) 0.2939 9o(x )  
U (c,x) 3.41 u (c ,x) 
Another interesting case (i.e., case III) we have 
considered, occurs when the change of capital stock 
k/k=14% and therefore the investment per capita constraint 
[5.2.18] will be 
z > (.14 + .04 + .06)xlO 
z > 2.4 
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The results are given in Table 5.2.4, note that we 
have a decrease in consumption in order to accomplish the 
investment restrictions, the dual results are given in 
Table 5.2.5. 
Table 5.2.4. Primal results, case III 
Variable Value 
^1 2.3535 c 
^2 2.0160 X 
^3 2.4 z 
^4 8.49 kc 
^5 19.1152 kv 
^6 0.141659 Iv 
^7 0.858341 Ic 
go (X) 0.4520 90 
u (c,x) 2.24 u(c,x) 
We summarize one result by saying that consumption 
of private goods (c) in the three cases is higher than that 
of public goods as is the fraction of labor allocated to 
produce private goods (1^). 
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Table 5.2.5. Dual results 
Variable case II 
c-8x.4 
case III 
c'^x'^ and k/k=14% 
«1 1. 1. 
«2 
œ
 
o
 0.6 
«3 0.3732 0.6118 
«4 0.4 0.4 
«5 0.9386 .9695 
0.36 .36 
S 0.3732 .6118 
«8 0.04 0.04 
S 0.2346 0.2424 
*^10 9.31x10" 
10 1.29x10"^ 
*^11 3.17x10" 
8 1.15xl0~® 
0(6) 0.2939 0.4520 
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6. SUMMARY AND GENERALIZATIONS 
Methods of risk programming essentially convert a 
probabilistic linear programming model into a nonlinear 
deterministic form, since most operational decision rules 
have to be specified in non-random terms. Nevertheless we 
have already started with a quadratic programming model in 
section 4.1 and due to the simplifying assumption of an 
exponential distribution about sales we stayed with a 
quadratic problem. We have solved a large quadratic pro­
gramming problem instead of using some simplifying technique 
as Holt, Modigliani, Muth and Simon and others originally 
used (67, 68, 66, 34). Our limitation in the production 
planning model was to deal with coded data, practical 
research will be applied to Peruvian firms and the results 
will be reported elsewhere. 
In the multi-period investment under uncertainty, we 
have solved in the nonlinear fashion because we were more 
lucky than Naslund, that is we have the SUMT algorithm which 
also allowed us to solve the nonlinear reliability models. 
We might have a sensitivity analysis of the nonlinear 
programming model but that computer program was not available 
at the time we were beginning to program it. The sample 
distribution approach gives us some insight about how our 
optimal solution changes due to an increase in sample size. 
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We have intended to show how to solve nonlinear pro­
gramming problems using geometric and generalized polynomial 
programming in order to indicate that we are able to deal 
with more complicated models of risk programming that will 
be produced by assuming different distribution functions. 
The maximum likelihood principle '2) gives us an open 
window for further research in risk programming, for example 
consider the CCP model 
Max c'x 
Prob [Ax<b3>u 
If b^ is assumed a random variable with a normally independent 
distribution 
x>0; 0<u<l 
bi-bi 
Prob(-i—- > 
1 - F( 
a x - b .  1 1 
The cumulative density function F(———) can be 
expanded by the following approximation (65): 
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a !x-b. 
Let us define C - = —^—— % .  
we have a transformed deterministic problem such as 
Max c'x + Z In [l-F(Ç^)] 
subject to 
x^O 
or 
^ 1 1  1 3  
Max c'x + E ln(^ — + — çf) 
i=l ^ /2lT 6/2n 
subject to 
x>_0 
So far we have found it difficult to solve this class 
of nonlinear programming problems, but the day is not far 
when we can solve these problems. Further research will be 
continued by me in this direction and I would attempt to 
apply these optimization techniques to various industrial 
and national planning problems in Peru. 
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JF = L3 + 99 
WRITE(IND,31) (K, K=J,JF) 
31 F0PMAT(12X,'A',I31 
IF(I 333.NE.01 GO TO 32 
JF = JF +1 
WRITE(IND,31) JF 
32 lENO = L4 • 101 
IF IN = L5 + 100 
WPITE(IN0,33I (K, K=IEND,IFIN) 
IV G LEVEL 1, MCC L MÛIM D&TF = 6928? 15/00/27 
C124 33 CC0VAT(11X,'-P',I3I 
1^35 K = IFI\ • 1 
0136 IF(1333 - 1) 34i 35» 34 
D137 34 WOITEf r;:,33) < 
0139 GO TC 37 
0139 35 jOIT5(I\L,36l K 
0140 36 F?PMAT(11X,»+PS 13) 
0141 37 lENO = IFI\ *• 2 
0142 IF(YLOH.EQ.O) 33 TQ 39 
01*3 GO T:(3G, 38 1, ICONS 
3144 3 9 IFÎM = L6 + ICO 
0145 GO TO 4C 
0146 . 39 IF IN = L7 • 100 
0147 40 «DITÇ(IN0,33) (K.K=IEND,I^ I NI 
0143 lENO = I^ IN • I 
3149 IF IN = L8 + ICO 
0150 W0IT=(IK0,?6) (K, K=IEND,IPIN) 
0151 42 WCITc(I\C,43) 
0152 43 =OSWAT(•WATRIX*J 
0153 0? 46 J = I.Le 
0154 <C3L = 100 4 J 
0135 46 Î = l.LP 
0156 <SCW = 100 * I 
0157 [F(A(I,J)) 44, 46, 44 
0158 44 daiT=(I\0,45) KCCL,KROW, A(I,J) 
0150 45 c?PWAT(6X,'C',I3,2X,'0',I3,2X,F12.6) 
0160 46 CONTl^ 'JF 
0161 WRITE(IN0»47) 
0162 47 FORMAT!'FIRSTS') 
0163 3: 5C J = l,Le 
0164 <COL = ICO • J 
0165 IF(P9(J)) 48,50,48 
0166 49 -JRITEf IN0,4C) KCCL, P9(J) 
0167 49 F0PWAT(6%,'PB.',3X,'P',I3,2X,F12.6) 
0168 50 CONTINUE 
0169 HRITEtIN0,51) 
0170 51 cOPVATt'ENDtTA*/'MODEL.V•MAX...•/'OUTPUT'/'CHECK*/'INVERT*/*OUTPU 
IT*/*FN0JC9') 
0171 STHP 
0172 ENO 
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n 4D% P9 0.0 
4-0 \ QO C. 0 
+QICI 0.0 
0 + 0102 0.0 
+0 IQ3 0. 0 
n + 9196 '^.0 
n + oiqs 0. 0 
+ 0 1 Qf, «^ .0 
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0  C12S 012 = 
-0.001320 0 ri25 0162 0.lOOOOO 0 C126 0126 
-".001320 
ri24 0163 0. l o o n o o  p  C127 0127 
-0.001320 
C127 0164 O.IOOOOO 
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0  C129 0 16S 0.100000 0 ri2Q R12Q 
-0.001320 0 CI 24 *166 0.100000 
C130 o 130 
-0. 001320 
n  C130 qi67 0. lOOOOo 
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- 1. 
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0 ClRl 01 81 -1.000000 
Cl«2 0 192 
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PIQSTB 
PP. PlOl -9?1 ,190463 
PP. 0 102 22.055960 
PB. O103 ?2.055969 
0 P9. 0104 22.055Q6O 
f> PR. Rin? 22.055460 
PR. 0106 22.05596* 
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0 PR. 0 109 22.055969 
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0 Po. 0 110 22.055969 
PR. 0111 22.055960 
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0 PR. 0 113 4.095999 
OR. 0114 4.09S9qQ 
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PB. 0117 4.095999 
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0 P«. 0133 -4.223996 
c» PR. R134 -4.223Q96 
o pp. R135 -4.223996 
C PQ. 0 136 -4.223996 
0 PR. «137 -0.020000 
0 pp. pne -0.020000 
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ï *r/coT DD PQ UN 
TTt'Iti-:»; aCCOUVTlv'O 
ÇNTÇO 9&SI% LEAVE ? J-: J S S N9 ÎNPfûS 
n^^ jTî'-vj F = iÇXP,LÇ. 
A-ÇMfj.jM TIMÇ WAS O.n? MTN"JTS$ 
ÎNVÇOT TIME WAS 0.036 mimutcs. 
to 
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c-oys&x IV "• L=v-l 1, *^0"^ 4 "ÙIM OATp = 692«^3 l6/S6/?q 36GF 
? ? ? ]  
coc' 
?^n 
??n 
T^14 
0?!5 
0?16  
nnio 
?02! 9?2? 
002"»  0024 
0 ? ? 5  
An24 
no?o 
T??? 001^ 
0C?5 
•/it'jc r>F TMP nD^jcrTtVP FIJ^rTf^rj 
1-"J=L= POPflSI^N A(4o,481 ,A(4q), X{12«),VI»V3,V?,0V1»DV?»'^VÛL 
VI, V2»V»/".i 0.i0./,X/12««n. / 
opûono.n t^'O» NTI^E, irOMn.SC&LP 
1 CriOvATf 3% 3 ,Fl?.41 
Cl,C2,C3,r4,C5,rs,r7,rq,rQ,oaoi, 
IWl , •<? tWO^I , XI NVT ,HnRK,(JPOV .YLnw,PAC2 
cooaAT( ( fÇ 12. 4) ) 
L3 = iwp 
L4 = 4AN"*'IMC 
5ci3(lo,21 ((ÛMtJ»i J = I.L41, T=1,L4), (RM ) , 1 = 1,L4) 
2 coBMfiT (4*, i:n|5 .q ) 
oÇAO(2?.?,eNT=4» (tX,X(lXÏ, J=1,Î28) 3 t:npMA''(4X, !2»lQX,ni«;.0) 
4 6r) STÏMC, wl, W2, C I »: 2 tC 3 ,04 ,C 5 ,C6, C 7, C 3, C o, w^p j , yppK, 
1*ÎNV!» o &Q1,DAP?, UPPV, YLDW.SCALF 
A? c^9^AT( ' 1 ' , * Twc PDogLfM o&QAMPTPO APF«/• 0» t^'^X , • NT TMF = ». ! = 
I .nX,*Hl = •,P14.P,10X,*W2 = •tF14.3/*0S30X, «Cl = * ,^14 2.«tl'^X,""2 = • ,F\4.ft,lCV,*C3 = • ,F\4.RM0» ,30X, "*4 = 
?4.a, icx, »r5 = ',Fl4.e,l'iX,':6 = • TF14. 9/*0» ,?«X,« C? = ' ,F 
4l4.<?,10X,«ro - »,F14.B,*C° = ••'=l4.8/*Q*,3'^Xt« tMT HO» = i Ç4.o,Py,'W9D OF ( = » .Fl4.P,0Y,i fNT TMV = • , = 1 4.fl/« 0* , 4'*X, • Avco SALF 4 = • •''14. p, f Y, « MT N SALP = ' ,(= 14. 0/' T 40X, ' UOP=P Y = « P,15X,' 
7L"WFC Y = • ,Fl4.e/*'^' tft-^X,«SCALE = *, F15 .9//// 1 
S K=i,L4 
X{K) = X(K)/SCALP 
5 J =1,L4 • 
4( I, J ) = 4-Af I, J) *.S 
f- 1 = 1 ,L? 
V2 = V? - X(T J"BlI) (, J =1 , 
5 VI = VI • X(Î1«X(JI*A(I,J) 10 = L? +1 
7 Î =TP,L4 
y 'j-i = y-i - X{ î 1 «*P ( T » 
IVl = -Vl/Wl 
~'V2 « -V?/W1 
TVAL = nvi + 1V2 
IV? - -V3/W"» 
EVALUATION np CQVJSTANT TFPM 
rr = ?4.AC7#C8*CQ$DAq1 + 12.»r 7*c P*»2 f C2*WnoT 
r^$T=TVAL+cr 
WDITCO,o, ( T,xni. X( I«-NTIMF1 ,X( t+2*NTIME 1 ,x( H'L3 ) , I =1 .NTI MF) 
P'^PMAT ( ,////60X, «THP » FS'JLTS *////*0• , 15X, «PÇR tOD * t 8X, • WPRK LPV irm . ir-x, • PPnoUCTION L FVFL* , 7 X , • T NVPNTOPY LEVF L • , 7X, • oFL T AR ÎL ! TY LP 
2VC| '///(•0*,l7X,I2.4(RX,ni5.8ni 
WDITP O,101 COSTfCC.OVl 
wcîTÇCïtin r«v?,TVALtOv? 
11 PnpvAT* « n* , ////«0*f SY.«TOTAL COST = *,015.A, 
?SX,»FIXF0 CnST = *,015.8, ÇX.«OUADPAT!C COST = *,015.^1 
n P?QMAT(»0», 17X,*LTNFAD 
4 rnsT = « ,D15.8,5X,«VAPIA^Lc COST = ' ,015.9, 5X , •PÇLTAoILtTv 
FC^^T = • ,ni^.8///*0*,50X, • M 
to 
o 
u> 
THE PROBLEM PARAMETER ARE 
'  NT I  ME 12  Ml  
CI  =  0 .34000000E 03  
C4  =  0 .56699991E 01  
C7  =  0 .824999816-01  
INT WOR »  0 .90000000E 02  
AVER SALE =  0 .5000000ÛE 03  HIN SALE =  0 .3000000OE 03  
UPPER Y =  0 .26589994E 01  LOWER Y =  0 .26589994E 01  
SCALE =  O. IOOOOOOOE 02  
=  0 .79999995E 00  h2 
C2 =  0 .64299988E 02  
C5  =  0 .51199997E 02  
C8  =  0 .32000000E 03C9  
WOR RES =  0 .75000000E 02  
=  0 .19999999E 00  
C3  =  0 .19999999E 00  
C6  =  0 .281000006  03  
=  0 . 0  
INT INV =  0 .32000000E 03  
THE RESULTS 
M 
O 
PERIOD WORK LEVEL PRODUCTION LEVEL INVENTORY LEVEL RELIABILITY LEVEL 
1  0 .  83987255D 02  0 .  511852330  03  0 .  46067260D 03  0 .  26592607D 01  
2  0 .  778046470  02  0 .  371179850  03  0 .  47193079D 03  0 .  265926C70  01  
3  0 .  75000027D 02  0 .  35992166D 03  0 .  471930790  03  0 .  265926070  01  
4  0 .  75000027D 02  0 .  35992166D 03  0 .  471930790  03  0 .  265926070  01  
5  0 .  75000C27D 02  0 .  35992166D 03  0 .  471930790  03  0 .  26592607D 01  
6  0 .  750000270  02  0 .  35992166D 03  0 .  471930790  03  0 .  26592607D 01  
7  0 .  75000C2  7D 02  0 .  359921660  03  0 .  471930790  03  0 .  265926C7D 01  
8  0 .  750000270  02  0 .  35992166D 03  0 .  471930790  03  0 .  265926070  01  
9  0 .  750000270  02  0 .  35992166D 03  0 .  47193079D 03  0 .  265926070  01  
10  0 .  750000270  02  0 .  359921660  03  0 .  47193079D 03  0 .  265926070  01  
I I  0 .  750000270  02  0 .  359921660  03  0*  47193079D 03  0 .  265926070  01  
12  0 .  75000027D 02  0 .  359921660  03  0 .  319999760  03  0 .  265Q26C7D 01  
TOTAL COST =  0 .659347506  06  FIXED COST =  0 .10716287E 06  QUADRATIC COST =  0 .135197950  07  
LINEAR COST =  -0 .799794820  06  VARIABLE COST =  0 .55218463D 06  RELIABILITY COST =  -0 .3 I9111I8E 02  
SUMMARY CF ERRORS FOR THIS  JOB ERROR NUMBER NUMBER OF ERRORS 
217  1  
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APPENDIX B: A NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING SOLUTION 
207 
Our problem is 
Min f(x) = -.05(x^+x2+x2)-ln x^ - In x^ - In Xg 
~ In x^ - In Xg 
subject to 
1300 + (.05-.15x^)x^ > 0 
92(x) H 1000 + (.05-.15Xg)X2 > 0 
g^fx) = 1000 + (.05-.15xg)x^ > 0 
III 
7000 
-*1 
> 0 
95(x) = 5500 + (.05-.15x^) Xj^ > 0 
ggCx) E X^+Xg + 9000 + .05x^ + .O5X2-X2 > 0 
gy(x) 5 ^Xg-1.29 > 0 
9g(x) = 4.-X4 > 0 
99(x) 5 4.-X5 > 0 
4.-Xg > 0 
9^1(x) 4. -x^ > 0 
912(X) 4.-x^ > 0 
The program AUKLET (126) modified by the author uses sequential 
unconstrained minimization technique (SUMT) developed by 
V. Fiacco and G. P. McCormick (82). 
Three additional subroutines are needed before the 
program is executable. These three FORTRAN IV subroutines 
are written by the user and are: 
208 
RESTNT defines the values of f(x) and (x) 
GRADl defines the first derivates of f(x) and f\(x) 
MATRIX defines the partial derivates of f(x) and g%(x) 
So we must supply the following system of equations 
For RESTNT subroutine 
8 
f (x) = -. 05 (x,+x„+x-) - E In X, 
1 2  3  K  
g^(x)= 1000 + (.05-.15x^)x^ 
g^(x)= 1000 + (.05-.15x^)X2 
g^(x)= 1000 + (.05-.15Xg)x^ 
(x)= 7000 - x^ 
g^(x)= 5500 + (.05-.15x^)X^-X2 
/""n ? 
gg(x)= -.15 (Xg X^+Xg + 9000 + .05xj^ + . OSXg -x^ 
g^(x)= x^x^xgx^xg - (1.29)^ 
g g ( x ) =  4 - x ^  
9g(x)= 4-Xg 
4-X7 
9l2<x)= 4-X8 
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For GRADl subroutine 
We evaluate the first derivates 
For f(x) 
^1^ = -.05 i=l,2,3 
= - kr 
For (x) 
(x) Sg^^ (x) (x) 
-5^ = .05-.15x^ __=-.15Xj _^=0 
for 1 or 4 
For 92 (x) 
Sgg(x) 
9x, = .05-.15X, 
992 
5xT 
9g^(x) 
^^^2 ~Tx, " ® 
For g^(x) 
for k^ 2 or 5 
39g(x) 
9x. 05- .15x, 
9gg(x) 
9x, 
9g^(x) 
15^3 —93r- = 0 
for any kp( 3 or 6 
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For (x) 
9?^(x )  
9x, 
9?/(x) 
- 1  — —  =  0  f o r  a n y  k - / l  
For (x) 
9gg  ( x )  
,x. 
= .05-.15x-
3gg(x) 
~~dxZ 
= -1 
(x) 
3 X, 
= -.15x, 
99g(x) 
3x, = 0 for any 1, 2, or 7 
For g^(x) 
9gg(x )  
9x, 
-.OSXqX^ 9gg(x) 
^ ^ + .05 ^ 9x, 
- . OSXgX^ 
''x^+x^ 
+ .05 
8gg (x) 
9x. 
= -1 
9gg (x) 
9x^ 
J~o 5" (x) 
For g^(x) 
for k = 4,5,6,7 
9gy(x) 
9x7" = 0 for k= 1,2,3 
39?(x) X4X5X6*7*8 
9x, for k=4,5,6,7,8 
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For gj(x) j=8,9,10,ll,12 
9g.(x) 
—^ = -1. for j=k; k=4,5,6,7,8 
For MATRIX subroutine 
We evaluate the partial derivates of f(x) and g^(x) 
For f(x) 
= 1/xJ k=4,5,6,7,8 
9x2 
^ = 0 i=l,2,3 
9xf 
2 
1^^ = 0 i=l,...,8 j = l,...,8 
For g^ (x) 
9^gn (x) 
9x. 9x. ^ ^  i=i ; i,j7^1,4; i=l,...,8; j = l,...,8 
i i 
3^g, (x) 3^g, (x) 
= ± = -.15 
3x^9x^ 9x^9x^ 
For g^(x) 
3^g.(x) 
3^ — = 0 i=j ; i,j?^2,5; i=l,...8; j = l,...,8 
i j 
I 
CO 
00 •1—1 
•H 
m 
H 
I 
vo 
n 
Tk 
ir» 
h 
O 
k 
tP 
M 
O 
k 
O 
II 
m 
tr 
CN 
CD 
X fD 
x"" 
CD 
CM •n 
Ix X 1 1^ Cl •H 
— CD •H X > 
CM m m CD iy X lT> \o 
CM CD CM X o 
fD O CD CD 
II 1 II 1 
Ix m IX •m l_x 1^ 
' X —' X X CM " 
CM CD m CD m CD X 
CP CM IX en •H CP m • 1^ tJl CD 
CVJ X —' CM X CM X CM 
er> CD m CD CD CD CD CD 
00 
00 
rolrsi 
rM CM 
X 
+ 
CM iH 
X 
tT> 
>-) 
O 
k 
II 
•H 
fH 
"tk 
•n 
m 
•n 
'iS II X 
•H tn CD 
tri 
CM X 
O fD CD 
. , 
IX •n IX r-
-— X X (N rH 
m CD tn CD vo X 
X C71 •H tri 1—! CD 
—" CM X CM X CM 
m CX> CD CD CD kO CD 
m|(M 
CM CM 
X 
+ 
CM tH 
00 
X 
CM CM 
X 
m 
00 
X 
rvi 
X iH 
X 
m 
— rH 
CP 
U 
o 
k 
1^ iH 
X 
vo CD 
tp CM 
CM X 
CD CD 
II 
Ix CM 
—' X 
VD CD 
rH 
CM X 
CD CD 
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8^gg(x) 3^gg(x) 
ax^9xg 9xg9x^ 
1 
-.15x^7(X^+Xg)^ 
g 2 . . 3 
3 9c (x) 2 2 2 2 
= = -.15x-x_/(x^+x_) 
3x2 1 8 1 2 
3 ^ 9 % ( x )  a ^ g . ( x )  2 7 J 
9xj9x^ " 9xg9x2 " -.ISXg/fx^+Xg) 
Any other partial derivative of g^(x) does not indicate above 
has value equal to zero. 
For g^(x) 
9^g^(x) 
ax.ax. ° *: 8 
^ 3 
Any other partial derivative of g^(x) does not indicated 
here has value equal to zero. 
For g^(x) h=8,9,10,ll. 12 
All partial derivatives have value equal to zero because 
they are linear constraints. 
Follows a computer point out of FORTRAN subroutines RESNT, 
GRADl MATRIX and the actual output. 
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o 
rt 
1 
o 
1 
o o S» 4- ;r> 4" ir» ^ 
^ 
O M o O H O  tl O It o 
o < *t o a < a < o < 
o > 
^ rg ^ ^ 
•-> o o 
O r> o C* o 
O O O f") r) 
•w t — 'nj 1 «*• m ^ o ^ t o ^  T I*" o -- fsj 
• • • • ' - - • . > O O O O O O Q O 
• • • - 'T C O O O O 
o o o o o •"> o o o(.J L; .••> o o oo • o < 
c ) o r , o o •> o ' •> c> t' o cj (-) o '• i i.) ' 
F T ;a \  I / .  j  Lct f tL  1  ,  MOD 4  GRACl  UATfc  =  69?^e  23 /24 /13  PAGE 0001  
OU SU0f tUbTlN6  GRAUIM/  
v3 :2  IMPLICIT RUL*a(A-H,U-2 î  
O:  J i  COMMON/SHAKe/X (100)  ,  DEL a00 )  I A{  100»  100  1  iNfM.Kf , ,  NPl fNMl  
30  .10  ICI  K=l ,N  
::J5 loi OELIK)=o. 
jOOt>  J  -  I  •  l  
30 :7  GU TOI  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,6 ,7 ,y ,y ,10 ,11 ,12 ,131 ,  J  
000-3  1  00  19  K%1,3  
00:4 19 3ELIK)=-.05 
ÛCIO 00  20  K=4»b  
•JOl l  2J  JELI  K)=  -U /XIK)  
3112  TO 14  
•3 .3 l i  2  OEL( l )  *  .09- . l ' ) #K(4f  
0014  0EL(4)« - .15»XI1)  
OOlô  GO TO 14  
0016  3  0EL(2)  =  . 0 î> - . l t>»x(5  )  
3017  OELI5)* - .15»X|2 )  
3019  GO TO 14  
0019  4  OELI3)  =  . 05 - . i y*x (6 )  
002v OEL(6)*-.15»x|3) 
C021  GO TO 14  
0022  5  OELI  U=- l  
0023  GO TO 14  
3024 6 OELI1)  =  . 05 - . l 3»X(7) 
002S  OELI2)»  - 1 .  
C026  DëLt7 )=- . l 5»x (U 
Ù027  GO TO 14  
0C2-Î  7 g  aOSQRT I XI 1) f #2  •XI2)*»2)  
0:2; OELIi)= -.i5*xn)*x(ti)/o • .os ro 
13 OELI2)=  15»XI2)*XI8) /O »  . 05  | _ i  
00  31  OtL 13 )=  - 1 .  y - ]  
3032  OELI8)»  - . 15*C 
00  3  3  30  TO 14  
: :34  d  OC 80  K=4 ,3  
0035  4  0  OELIKl»  XI4 )»X |5 )»X |6 )*X |7 )*XI8) /X |K)  
0036  GO TO 14  
3037  9  DÊLI4»  = - l .  
0036  GO TO 14 
:J39  13  DEH5)  = - l .  
0043  GC TO 14  
0041 11 OELI6) =-1 .  
0042  GO TO 14  
3043  12  ObLI7)  « -1 .  
0044 GO TO 14 
3043  13  0ELI8)  = - l .  
004O 14  RETURN 
0047  END 
KD 
r4 
CNJ 
1000 39Vd 
0V9 Ç.ÎGO 
Naniav e 3[cc 
anNUNOo ce U'c ((l)X$(^)X)/(8)X#(i)X#(9|X$(S)X$(«7)% = (T^lV (T3N'>1JI CtCC 
08 00 f-ZOC 
OB DC P  e zoc  
6 01 00 IZCC 
9/(g)y*gi"- = {p*z»v occo  
EQ/ (e*#(nx)$ (Q)x$sr -  = (z'ew saoc  
fc/(Î)x«^i•- = fy «T)v ^ecc 
SQ/ (8 )x* (? )X*(nx*G1" =  (ZMIV f?no  
Ee / f?**(? ix )$ (e )^#^r-  =  f iMJv  <?cc  
£••8 = cr IPCO 
( e## i? )%+ e*»(1 ix j iMCSGs  e  /  oecc  
6  01  00  b loc  Ç1 •-«<Z M)V Ç Ç10C 
6 01 DO ITCC 91 •- a (9*£ )V ^ o]cc 
6 01 OC 9TCC 
f. MOO 
6 01 CO flO^ 
9T'-=l^M)V ? t IOC 
6 01 00 MCC 
e«*{(i)vj/M s(Tijv 11 cic: 
q'*z=i n oc 1 bc:: 
r  • f6*6*b*£>'6' ? ' i'9*b*V*C*? 'n01  oc éCOO 
•0 = (Txiv CCI zee:-
nM-1 GOT OC 4C(,C 
%•!=)• 001 ÛC S31C 
i + i  =  r  * 7 c o o  
lkNMdN*MH'>J'N* lOOT'OOT )V • C 001 ) 190 * < CO 1 ) *• / J aVHS/NOhKOO €CfC (7-D*H-VJc«lV3y inndrtl gcoc (uxi^jvrt 3NIinoygns i:c: 
9ç,?h<i s  91 vo v|Hiv« *7 onw M nqz-qi «; 
, itj-: 
C^T I 
1 I 
. 4  . . C 3  
JH 
;i :.us:J CI 
,cL ECTE . 
I I 1 1 1 1 1 
C.lOCCL-3j :.40CCC G2 0.0 12 b 0 
'-.tJOOC:. C4 C.l6b00 01 0. 16500 01 0. 165CJ CI 
12 MZ = 
Tl-cs o.C 
ROUTINE--AC 
Ps -6.973CjT)4D 02 Ps C. •) 
ÎOOGOOD 02 RATIOS 4.OOOOOCOO 01 EPSILON- 1.00000000-05 
G= 0.0 RSIGMA= 0.0 H= 0.0 
T-r 
5.00000000 03 
ni C-J-"<cNT VALUE OF X IS 
.  :3  3.0000' .  ic j  03 
:] i.65oco'co oc jTSAINT VALUES 
NOT P,CLJ01N0 THE NGN-NEGATIV IT I ES 
'J2 4.0750011] 02 1.2500182U CI 
^.O573J34D 0) 2.350CGCC'J 30 2.3500000D 00 
0»»#«»T-.t FriSHLc STARTING POINT T(j gE USEU IS ••• 
1.65C00C00 00 
I.lOOOOOOO 03 2.3500000D 00 
1.65000CC0 00 
1.33475020 03 
2*35000000 00 
O.o G= 0.0 RSlGMAs 0.0 
5.OOOOOCOO C3 
T-i- C--- = \T VALUE OF X IS 
5 . 7 ,. J : j Z1 3.C(,000vL.J va 
I. j5 ;'j . 1 1.65000000 JO 
r.\s T: A I VALUES 
NOT IML'JJING THE NUN-NEGA TI VI T I E S 
1.3473.VI: 32 4.07500113 02 1.25001820 01 
tS750':4'j 3 3 2. 3500CCC.) 00 2.3500CCCO 00 
l.65C0000n 00 
1.10000000 03 2.35000000 00 
1.65000000 00 
1.33475020 03 
2.35000000 00 
A = 31-r,îLT -«L^VJLFF ERRORS PREVENT A MU4E ACCURATE DETERMINATION O THL MINIMUM OF THIS SUBPROBLEM. 
C-.R.T= 3I DOTT = 
F = -L.J1 ?35423 02 P= 
o.d520dC40-C4 
0.4^035700 03 
HHO« 1.98597390 03 
G= -l.07l8l2bD 04 
3.7775463D 03 
T-^c CU^^E'IT VALUE OF X IS 
5.l4îi-^ 35: j3 3.68596770 Oi 
2. : 3731C6-| 2.0432325D OC 
T-c CONSTRAINT VALUES 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGAT1V1TIE S 
9.^t;65W91 01 1.06821413 02 9. 70620560 01 
2.5-y'j^*32D CI 2.1l047bl0 00 2.0512C69D CO 
1.^6952190 OC 
I.85351650 03 
2.07314890 CO 
1.94879110 00 
4.98608950 02 
1.96266940 00 
THETA- l.CCOOOOOO-04 
1.65000000 00 
2.80681940 03 2.2v0000C0 00 
c.o 
1.65UOOOOU CO 
2.80681940 03 2.350000C0 00 
MAGNITUDE- 1.16250880 00 
RSir.MA- 1.00842420 04 
PHASc= 2 
0 . 0  
1.92685U0 00 
3- 7239365D 03 
1.95676750 00 
NO 
M 
-J 
'ANC:-: •^V.LTWLURS 
^ - -3.3jId5420 02 P= 9.45035700 03 G= -1.07181280 04 RSIGMAs 
1.39172660-04 5.56249540 02 
TM£ C^-SÊNT VALUE OF X IS 
7.4 93 1 U 70-05 l.46l74Uf>-04 
4. 7A474 7i) C2 4.75705280 02 
THE- L r.Sr-^AlNT VALUES 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGAT IV ITIES 
> 1. 740431 3J-01 2. 10801 920-01 
^.94o2i:o;0 3 3 4.45a73o90 02 4.72012760 C2 5.78070260-04 4.62075100 02 
1.00842420 04 
5.22929300 02 
7.98828230-03 5. 15549510 02 
0 . 0  
5.34905680 02 
1.43208570-C4 5. 18674710 02 
ftCuNDuFF ERRORS PREVF\T A MORE ACCURATE DETERMINAT ION CF ThE MINIMUM OF THIS SUBPROBLEM. 
kur,T= 3d7 
F= -9.5D37030J 02 
OOTTS 1.01010060-04 
P= -6.603063S0 02 
RHQ: 4.96493480 01 
G= -1.25643420 03 
MAGNITUDES 4.42903870-01 
RSIGHAS 2.98063910 02 H= 
7.92417640 03 
THÉ CURRENT VALUE OF X IS 
6.96G22500 03 4.24574360 U3 
1.5002D34D 00 1.30996720 00 
THE CCNSTRAINT VALUES 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGATIVI TIES 
3.53627030 01 2.98916410 CI 
2.4567C3C0 00 2.15199290 00 
67573560 01 
2.67C77CCD 00 
1.54329700 00 
3.97749860 01 
2.8505076G 00 
1.84800710 00 
3.59213630 01 
2.49971660 00 
PHASE» 2 
0 . 0  
1.14949240 00 
3.40999430 01 
2.69003280 CO 
1ST CROER ESTIMATES 
F= -1,01922760 03 P= -2.55910110 03 0= -1.01382670 03 RSIGMA= 0.0 H= 0.0 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF X IS 
7.30086220 03 4.35087460 03 8.70295370 03 
1.39942400 00 1.17225330 CO 
THE CCNSTRAINT VALUES 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGAT IVITIES 
4.61434741) 01 2.38299240 Cl 1.25139170 02 
S.7S36934J-01 2.52172720 00 2.17092100 00 
1.47827280 00 1.82907900 00 1.00349740 00 
-3.00862190 02 -1.83824440 01 -6.14810620 02 
2.99650260 00 2.60057520 00 2.62774670 00 
LAGRANGE VULTIPLIERS 
F= -I.01I22 760 03 P= -2.55913110 03 G= -1.01362670 03 RSIGMA= 
7.90687830-07 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF X IS 
1.02466580-06 2.75426690-06 
2.20580410 01 2.893295C0 01 
THE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGATIVITIES 
3.67472650-02 3.97029380-02 5.55666260-02 
6.02444030 00 8.22636970 00 1.07209160 01 
2.08456070 01 
3.13829290-02 
6.11039310 00 
0 . 0  H= 0.0 
1.45380540 01 
3.84775960-02 
7.945697C0 GO 
APPARENTLY ROUNDOFF ERRORS PREVENT A MORE ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF THE MINIMUM OF THIS SUBPROBLEM. 
N) 
M 
00 
3.75752010 01 
4.26978740-02 
6.86117330 00 
P0INT=1630 OOTT* 
F= -9.95162650 02 P= 
1.57611480-04 
-9.82571740 02 
RH0« 1.24123370 00 
G= -1.00775360 03 
MAGNITUDES 1.43438290 00 
RSIGMA» 1.25909110 01 H« 
THE -CIJRRENT VALUE OF X IS 
6.99405140 03 4.51330090 03 8.36879570 03 
1.26343640 00 9.62104410-01 
THE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGATIVITIES 
6.22030310 00 5.38803250 00 5.73944060 00 
3.0567C660-01 2.433447)0 00 2.19750970 00 
1.56655270 00 
5.94862420 00 
2.87462860 00 
1.80249C30 00 
5.67549610 00 
2.73156360 00 
PHASE* 2 
0.0  
1.12537140 00 
5.30873990 00 
3.0378956D 00 
2ND CRUCR ESTIMATES 
F= -1.00161490 03 P= -1.00422210 03 G= -1.00137710 03 0 . 0  
T-i'. v--r*.T VAL 
'~t • t'i ?.l j") * 03 
1. v4 ( 3c'J c) 
THE CL'ÔTfAIST 
-6.0^74i?70-0l 
80 — j 1 
8.445971 au 03 
UC OF X IS 
4.56S003rJJ Oi 
8.89704C1U-01 
VALUES 
NOT ISCLJJING THE NCN-NFEGATI V ITI ES 
-4.ll?57blO-Jl 
2.42670410 oa 
- 1 . 4 9 0 3 0 4 2 0  0 0  
2 . 2 0 6 9 6 9 1 D  0 0  
1 . 5 7 3 2 9 5 9 0  00 
7 , 2 9 9 7 7 4 4 0  0 0  
2 . 8 7 6 1 4 9 9 0  0 0  
1 . 7 9 3 0 4 0 9 0  O C  
5 . 2 8 5 6 0 7 7 0 - 0 1  
2 . 7 7 9 5 8 1 8 0  0 0  
1 . 1 2 ) 8 5 0 1 0  O C  
1 . 7 4 4 4 2 6 1 0  0 1  
3 . 1 1 0 2 9 1 0 0  0 0  
isr CHJPfi ESTI-ATES 
F= -l,J0203T>7J J3 
ÎHT CJ-^FTENT VALUE OF X IS 
?.GCÙ4 34 33 01 4.563550612 03 
1.224H'^34) CO a.96772ol0-01 
THE CC\STH6I\T VALUES 
NCT I\CLJOIN 
4.5^s43l lO-Jl I.6603C44J-01 
-1.C2o3 ^ 061-01 2.42907970 03 
- I . J 4 1 U 9 6 1 D  0 3  G =  - 1 . 0 0 1 ) 7 7 1 0  0 3  
8 . 4 5 2 2 9 9 9 0  0 3  
KSIGMA- 0.0 
THFC NOM-NEGATIVITLES 
1 . 5 6 2 3 0 6 5 0  0 0  
2 . 2 0 6 0 5 8 1 0  0 0  
57092C30 CO 
- 4 . 0 4 2 7 4 7 9 0 - 0 1  
2 . 8 7 9 1 5 8 7 0  C O  
1 . 7 9 3 9 4 1 9 0  0 0  
2 . 5 7 4 7 5 4 3 0 - 0 1  
2 . 7 7 5 1 0 6 6 0  0 0  
0 . 0  
I .  1 2 0 8 4 1 3 0  0 0  
1 . 8 1 2 4 1 9 0 0  C O  
3 . 1 0 3 2 2 7 4 0  0 0  
LA5JA%GFC MULTIPLIERS 
-1.00205370 03 P= -I.04309610 03 •1.0013771U 03 
TM 
2 .  
7. 7 
T^E 
3. 
1 . 
CJ-«^CNT VALUE OF X IS 
J 744000-09 1414940-Cl 
CONSTRAINT 
2C7ti71^r)-02 
3<i3452b0 01 
6 . 0 9 3 4 7 4 ^ ; > - 0 6  
1 . 3 4 0 9 3 9 4 0  0 0  
VALUES 
NCT INCLUOING 
4 . 2 7 5 5 6 1 4 0 - 0 2  
2 . 0 9 6 0 H 8 7 0 - C 1  
I.77226CdO-Ca 
THE NON-NEGATIVITIES 
3.7630307J-02 
2.57034830-01 
5 . C 5 7 8 2 2 0 0 - 0 1  
3 . 5 0 7 6 0 4 3 0 - 0 2  
1 . 5 0 2 0 6 9 7 0 - 0 1  
3.82038970-01 
3 .  8  5 3 4 1 6 0 0 - 0 2  
1 . 6 6 3 5 3 1 0 0 - 0 1  
9 . 8 0 0 8 0 5 8 0 - 0 1  
4 . 4 0 4 2 3 6 8 0 - 0 2  
1 . 3 4 4 9 5 5 4 0 - 0 1  
a » 3 A - ( c M L Y  - i - o N ' J L F F  E R R O R S  P R E V E N T  A  M O R E  A C C U R A T E  O E T  E R M I N A  T I  O N  O F  T H E  M I N I M U M  O F  T H I S  S U B P R O B L E M .  
PWI N TS1 7 4 2  D O T T =  1 . 2 1 a V 9 0 2 0 - 0 4  R H O =  3 . 1 0 3 0 8 4 2 U - C 2  M A G N I T U D E »  3 . 9 2 3 5 5 3 8 0  0 0  P H A S E =  2  
F =  - 9 . 9 9 8 3 8 3 2 0  0 2  P- - 9 . 9 8 8 0 0 1 4 0  0 2  G =  - 1 . 0 0 0 8 7 7 5 0  0 3  R S I G M A s  1 . 0 3 8 6 7 8 6 0  0 0  H =  0 . 0  
T M t  C J f ' S t N T  v a l u e  o f  X  I S  
6. Y990663,J 03 
1 .23001830 C O  
4 . 5 5 7 6 7 1 A u  0 3  
9 . 2 8 0 3 5 2 4 0 - 0 1  
8 . 4 1 4 3 1 1 2 0  0 3  
THT CC\STRAINT VALUES 
i.vo^-joiao uo 
4.74ol22W0-02 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGATIV ITI ES 
8 . 7 3 9 1 6  7 1 0 - C l  9 . 3 5 9 3 3 2  9 0 - 0 1  
2 . 4 2 9 3 6 7 6 0  0 0  2 . 2 0 5 2 0 9 6 0  0 0  
1 . 5 7 0 6 3 2 4 0  0 0  
9 . 3 3 6 9 2 5 7 0 - 0 1  
2 . 8 7 5 1 0 7 1 0  0 0  
1 . 7 9 4 7 9 0 4 0  0 0  
9 . 1 3 8 2 5 6 7 0 - 0 1  
2 . 7 6 9 9 6 1  7 0  0 0  
1 . 1 2 4 8 9 2 9 0  0 0  
8 . 5 4 9 6 3 6 5 0 - 0 1  
3 . 0 7 1 9 6 4 8 0  0 0  
2 \ : j  C H C c P  E S T I M A T E S  
F =  - 1 . 0 0 0 6 4 2 4 0  0 3  
T H E  C U R R E N T  V A L U E  O F  X  
- 1 . 0 0 0 7 9 0 3 0  0 3  G =  - 1 . 0 0 0 7 0 1 2 0  0 3  kSIGMA' 
6. W999 ^ 800 03 
1.22277360 00 4 . 5 6 6 0 6 7 9 0  0 3  9 . 2 2 2 7 4 2 8 0 - C I  
8 . 4 2 2 1 0 4 6 0  C 3  
THE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
1.92637370-02 2.of)l62l90-03 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGATIVITIES 
3 . 4 2 6 P 6 3 9 . ) - 0 2  - 4 .  1 9 4 2 2 6 0 0 - 0 3  
2 . 4 2 6 5 8 9 2 0  0 0  2 . 2 0 6 6 7 1 0 0  0 0  
1 . 5 7 1 4 1 G 8 0  0 0  
l . 9 9 ' ? 5 8 4 l 0 - 0 3  
2 . 8 7 5 0 9 5 4 0  0 0  
1 .  7 9 3 3 2 9 0 0  0 0  
2 . 0 0 4 5 2 9 2 0 - 0 2  
2 . 7 7 7 2 2 6 2 0  0 0  
1 . 1 2 4 9 0 4 6 0  0 0  
3 . 2 9 4 2 2 9 2 0 - 0 3  
3 . 0 7 7 7 2 5 7 C  0 0  
1 S T  C-Ct» tSTHATES 
-l .C'ûû7lt>80 03 P= -1.JOlW4dOl) 03 G= -I.Û007012U 03 RSlGHAs 0 . 0  
r.-it CURRENT VALUE UF x is 
7.00003820 03 
1.22282083 00 
THt CONSTRAINT 
3.C252«.'i3D-02 
2.^1932400-05 
8.42285950 C3 4.56600500 03 
9.21636730-01 
VALUES 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NE GAT IV ITIE S 
3.755704 30-02 
2.4266C150 CO 
3.45197120-02 
2.20665570 00 
I.57139850 00 
-8.15727520-03 
2.87519700 00 
1.79334430 00 
2.5984194D-02 
2.77717320 00 
1.12480300 00 
4.86199210-02 
3.07836330 00 
LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS 
F= -1.00071680 03 P= -1.00184800 03 G= -1.00070120 03 RSIGMA= 
IHT CURRENT VALUE OF X IS 
6.334514 70-10 1.493 85170-09 4.382 84810-10 I.2 57895 30-02 
2.05095590-02 3.60300 3 ir>-02 
THE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGATIVI TIES 
3.044 582 50-02 4.06306230-02 3.54245030-02 
1.37641580 CI 5.25703650-03 6.38107470-03 
3.5594 735D-02 
3.75392^30-03 
0.0 H= 0.0 
9.63310010-03 2.4522866D-02 
3.71592430-02 
4.04432480-03 
APPArcNTLY R C u \ J O F F  ERRORS PREVENT A MURE ACCURATE DETERMINATION O F  THE MINIMUM OF THIS SUBPR08LEM. 
4.24520110-02 
3.28822160-03 
POINT=1844 
F= -U0U059120 03 
DOTT« 1.21021 760-C4 
P- -1.00044380 03 
RHO= 7.75771060-04 
G= -1.00071850 03 
MAGNITUDES 1.80964610 00 
RSlGHAs 1.37339360-01 H* 
8.42187380 03 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF X IS 
6.99905680 03 4.56438660 03 
1.22423770 00 9.22403640-01 
THE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
NOT INCLUOING THE NON-NEGATIVITIES 
1.63507730-01 1.38686610-01 1.50951150-01 
7.78097810-01 2.42870160 00 2.20628570 00 
1.57129840 00 
1.4322202O-0I 
2.87519650 00 
1.79371430 00 
I.3067106D-01 
2.77571230 00 
PHASE- 2 
1.12480350 00 
1.24239370-01 
2.0775964D 00 
2NJ CRUEK ESTIMATES 
F= -1.00072070 03 P* -1.00072450 03 G« -1.00071440 03 RS1GMA» 
8.42330530 03 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF X IS 
7.00000520 03 4.56563850 03 
1.22321740 00 9.21338520-01 
THE CONSTRAINT VALUES 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGATIVI TIES 
3.9 355 3050-03 -9.55895330-05 2.75283890-03 
3.58142990-04 2.42657590 CO 2.20648350 00 
1.57142410 00 
-5.1606359D-03 
2.87521370 00 
0.0 
1.79351650 00 
-1.73435930-02 
2.77678260 00 
1.12478630 00 
-1.3791982D-02 
3.07866150 00 
1ST OROER ESTIMATES 
F= -1.00072060 03 P= -1.00075250 03 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF X IS 
GS -L.00071440 03 RSlGHAs 0.0 
7 .  / .  / O S ? .  - A  4 . 5 4 5 4 4  7 / ,  O J  B . 4 2 Î 2 S 4 1 U  C 3  1  . 5  7 1 4 2  1 5 0  0 0  1 . 7 0 5 1 2 2 0  0 0  1 .  1 2 4 7 6 6 7 0  O C  
1.22 4/'/?^ 'jj 9.21345^8^-01 T-^r values 
N ' U  I N C L J . T I N j  T n f  % O N - N t  6  A T  I  V I  T  I  E  S  
•  3  •  i  H  2  v - - i  " j  . ' t  5 4  9 5 ' j  1  J - J 4  3 .  5 4 6 9  8  ^  4 L > — 0  3  - 5 *  2  ) 5 5 5 1 9 0 - 0 )  -  1 .  t 2 t > 0 4 C 3 . ) — 0 2  -  1 .  2 2  3  1 4 4  5 0 - C 2  
i . 4 ' » t 2 - . 3  J D - : 4  2 . 4 2  2 5 7 ^ 5 0  C O  2 . 2 0 6 4 3 7 t t D  0 0  2 . 8 7 5 2 1 3 3 0  0 0  2 . 7 7 6 7 9 2 3 0  0 0  3 . C 7 b 6 5 4 C n  C O  
"uLTIPLIt^S 
- 1..CÛ/ 2 3 6 U  : 3  P= - 1 . J 0 0 7 5 2 5 J  O i  & =  - 1 . J 0 0 7 1 4 4 0  û î  ^SIGMAs 0 . 0  H= 0 . 0  
T-n C-'^Pfc'.T VALUE CF X IS 
1 . 5 = : ? ? 1 C 1 - 1  1  3 .  7 2  3 6 4  r 9  J - I  I  1 . 0 9 3 7 4 5 1 0 - 1  1  3  .  I  4 2 0  7 2  7 0 - 0 4  2 .  4 1 1 1 6 5 6 î > - 0 4  6 .  I  3  1 6 9 1 2 0 - 0 4  
5 . l 7 o 5 7 r } y - 3 4  9 . 1 1 7 3 3 1 1 0 - 0 4  
TNL ::»ST;AI\R VALUES 
NCT I\CLJ3IN: THE \ON-NEGATLVLTIES 
^ . 9 . 1  ? 2 ' 7 f j - j 2  4 . 0 3 3 3 3 7 2 3 - 0 2  3 . 4 0 4 5 5 7 7 0 - 0 2  3 .  7 4 1 9 3 4 4 0 - 0 2  4 . 5 4  3 3  3 4 9 0 - 0 2  5 . 0 2 5 9 1 4 7 0 - C 2  
1 . 2 - 1 : ^ 2 4 1  : l  1 . 3 1 5 1 c C 2 J - 0 4  1 . 5 9 3 7 1 2 6 3 - 0 4  9 . 3 8 4 2 2  ? 0 I > 0 5  1 . 0 0 6 8 9 6 1 0 - 0 4  8 .  1 9 C 4 9 7 0 C - C 5  
APPAK.C.TLY ivGFF ESAOAS PHÊVF.NT A MU\E ACCUKATE JE TE^ MI NA TI ON CF THE MLNIHIJM OF T H I S  S U B P R O b L E H .  
•> ,l\T = l^^2 
f  =  - I . C 0 0 7 0 0 9 - ;  0 3  
OOTT= 5.12030410-15 
P= -l.0r>0tîtt04û 03 
R H G =  1 . 9 3 9 4 2 7 6 0 - 0 5  
G =  - 1 . 0 0 0 7 2 1 4 U  Li 
M A G N I T U D E »  2 . 1 4 4 2 0 9 2 0  0 0  
K S I G H A S  2 . 0 5 0 1 1 1 5 0 - 0 2  H *  
B . 4 2 2 9 S 5 1 D  C 3  
T H c  CUM^ & ' . T  VALLC C F  X I S  
6 .  ) ^ ' . 9 7 7 7 J  u 3  4 . 5 o 5 5 7 5 7 j  O S  
1 . 2 < ) 2 4 5 ô l  : 0  9 . 2 1 5 6 2 6 5 0 - 0 1  
T « E  C u i S T - i A P . r  V A L U c S  
N O T  I - S C L U O I N G  T H Ê  M O N - N E G A T I v I T I E S  
2 .  t 4 C 3 4 c 3 j - : 2  2 . 2 3 7 3 6 4  4 0 - 0 2  2 . 4 6  5 g 7 3  1 0 - 0 2  
l . 2 « î 3 4  7 6 3 - ; - 3 î  2 . 4 2 8 5 9 2 9 0  0 0  2 . 2 0 6 4 9 6 2 3  0 0  
1 . 5 7 1 4 0 7 1 0  3 0  
2 . 2 2 i 6 7 4 2 0 - C 2  
2 . 8 7 5 2 0 1 9 0  0 0  
1 . 7 9 3 5 0 3 6 0  O C  
1 . 9 4 2 0 6 7 6 J - 0 2  
7 . 7 7 6 7 5 4 2 0  0 0  
P H A S E =  c  
0 . 0  
1 . 1 2 4 7 9 8 1 0  0 0  
1 . 8 7 7 2 5 9 3 0 - 0 2  
3 . 0 7 8 4 3 7 3 0  C C  
ro 
ESTL-ATES 
F r  - 1 . 0 0 0 7 2 3 5 0  0 3  P' - 1 . 0 0 0 7 2 4 2 0  0 3  G= - 1 . 0 0 0 7 2 1 5 0  0 3  RSIGMAA 0.0 
8 . 4 2 3 2 0 3 5 0  0 3  
:W<DE\R VALUE OF X IS 
M n O O O . l i D  0 3  4 . 5 6 5 8 0 2 9 . 1  0 3  
1 . 2 2 3 3 4 6 Ù U  0 0  9 . 2  1 4 0 6 2  1 0 - 0  1  
THE lCNSTRAINT VALUES 
NOT INCLUDING THE NON-NEGATI VIT1ES 
1  . I  j I  ? 2  7 ( > : ) - 0 3  5 . 2 9 5 1 9 4 0 J - 0 4  8 . 7 0 7 8 9 2 5 0 - 0 4  
5 . L 5 4 l 1 R C j - C 5  2 . 4 2 6 5 7 2 4 0  0 0  2 . 2 0 6 5 3 7 0 0  0 0  
1 . 5 7 1 4 2  7 6 0  0 0  
-  3 . 0 2 6 8 3 1 2 0 - 0 4  
2 . 8 7 5 2 0 2 7 0  0 0  
1 . 7 9 3 4 6 3 0 0  0 0  
- 1 . 0 8 9 6 7 5 5 0 - 0 3  
2 . 7 7 6 9 5 4 0 0  0 0  
1.12479730 CC 
- 7 . 2 7 9 2 6 5 6 0 - 0 4  
3 . 0 7 8 5 9 3 8 0  C C  
1ST CPUFK ESTIMATES 
F= - 1 ,O 0 J 7 2 3 4 0  0 3  P =  - 1 , 0 0 0 7 2 4 9 0  0 3  G« - 1 . 0 0 0 7 2 1 5 0  0 3  RSIGMA= 
8 . 4 2 3 2 0 5 7 D  0 3  1 . 5 7 1 4 2 7 5 D  0 0  
T H Ç  C J O ^ h S T  V A L U E  O F  X  I S  
7 . 0 0 0 0 C 0 4 0  0 3  4 . 5 6 5 7 9 9 0 0  0 3  
1 . 2 2 3 0 5 0 1 0  0 0  9 , 2 1 4 0 4 7 1 0 - 0 1  
T n e  C C K S T R A I N T  V A L U E S  
N U T  I N C L U O I N G  T H E  N O N - N Ê G A T I  V I T I E S  
1 . 2 4  7 5 2 0 7 0 - 0  3  5 . 3  7 3 9 0 9 0 0 - 0 4  9 . 3 7 6 9 C 5 7 0 - 0 4  
6 . 3 9 7 4 2 4  3 0 - 0 5  2 . 4 2 8 5 7 2 5 0  0 0  2 . 2 0 6 5 3 5 8 0  0 0  
- 4 . 2 6 0 0 4 8 4 0 - 0 4  
2 . 8 7 5 2 0 2 9 0  0 0  
0 . 0  
1 . 7 9 3 4 6 4 2 0  0 0  
- 1 . 4 6 8 9 4 0 7 D - 0 3  
2 . 7 7 6 9 4 9 9 0  0 0  
I .  1 2 4 7 9 7 1 0  0 0  
- 1 . 0 1 5 4 9 3 2 0 - 0 3  
3 . 0 7 8 5 9 5 3 0  0 0  
"JLT iplie^S 
: =  - l . w J G 7 2  3 4 ]  U 3  P -  - I . J 1 3 7 2 4 9 D  J 3  G =  - 1 . 0 0 0 7 2 1 5 0  0 3  R S 1 G H A =  0 . 0  H =  0 . 0  
T r-F Cjl3t\T vALJE O F  X I S  
3 . , S , J 4 C e ; - 1 3  9 . 3 0 4 2  7 3  4 Û - 1 3  2.733634 70-13 7.85404500-06 6.02932SID-06 1.532<) 3 75D-C5 
2 . 2 9 3 6 2  C I O - 0 5  
T - i  C C N b T R A l N T  V A L U E S  
NCT I-.CljCING the NON-SEGAT IV I T  I f c S  
2 . f c 7 S v l 7 2 J - 0 2  3.9 743SC23- 0 2  3. 19008740-02 3.9046347U-02 5. 1421 5070-02 5.50332350-02 
1.1773290^ 01 3.29824f3J-C6 3.98352190-06 2.3460479U-C6 2.51535160-06 2.04650560-06 
to 
to 
223 
11. APPENDIX C; GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER OUTPUT 
00000000*9 «(9 )X 
00000000 *01 )X 
ooooooot "Z "(E )X 
00000000 •2 «(Z )X 
00000001 *0 • d )X 
INlOd ONUaVlS âlâVlbVA ivhltfd 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000 *0 00 + 3000000000000000 * I 00+3000000000000000*0 00+3000000000000000*0 00+3000000000000000 *0 
00+3000000000000000*1 00+3000000000000000*0 00+3000000000000000*1- 00+3000000000000000*1 - 00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000 *0 
00+3000000000000000*1-
00+3000000000000000*0 
10-3866666666666666*8— 
00 + 3000000000000000 *L 
00+3000000000000000 *0 
00+3000000000000000 *0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000 *0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*1 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000 *0 
00+3000000000000000*I 
00 + 3000000000000000 *0 
CM 
CM 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*1 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00 + 3000000000000000 *0 
00+3000000000000000 *0 
10-3866666666666666*1-
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*1 
00+3000000000000000*0 
10-3866666666666666*1-
00+3000000000000000 *1-
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000 *0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000"0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000U00000 *0 
10—3666666066666666 *£ — 
00+3000000000000000*0 
10—3666666066666666 *9 — 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*1 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00 + 3000000000000000 *0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*0 
00+3000000000000000*1 
10-3666666666666666*€ 
CC + 300000000000Û000 *0 
10—3666666666666666 *T— 
10—3666666666666666 * 9 
00+3000000000000000 *0 
1C 
— 3666666666666666 * 9— 
*tiVA AS OSdnObO vive inaNI 3HX S3hG0 3*3H 
20—3666666666666666*6 
00 + 3000000000000000 * 1 
20-3666666666066666*6 
20-3666666666B66666 * 6 
CO + 3&OOOOOOOOOUOOOO *1 
CO + 3000000000000C09 * 1 
20-3666666666666600 *6 
00+3000000000000000 *L 
00 + 3000000000000000 * I 00+3000000000000000*1 
00+3000000000000000'1 
H 01 0 A3 03dnGa0 (T'LLOD V l V C  l O d M  3 H 1  S3HG0 a d 3 H  
ANNDLJDLG DC SÂ3BC3C I GNV 
siNivbisNoo Ainvnoa C QNV ÂINVNOAM i SAIOVIDVA I SVK R»3ISOOD 
X I  6 1  =  0 .50000000  
X(  71=  0 .50000000  
INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
INITIAL VALUE OF PRIMAL CONSTRAINTS 
Gl  01=  3 .01708817  
G(  11=  0 .79244660  
G(  21=  0 .93969515  
G(  31=  0 .75000000  
G< 41=  0 .62500000  
G(  5»«  I . 00000000  
G(  61=  0 .30170682  
Gl  7»«  0 .03314454  
INITIAL VALUES 
TAUl  01  =  
TAU(  11  =  
TAUl  21  -
TAU(  31  «  
TAUl  41  «  
TAUl  51  =  
TAUl  61  =  
TAUl  71  s  
TAU(  81  =  
TfUl  91  =  
TAUl  101  «  
TAUl111  =  
TAUl121  =  
TAUl131  =  
TAUI141  =  
OF DUAL MULTIPLIERS 
-0 .10429218  
-2 .30258509  
0 .69314718  
0 .87546874  
2 .30258509  
1 .60943791  
-0 .69314718  
-0 .69314718  
1.00000000 
1.00000000 
1.00000000 
I.00000000 
1.00000000 
1.00000000 
I.00000000 
.01708817E+00  
ro 
N) 
Ul 
ITERATION NUMBER I  
APPROX.  VALUE OP PRIMAL OBJECT,  FUNCT,  
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT,  FUNCT,  
3 ,01708817  
1 .03944118  
ITERATION NUMBER 2  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
3 .01700817  
1 .45251498  
ITERATION NUMBER 3  
APPROX,  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT,  
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
1 .74315055  
1 .44241147  
ITERATION NUMBER 4  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
0 .89006593  
1 .39348441  
ITERATION NUMBER 5  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT,  
0 .62275919  
1 .24337966  
ITERATION NUMBER 6  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
0 .56240067  
1 .03336320  
ITERATION NUMBER 7  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
0 .40845325  
0 ,55947341  
ITERATION NUMBER 8  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
&DPROX.  VALUF OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
0 .36629719  
0 .38789633  
ITERATION NUMBER 9  
APPROX,  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT,  
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
0 .36745176  
0 .36517971  
ITERATION NUMBER 10  
APPPOX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
APPROX.  VALUF OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
0 .36773917  
0 .36742131  
ITERATION NUMBER 11  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
APPROX.  VALUF OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
0 .36773076  
0 .36772666  
ITERATION NUMBER 12  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
0 .36773073  
0 .36772619  
ITERATION NUMBER 13  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
0 .36773073  
0 .36772905  
ITERATION NUMBER 14  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
APPROX,  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
0 .36773073  
0 .36773011  
ITERATION NUMBER 15  
APPROX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  0 .36773073  
N) 
to 
a\ 
APDPCX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
ITERATION NURSES 16 
APPPOX.  VALUE OF PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT 
APPROX.  VALUE OF DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
ITERATICN NUMBER 
APPPOX.  VALUE OF 
APPROX.  VALUF OF 
ITERATION NUMBER 
APPROX.  VALUE OF 
APPROX.  VALUE OF 
17 
PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT 
DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
18 
PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT 
DUAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
CONSTRAINTS TIGHT - OPTIMAL SOLN 
0.36773051 
0.36773073 
0.36773065 
0.36773073 
0.36773070 
0.36773073 
0.36773072 
DUAL CONSTRAINT INFEASIBÎLITY 
0  -2 .22044605E-16  
1  I . 84845548E-08  
2  1 .23230365E-08  
3  I .38777878E-16  
4  -2 .63677968E-16  
5  -8 .32667268E-17  
6  -7 .546047I2E-17  
7  -3 .19189120E-16  
8  2 .49P00181E-16  
9  0 .OOOOOOOOF+00  
lb  -2 .22044605E-16  
11  1 .38777878E-17  
12  -2 .77555756E-17  
13  -6 .07553430E-08  
14  -8 .86912807E-08  
OPTIMAL VALUES OF DUAL VARIABLES 
A .  VARIABLES CQP PRIMAL OBJECT.  FUNCT.  
1 l.OOOOOOOOE+00 
a. VARIABLES FOR INEOUAL CONSTS.  
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT NUMBER 1  
1 6.OOOOOOOOE-01 
2  3 .10586583E-01  
OEL(  1 ,0 )=  9 .10586583E-01  
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT NUMBER 2  
1  4 .00000000E-01  
OEL(  2 ,0 )=  4 .00000000E-01  
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT NUMBER 3  
1  7 .28469266E-0I  
2  3 .60000000E-01  
DEL(  3 ,0 )=  1 .08846927E+00  
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT NUMBER 4  
1  3 ,10586583E-01  
DELI  4 ,0 )=  3 .10586583E-01  
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT NUMBER 5  
1  4 .OOOOOOOOE-02  
2  1 .82117317E-01  
DEL* 5 ,0 )=  2 .22U7317E-01  
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT NUMBER 6  
1  2 .31945414E-09  
DELI  6 ,0»=  6 .30747972E-08  
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT NUMBER 7  
I  3 .31270451E-08  
DELI  7 ,0 )=  1 .21818326E-07  
tvJ 
M 
00 
V A L U E S  O F  D U A L  M U L T I P L I E R S  
T A U (  0 1  =  2 .  0 0 0 4 0 4 3 1 E + 0 0  
T A U (  l )  =  I .  0 6 3 9 3 2 0 5 E + 0 0  
T A U (  2 »  =  9 .  O S 1 1 2 7 0 7 E - 0 1  
T A U (  3 )  =  4 .  O 5 4 6 5 1 O 8 F - 0 I  
T A U (  4 )  =  2 .  0 9 9 5 5 7 5 0 E + 0 0  
T A U (  5 )  =  2 .  9 1 0 4 8 7 7 2 F + 0 0  
T A U (  6 )  =  - 1 .  7 1 4 3 2 6 2 4 E + 0 0  
T A U {  7 1  =  
- I .  9 8 5 5 4 6 1 9 E - 0 1  
T A U (  8 1  =  - 9 .  0 6 3 3 3 7 1 0 E - 0 1  
T A U C  9 )  =  - a .  3 7 0 9 2 6 8 1 E - 0 2  
T A U ( 1 0 ) =  
- I .  0 8 4 7 7 2 3 7 E + 0 0  
T A U ( 1 1 ) =  I .  6 9 2 9 2 5 6 6 E - 0 1  
T A U ( 1 2 ) =  5 .  0 4 5 4 9 5 8 4 E - 0 1  
T A U ( 1 3 I =  1 .  5 5 7 8 9 4 4 6 E + 0 1  
T A U ( 1 4 ) =  1 .  4 9 2 0 7 3 5 0 E + 0 1  
V A L U E S  O F  O P T I M A L  P R I M A L  V A R I A B L E S  
X (  I )  2 . 8 9 7 7 4 2 6 9  
X t  2 »  2 . 4 7 2 2 1 0 5 4  
X (  3 1  1 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
X (  4 )  8 . 1 6 2 5 5 7 2 2  
X (  5 »  = 1 8 . 3 6 5 7 5 3 7 3  
X (  6 )  = 0 . 1 8 0 0 8 5 0 1  
X (  7 »  = 0 . 8 1 9 9 1 4 9 9  
3 , 6 7 7 3 0 7 3 3 6 - 0 1  
3 . 6 7 7 3 0 7 2 1 E - 0 1  
n o T I M & L  V A L U E  O F  P R I M A L  O B J E C T I V E  F U N C T I O N  
O P T I M A L  V A L U E  O P  D U A L  O B J E C T I V E  F U N C T I O N  
to 
kO 
